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Preface 
 
When the CHS 50th Reunion Website was being developed, Ed Dooley was asked if he would write a 
series of articles for the website that would discuss our years at Catalina High School.  He graciously 
accepted the challenge and created a column that he called “Cruisin’ the Past” and wrote monthly 
articles that described various aspects of our years at Catalina and the influence each aspect had on 
our development, with respect to whom we were then and who we are today.  We’ve included the first 
of his articles as the Preface for this document as it provide a wonderful introduction to the book  We 
strongly suggest, that if you have access to the internet, take the time to read the other articles that he 
has submitted.  The website address is: www.catalina-1960-class-reunion.com, then go to “Cruisin’ 
the Past”.  We are sure you will enjoy reading them and reminiscing.  Now for Article No. 01… 
 

“Cruisin’ the Past” 
 

                             A Preliminary Profile 
 

By 
 

Ed Dooley 
 
 
 
Who were we?  Who are we?  Those are two questions I would like to answer in these columns about 
the Catalina High School Class of 1960.  Because of time restrictions and lack of in-depth research, I 
will not attempt to do a formal cohort analysis of the class, nor will I attempt a much-needed history of 
the class.  I will leave those important tasks to others closer to the school and far more qualified than I 
to undertake such studies.  The following installment, my first attempt at answering the two questions, 
is based on information available in yearbooks and in the very informative reunion booklets produced 
over the decades by Terri Lane Millsap, Emily Kittle Morrison, and all their associates.  Although 
information on many of our classmates is missing from these booklets, either because they did not 
respond to questionnaires or because their whereabouts are unknown, the booklets provide an 
excellent starting point for the proposed study.  In time, more biographical information will come in, and 
perhaps there may even be a survey with a structured questionnaire.  But until that happy day, I’ll go 
with what I’ve got and underscore that what follows is but a preliminary profile of the CHS Class of 
1960. 
 
A cohort, as the demographers and sociologists tell us, is a group of people with a time-specific 
common experience, such as having been born in the same year or having graduated from school in 
the same year.  Clearly, then, the Class of 1960 is a cohort as defined by social scientists.  With some 
exceptions, we were born in 1942 and we were 18 years old when we graduated together in 1960. We 
share these vital statistics, but we also shared a number of characteristics that made our cohort notably 
homogenous. 
 
In addition to being the same age, we also looked a lot alike.  In a school that in 1960 had 
approximately 2,300 students, there were few Hispanics, even fewer Asians, and only one African-
American. In the Class of 1960, with somewhere around 520 members over its four years, there were 
no African-Americans, perhaps two of Asian descent, and only a handful of Hispanics.  This 
homogeneity was not by conscious design but resulted from the fact that Catalina High School served a 
relatively wealthy surrounding community that was highly racially, ethnically, and culturally 
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homogenous.  Closer to the center of town, Tucson High School was, to use today’s term, multicultural.  
This term could not be applied to Catalina or, for that matter, to other west-end schools of that time. 
 
We can be differentiated as a group by age, race, ethnic, and cultural background, but we can also be 
differentiated by what sociologists call “period effect.”  Members of the Class of 1960 technically are not 
part of the World War II Baby Boom Generation because demographers and other social scientists 
generally date its beginning with children born in 1946.  Instead, we were part of what I like to call the 
“War Babies Generation” or, if you prefer, “Pre-Boomers.”  And whereas the Baby Boomers were born 
in the optimism that accompanied the end of the war, as well as the return of thousands of servicemen 
and women, we were born in the darkest year of the war for the U.S. and its allies.   Our fathers were 
going to war, not returning from war.  How this affected us cannot be summarized because every story 
is unique, but it must have had some common effects that contributed to the inner dynamics of our 
cohort. 
 
I stated earlier that there were somewhere around 520 members of the Class of 1960.  In fact, the 
actual number is difficult to determine at this date and this distance from official records.  If you 
examine the 1960 TORCH, our yearbook, you will find 468 smiling faces in our graduating class (the 
number of actual graduates reported in the local newspapers was 470).  But a number of our 
graduating classmates were not pictured in the yearbook for reasons that are unknown to me.  
Moreover, during the four years of our high school experience, from 1956 to 1960, people entered the 
school for a year or two and then moved away.  Despite the fact that they were not with us to receive 
diplomas in 1960, I have chosen to include them in this study of the members of the class.  In fact, over 
50 of our classmates who do not appear in the TORCH do appear in the wonderful booklets that were 
produced for the 1980, 1985, and 2000 reunions. 
 
If, for a moment, however, we count only the people pictured in the TORCH, or 468 students, then we 
were the smallest class in Catalina High School in 1960.  The Junior Class had 585 members pictured 
in the yearbook, the Sophomore Class had 558 members pictured, and the Freshman Class had 565 
members pictured.  With that last class, the Freshman Class, we find ourselves on the eve of the Baby 
Boom Generation. 
 
When it comes to attempting to describe or even define the cultural identity of our generation and of our 
specific cohort, the Class of 1960, we enter into murky waters.  Cultural identity is never a clear picture, 
and the closer we get to it the more we lose sight of the overall picture and see, instead, the brushwork.  
And yet, there are some common experiences and characteristics that help to define us. It is said that 
the Baby Boomers were the first group to be raised on television.  That assertion leaves us, therefore, 
as the last generation not to have been raised on television.  I believe that distinction is important.  The 
hours of our early lives were more likely to have been spent out-of-doors, reading books, or listening to 
the radio, or listening and dancing to rock ‘n roll records.  Without question, we share much with the 
Baby Boomers, especially the memorable events that shaped our lives in the 1960s and 1970s, but we 
were older then, out of high school, and most of us were well on our way in life when those events 
occurred. 
 
One statement that seems to ring true with many in our cohort is that those days before 1960 were 
“simpler” days from those that followed.  We are reminded, for example, of the TV series “Happy Days,” 
based on the film “American Graffiti,” that pictured the decade of the 50s as a simpler time.  A few 
years ago, I was describing Catalina high school days to a couple of teenagers here in Lexington 
(which is a friendly and safe academic town in the beautiful Valley of Virginia – almost a “Mayberry 
town”).  As I described some of the amusing and enterprising things we used to do in Tucson, my 
listeners’ eyes became wide and they began uttering sounds of surprise and delight.  When I was 
finished, they said: “Wow!  You guys really had fun in high school and you did all sorts of interesting 
things.  We don’t do anything like that now.  We can’t.”  When I asked them why, they replied that drugs 
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and other dangers severely limit their activities, safety, and independence. I know there must have 
been many dark corners here and there in our little world of 50 years ago – economic hardship, 
dysfunctional families, cruelty … all the regular suspects – but those shadows did not overwhelm us.  
We were not innocents, and despite the popular notion that they were “Happy Times,” it was not an 
innocent time: we were, after all, in the depths of the Cold War, and ours was still a society that 
tolerated racism, sexism, and exploitation.  Furthermore, the teenage years are never easy ones. But I 
think that the characterization of the 1950s as a happier and simpler time – and not necessarily a 
mindless time -- rings true for most of us.  Certainly compared with the string of assassinations, political 
unrest, the war in Viet Nam, anti-war protests, civil rights clashes, and the rise of the drug culture that 
followed our graduation year, ours was a simpler time. 
 
The other night, a friend of mine, a Harvard graduate, University of Virginia Ph.D., and MA from 
Cambridge, was looking at our 1960 TORCH.  He, and his wife, said the same thing: All your 
classmates at Catalina look so old!  I looked at the photos again.  Yes, I think they were right.  Our 
dress, our haircuts, our public faces make us look mature. Every young man (boy) has a tie; every 
young woman (girl) has a string of pearls!  But I also think the impression one gets in looking at the 
photos is of a group of fresh, bright-eyed, confident, and physically fit young people, ready to take on 
the world.  The lists of activities that you find under many of the photos are impressive, although surely 
not unique to our school.  We were engaged in academic programs, art, music, athletics, and all sorts 
of clubs and special interest groups.  We had the only weekly high school newspaper in the southwest!  
Today, few high schools can afford such a rich offering of activities.  High school for us was much more 
than classes and Friday night football -- a great deal more. 
 
Above all, I am convinced that our cohort was unusually populated with high achievers – perhaps even 
“over” achievers.  Perhaps this was due to the prosperity and optimism of the late 1950s, perhaps it 
was due to the support we received from outstanding teachers, coaches, and administrators – as well 
as our families – perhaps it was due to something inside each of us.  No doubt the truth is that it was 
due to all of these influences and many others.  But the outcome was the same.  In 1960, we stepped 
forward to enter what, for a moment, was a bright new world.  And, based on reports over the years 
from about 50 percent of the class, the achievements of members of the cohort have been impressive. 
 
Of the 521 people I am counting as members of the class, 279, or 54 percent, have furnished some 
biographical information to the reunion committees over the years (132 men responding; 147 women 
responding).  Of the 279 who have responded, a total of 191, or 63 percent, report that they attended 
college, university, or professional school (99 men; 92 women).  Some of these people did not graduate 
while some went on to earn advanced degrees. Over the years, as is to be expected, people changed 
directions and careers.  Taking what seems to have been a person’s primary career (as reported in 
2000),  I have come up with the following table:  business and sales, 66 persons;  educators, 50;  
science, engineering, computing, 23; administration and management, 19; office managers, 
secretaries, assistants, 19; finance and insurance, 17; nurses, 15; medical, veterinarian, pharmacists, 
15; construction and developers, 11;  artists, musicians, photographers, 11; housewives, 10; skilled 8; 
government service, including military careers, 5; attorneys, 5; ministers, 2, architects, 2, newspaper 
reporter, 1. 
 
But the story is not finished.  The figures I have just cited are dated (2000) and we do not know what 
many of our classmates are doing now or in their “second” careers upon retirement.  As one reads over 
the biographical information presented in the reunion booklets, it is hard not to get the impression that 
here was an energetic, enthusiastic, entrepreneurial, and confident cohort, and that these qualities 
helped to define its members.  And though many individuals have had their ups and downs over the 
years, that sense of confidence and adventure still comes through loud and clear.   
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As I said at the start, this little essay is a very preliminary attempt to sketch out a profile of the class: 
Who were we? Who are we?  Much more could be said even of the limited information that is available 
today, but the picture will be much clearer when the information is updated for the 2010 reunion booklet 
and when some of our “missing” friends reappear.   
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The Reunion 
Venues 

 
Friday’s welcoming reception and Saturday’s banquet and dance were held at Tucson’s Hilton El 
Conquistador Golf and Tennis Resort.  Several of the CHS grads that traveled to Tucson from other 
towns/cities as well as some of the locals stayed at the hotel.  The accommodations were excellent and 
all agreed it was a great choice.  Below are a few pictures of the facilities. 
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Friday’s welcoming reception was casual and in keeping with the southwest (western, Tex/Mex) setting.  
Below are some pictures of the areas that the event was held. 
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Sunday’s farewell bunch was held at Nina Stigers’ (Paris) lovely home and was a great way to wind up 
the reunion weekend as it offered ample time for old classmates to reminisce and get caught up with 
past years.  Many of us ate far too much…great food and great company! 
 
Here’s a few pictures showing the wonderful view and setting at Nina’s. 
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Schedule of Events 
 

Friday, October 22, 2010 
 

Event or Activity Time Location Notes 

Reception 6:00 – 7:00 PM Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort 

Last Territory and 
Court Yard 

Supper Buffet and 
Social 7-00 – 11:00 PM Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 

Resort 
Last Territory and 
Court Yard 

 
Saturday, October 23, 2010 
 

Event or Activity Time Location Notes 
Lettermen’s 
Breakfast 8:30 – 10:00 Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 

Resort  

Poker Game 9:00 – 11:00 Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort Hospitality Room 

City – School Tour 11:00 – 2:00 Around Tucson and CHS  

Trivia Quiz 2:00 – 3:30  Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort Hospitality Room 

Reception 6:00 – 7:00 PM Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort 

Sundance Café and 
Patio 

Dinner 7-00 – 8:00 PM Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort 

Sundance Café and 
Patio 

Dance and Social 8:00 – 12:00 PM Hilton Tucson El Conquistador 
Resort 

Sundance Café and 
Patio 

 
Sunday, October 24, 2010 
 

Event or Activity Time Location Notes 
Pot Luck Buffet and 
Social 11:00 – 2:00 Nina Stigers' (Paris) Home  
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Grad Comments 
 

CHS '60   50th REUNION 
by  

Jim Klein and Emily (Kittle) Morrison 
 

A number of years before our October event a willing and interested group gathered to begin 
discussing a 50th Reunion for the class of 1960.  When? Where? How will we find everyone? What will 
it be like? There was a lot to consider.  As we continued to meet, we closed in on all of these questions 
and began to form a vision of what the event would look like, feel like, be like.  When all was said and 
done, “Save the Date” magnets were sent out and a plan was taking shape.  We finally agreed that it 
would be in the fall of 2010 at the Hilton El Conquistador Resort, include a hospitality suite, a casual 
western night (at their Last Territory venue), a letterman's breakfast, a game show, a bus tour, a visit to 
the school, a dinner dance, and a final picnic at a private home, as well as golf, tennis, and even poker 
if anyone showed an interest.   When all was said and done, we'd have a book with brief biographies of 
classmates, contact information and pictures from the reunion itself.  The months preceding the event 
were spent honing in on the details, and making all the arrangements, connecting with hotel staff 
members, tour companies, and school staff; developing registration forms, tracking down missing 
graduates, sending out various mailings, deciding menus, creating the game show, designing 
centerpieces, choosing music, arranging for a photographer & sound system, lining up volunteers, 
finding teachers -- and many other details, to assure that all who came would have a memorable time. 
 
  The committee met one last time in early October to finalize details and double check every aspect of 
the plan.  Numbers were called in, assignments were confirmed, and details were reviewed. Early on 
Friday the 22nd the first members of the committee were on site setting up what would become 
'Organization Central' - the hospitality suite. By noon classmates began to flow in, pick up their packets, 
check out the poster of memorabilia, get their picture taken with Jimmy Dean – and, for the record. The 
rest of the afternoon the suite was filled with classmates reconnecting with old and new friends. By 
early evening, the registration packets, and little Memory Books, were packed up and moved to The 
Last Territory - for what turned out to be a delightful, casual western evening with friends, fun and good 
food, and a full moon out just for us!  For many, Saturday started with breakfast with special friends, 
and for others--a gathering with fellow lettermen.  By 10 a crowd had gathered for the game show - a 
'Price is Right' challenge, with items from the 50's. (A local ad ran for the sale of one house for less 
than $8,000!).    
 
With the wrap up of the game show, a line formed to board the bus for a tour of downtown, led by Jim 
Klein, a ride out past El Con Mall, a stop for lunch at Pancho's (now Las Margarita’s), and a tour 
through Catalina led by the current assistant principal.  Back at the hotel a small group was playing 
poker: others resting poolside or in their rooms.  Six o'clock was the start time for the cocktail hour 
before everyone entered the ballroom for the dinner dance.  Amanda Place and Gerry LaBelle served 
as MCs for a small program, and Jim Klein introduced the attending teachers (Coach Cliff Myrick and 
his wife, Clyde Phillips and his wife, Chet Parks (our senior class advisor), and Jarel’s mom, Larrae 
Hambenne., As the evening wound down nearly 150 graduates stepped out on the steps for a full group 
picture, before returning to casual visiting and dancing.  The weekend concluded with a BYO picnic at 
the lovely foothills home of Nina Stigers Paris, and a final farewell with classmates assuring one 
another they would get together again before too much time passed.  That was exactly what was 
agreed when the committee met for a Wrap and Review Meeting (and yummy lunch of East Indian 
food!) a week later.  The plan is to do ‘something' casual next year - and work toward a more 
coordinated event in 2015.  Stay tuned!   
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The Reunion 
by 

Ed Dooley 
 

One hundred and fifty plus attendees out of 475 graduates.  This may not be a record for attendance at 
a CHS 50th reunion, but it is mighty impressive.  It is the number of classmates, not counting an 
additional 83 guests, who gathered at the El Conquistador Resort at Oro Valley from Friday through 
Sunday morning, 22-24 October.   
 
The event began as individuals arrived at the hospitality suite to exclamations of “Look, it’s so-and-so.  
You haven’t changed a bit!”  Allowing for some exaggeration, that greeting was not far off the mark as 
time has been gentle to most, and the youngsters who walked the halls of CHS back in the late 50s 
were still recognizable in the mature individuals among the growing crowd of celebrants. 
 
Until Friday evening, there was no large gathering.  Then, as the sun set behind the Tucson mountains, 
individuals and couples began showing up at the resort’s “Last Territory.”   Soon a large crowd of 
smiling individuals mixed, greeted, and hugged old friends until the din drove some onto the patio 
where the greetings, reminiscences, and life stories continued for several hours.  When dinner was 
served, conditions were like lunchtime at CHS where space was always at a premium and the volume 
of voices mixed into one continuous sound.  Some, to the tune of western music, went to the dance 
floor and did the Texas two-step, oblivious of the coolness of the desert night. 
 
The highlight of Saturday was a bus tour of Tucson narrated by Jim Klein, whose knowledge of Tucson 
landmarks is astounding.  It was several days before Halloween, but the ride felt like a tour of a ghost 
town.  At every turn, our guide and classmates pointed out locations of buildings long ago demolished 
and replaced.  “That’s where Jacome’s was,” shouted one, as we passed a shiny new glass box of a 
building.  “That’s where the Santa Rita Hotel was,” another exclaimed as we passed an empty lot.  It 
was the same story out Broadway as it had been in town. Over the last half century, Tucson has seen 
many changes, but the image of “our” Tucson remains fresh in our memories. 
 
After a buffet lunch at Las Margaritas, it was time to visit CHS.  We had heard of attempts years ago to 
demolish the school, so most of us had no idea what we would find. What we found were buildings as 
impressive and as beautiful as ever.  As we toured the hallways, we could almost picture ourselves in 
our teenage years hurrying along to class, to lunch, or to gym.  The auditorium is virtually unchanged.  
The lunchroom is as we left it, though less crowded with tables as there are now only 1400 students at 
the school, compared with over 2000 in our day.  We came away from the tour believing that CHS, now 
a magnet school, remains vibrant and a useful part of Tucson life. 
 
Saturday night’s dinner and dance was much the same as Friday, although in a more formal setting.  
This did not hinder the enthusiastic reunions of old friends, however, which continued well into the 
night.  The next day, those who remained, continued to greet old friends at a picnic at the home of Nina 
Stigers Paris out Tanque Verde Road.  When the end finally came, emotional farewells were tempered 
by a determination to “do this again in five years.”  Through the ceaseless efforts of the reunion 
committee, a community of friends had been reestablished in the shadow of the Catalina Mountains, if 
only for a few days.  And once more, for us, it was “Happy Days.”    
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List of Grads and Faculty Members that 
attended the Reunion 

 
Grad  

Surname 
First 
Name 

Married 
Surname  Grad  

Surname First 
Name 

Married 
Surname 

Allen Jim   Davison Valerie  
Alquist Susan Koepp  Dawson Alice King 
Atkinson Carl   Derby Lynn Helmke 
Barnaby Judith Luckey  Dietz Mike  
Barney Sherry Caldwell  Dikowski David  
Barrett Julia Johnson  Dooley Ed  
Barrowman John   Emmerich Sandie Novitt 
Bartholomew Carol Anderson  Ericson Beverly Brown 
Bausano Linda Mitchum  Facchini Joan Hernandez 
Bemis Susan Whiteman  Farris Jill Almeido 
Berg David   Finlay Sandra Cohen 
Bloom Billye Christiansen  Finney Susan Cooper 
Bond Sidney   Fisher Beth Hoover 
Boonstra Glenda Anderson  Flickinger Jane Whittemore 
Born Kris Holt  Fones Don  
Bosworth Joan Ferguson  Francis Michael   
Bowman Sharon Wodehouse  Gaylord Bob   
Boyd David "Bob"    Genda Neal  
Bryson Larry   Gibbons Gregg  
Buckwalter Jean Israel  Gibbons Carole Telly 
Catlin Edith Gustafson  Glenn Patricia  
Codd Patti Krumwiede  Gray Paul R  
Cohn Sharon   Green Carol  
Contzen Sally Guertner  Gregg Michaele Lockhart 
Contzen Susie Strasburg  Guerrero Joel  
Cook Tee   Guttry Virginia Lawson;Fisher 
Cooper George   Hambenne Jarel  
Crofts Dorothea Fife  Hartje Sharon  
Cubelotti Mary Ann Hite  Hauer Janice Hardy 
Dainty Jim   Hawley Sue Gamble 

Dardis Milt      
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List of Grads and Faculty Members that 
attended the Reunion (Continued) 

 
Grad  

Surname 
First 
Name 

Married 
Surname  Grad  

Surname First 
Name 

Married 
Surname 

Hickman Susan Stacy  McClements Susan McDonald 
Hilliard Josephine 

"Toni" 
  McCoy Amanda Place 

Holmes John   McKeever Jeff  
Ijams Don   McMillan Connie Elson 
Jacobus Wallus Downer  McMurray Marlene Burger 
Jobes Gay Chaffin  McQuary Becky Cole 
Kellett Connie Harrold  Meyer Barbara Brown 
Kincaid Kay Hanley  Mills  Jane Martin 
King Gail Sebastian  Mitchell Pam Spaulding 
Kinney Mary Lynn Weaver  Moody Mary Lynn Dearden 
Klein Jim    Morris  Brenda  
Knapp Jerry   Morrison Ted  
Kolb Bill   Nagle  Pat Stancill 
Kondy Bucky Upham  Neal Carolyn Longfellow 
Krieger Mary Ann   Nelson Bill  
Kurzhals Ralf   Odom Nancy Ware 
LaBelle Gerry   Orona Margot Shackelford 
Landon Karen McKee  Patzman Steve  
Lauerman Monica   Pear David  
Laws Les   Phelps Janice Jones 
Lawson Gary   Porter Nancy Robinson 
Lieber Leslie King  Prose Maryruth  
Lipson Lenny   Raab Robert  
Litvin Joyce Black  Rasp Harold   
Lochner Frank   Read Peter   
Lockage Terry Melton  Renfro Betty Bea 
Locke Sandra Taylor  Retrum Dale  
Martin Dick   Reynolds Douglas  
MacDonald Taylor    Richardson Terry Waters 
Marx Clare Kroh  Rissler Marilyn Niebel 
Mayer Ken   Roberts Dennis  
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List of Grads and Faculty Members that 
attended the Reunion (Continued) 

 
Grad  

Surname 
First 
Name 

Married 
Surname  Grad  

Surname First 
Name 

Married 
Surname 

Roberts Skip   Stitzer Linda Lenhard 
Roher David   Swaim David"Dutch"   
Rowe David    Tofel Richard  
Ruppel Helen Potucek  Tompkins Tom  
Russo JoAnn Lovett  Tully Pat  
Sagert Carol Frey  Tunnell Sarah  
Shouse Sandra DuPre'  Vida Gail Irvin 
Sligar David   Warner Chuck  
Smith Diana Pettit  Waters Eddie   
Snell John   Weger Paula  
Stanberry Stan   Wilson Sharon Anderson 
Staples Doug    Young Steve   
Stigers Nina Paris  Zimmerman Dean  
       

Faculty 
Surname 

Faculty 
First Name      

Myrick Cliff Coach     
Parks Chester Mr.     
Phillips Clyde Mr.     
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Grad Bio-Sketches 

 
 
Warren Acton 
 
I married Ginny Porter, class of '62 in 1966.  We have three children, Kenneth, 
Wayne and Gene, seven grandchildren and two great grandkids. Have worked as 
a mechanic, assistant supervisor and regional manager for Southern Pacific 
Railroad (now the Union Pacific) since 1967.  I'm looking forward to retirement in 
the next few years.  I enjoy both back road and off road traveling, and visiting the 
kids in Alaska. I like planning and doing home improvement and yard projects.  We 
moved to Catalina 6 years ago and built a shop to work on a (money pit) jeep and 
restoring a tractor. (Last Updated: 2000). 
 
 

 
Harold “Ray” Agee 
 
I was with you at Catalina for our sophomore year and was "forcibly” transferred 
to Rincon because our house was two blocks from it for my junior year and then 
my dad was reassigned to Iceland (he was the commander of the Radar station 
on Mt. Lemmon) and my mom and I went to Tempe where I graduated.  Joined 
the Air Force after graduation and spent 20 years as a Public Affairs type retiring 
in 1980. That included serving as a newspaper editor, writer/photographer, etc. 
Won awards and served a Combat News Photojournalist tour in Vietnam. I also 
worked the 1968 and 70 Bob Hope Tours, Apollo X, XI and XII recoveries and 

many other news events. Off duty included Rock n Roll bands as a drummer. Married Buck Owens' 
niece and also became a high school teacher for 15 years retiring from Phoenix's Camelback HS where 
I taught World History. Earned two degrees at ASU (first in Journalism and second in Broadcasting. 
Had four great kids (one, Ray Jr was murdered), seven grandchildren and one great-grandson. Really 
missed all the gang from Stage Craft and always wondered what happened to Diana Nunnally, my first 
high school love. I never did get my paid for yearbook (57-58). ((Last Updated: 2008) 
 

 
Jo Ann Ahlberg 
 
We have lived in Mesa since 1976 and four of our six children 
live in the area.  We have 18 delightful grandchildren and 
another due soon.  We both are retired, Verdell from banking 
and I worked in a doctor's office.  We recently returned from 
serving an 18 month church mission in Norway. (Last Updated: 
2000) 
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Kenneth Alford 
 
We heard so time ago the Ken had graduated from Methodist Hospital School of 
Nursing and the Mayo Clinic of Anesthesia, and was working as a certified RN 
Anesthetist. (Last Updated: 1985) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Jim Allen 
 
In 1963 I married Trish (Hood) of Englewood, 
Colorado, and in 1964 we both graduated from 
Biola University and in 1966 I graduated from 
Talbot Seminary.  For 21 years we served four 
churches in the western US and then moved to 
Quito, Ecuador where we spent 23 years with 
HCJB Global in a role of Pastor to Missionaries 
around the world.  We have married two 

daughters, four granddaughters and one grandson.  (My father still 
lives in Tucson.)  We now live in Colorado Springs and are still active 
with HCJB Global where I serve as Vice President for Team 
Development and Global Pastor. (Last Updated: 2009) 
Colorado Springs, CO (H)  (C)  jallen@hcjb.org 

 
 

Judy Allen 
 
We know Judy received a B.A. from the U of A and obtained her Masters at 
Stanford.  For some time she taught at Pueblo High School in Tucson.  She had a 
daughter named Katie. (Last Updated: 1985) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Suzanne Allenbaugh (Herron) 
 
Bill and I have been married since the early 60's.  We have four children and nine 
grandchildren, the oldest is 22.  Bill and I are taking off for a lot of travel now that 
we are retired. (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Sue Alquist (Koepp) 
 
Sue graduated from the UA in January, 1964 with a BA in Early 
Childhood Education and taught at Fletcher Drive Elementary in 
Los Angeles, CA.  She married Gary Koepp in June, 1964 and 
"toured" in the Navy with him for 21 years, living in Jacksonville, 
Florida, Udorn, Thailand, San Diego, CA, Guam, Monterey, CA, 
Charleston, SC, Washington, DC, and Las Vegas NV.  She has 
three sons: Rod, Guy and Joel and 7 grandchildren.  Staying in 
Las Vegas after Gary retired, Sue worked for her church and 

directed religious education programs for 7 years.  She studied summers at Seattle 
University and received an MA in Pastoral Ministry in 1988.  In 1989, she and Gary "left home" to live 
and work at the Franciscan Renewal Center in Scottsdale, AZ for 3 years and at Saint Francis Retreat 
in San Juan Bautista, CA for 1 year.  She directed retreat programs at both facilities.  Looking at early 
retirement options, Sue and Gary moved to Ruidoso, NM in 1994 where they began remodeling a small 
mountain cabin.  Gary died in 1996 after a brief and courageous battle over metastasized melanoma.  
Sue oversaw the completion of Gary's remodel work and has remained involved in several ministries at 
her church and active in community and social organizations.  Until 2007 she also worked for 
Franciscan Pilgrimage Programs, developing and coordinating pilgrimages to the California missions.  
The love of travel keeps Sue either on the road (sometimes in her new Smart Car, "the Bumblebee") or 
in the air.  Italy has become so comfortable that even driving in Rome doesn't scare her! Of course 
every trip includes detours to visit her sons' families and the grandchildren, extended family and friends. 
(Last Updated: 2010) 
Ruidoso, NM (H)  (C)  

 
 
Donald Andersen 
 
After high school I was in the USAF for 8 years in Electronics 
test equipment calibration and repair.  After the USAF I went to 
work for KGUN-TV, channel 9 in Tucson as the Chief Engineer 
for 7 years.  My last job was as a business owner in Tucson on 
Speedway and Swan.  The big yellow sign said “CAR AUDIO”.  
We sold and installed car stereos and other car electronics. I 
sold the business in 1999 and retired.  My hobbies include Ham 
Radio, Antique Cars and Motorcycles, Drag Racing (1977 
Modified World Champion), target shooting, computers, pets, 
home and car sound systems, photography, geography and hypochondria.  I live in 

Tucson on my 10 acre ranch in the winter and in San Diego in my little vacation home near the beach 
during the summer.  I have had a happy life and been married and divorced twice. (Last Updated: 
2010) 
 
 

Darlene Anderson 
 
Darlene has taught in Gilbert for four years.  She and Gene have been married 25 
years and have two children: Lee and Larry.  Among her major accomplishments 
she listed, graduating from ASU in 1983.  She also describes Gene as a 
“wonderful man”. (Last Updated: 1985) 
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Mickey Anderson 
 
The past fifteen years have seen many changes in my life. 
Moved to Huntington Beach to complete two more years of 
education and ended up staying fifteen and earning a Ph.D.  My 
health was also a major issue. In 99 I fell at work due to unsafe 
and broke my knee in two places. 2002 I had a stroke which had 
left my right side weak. With the fracture and the stroke I had a 
hard time walking on uneven ground. 2003 I went into renal 
failure and was on dialysis until I had a kidney transplant on 
March 1, 2007. That has turned my life around and I am back to my old self. The 
weakness has gone and I still have some problems walking but I do well with that 

too.  In October of 2008 I moved back to Pinetop to retire and my favorite thing FISHING. I’m back 
involved with the Scouts and the police dept. here. It’s like I never left. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

Veronica “Ronnie” Angel 
 
Veronica has stayed in Tucson and works as a legal assistant with the civil 
division of the County Attorney’s Office.  She lives in the downtown Arts District 
and travels a lot. (Last Updated: 1980) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Susan Angel (Streeter) 
 
A former teacher, Susan has been a homemaker and community volunteer (active 
with AAUW).  She attended Whittier College and received a Masters at Temple 
and Emily. (Last Updated: 1980) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Carl E Atkinson 
 
Carl spent his adult life, since leaving the Army in 1965, in Southern California 
working in the bearing industry.  His wife of 28 years Ilene Gutman Atkinson taught 
in the Inglewood School District for many years.  Sadly she died of cancer in Oct of 
2006.  The couple had no children.  Carl lives in Hermosa Beach and is still 
working in the bearing industry. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 

Hermosa Beach, CA (H) (310) 376-6411 (C)  macbeth04@verizon.net 
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Frank Aubert 
 
After high school. Frank served in the US Navy as dental 
technician.  He was married in 1965 and began work at Dow 
Chemical in 1966, in the instrumentation and electrical field. (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
Roberta Autry (Manning) 
 
Roberta has three children, Diane, David and Elizabeth, four grandchildren and 
one on the way. She stayed in the Tucson the whole time and was active with the 
scouts and spent time with her grandchildren. She has been married to Dale for 
over forty years...four months less than Patti Frye (Wojnowski). (Last Updated: 
2000) 
 
 
 
 
Janet Ayers (Martinez-Bernal) 
 
Janet was living in Douglas and Bisbee and teaching at Cochise Community 
College. (Last Updated: 1985) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Maerita "Mert" Baker (Nance) 
 
I lost Bob in December 2003 to cancer that we a battled for 20 years. We had 31 
great years together with lots of love, laughs and of course some 
heartache.  Haven't we all?  I have 3 great sons, lots of grandkids and several 
great-grandkids.  We are so lucky we have 5 generations at our family get-
togethers.  My parents will celebrate their 70th anniversary next October.  I have 
done accounting type work most of my working away from home life.  I am now 
helping my youngest son raise his 6 year old daughter.  What fun, I didn't know 
how much fun little girls are on a day to day basis.  We dance and sing and do lots 
of crafts.  Boys aren't really into that stuff.  It has been lots of fun to read about 

friends that I've lost contact with, but meant so much during Catalina years. (Last Updated: 2009) 
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Ann “Nancy” Baksa (Kennedy) 
  
Gene Kennedy and I married 46 years ago last 
May. We both are happily retired and busier than 
ever. Kennedy and I have three sons, Michael, 
Thom, and Daniel, who married great ladies. We 
have been blessed with ten grandchildren. Sadly 
all three families live out of state. I taught junior 
high school Family and Consumer Sciences for 
twelve years as the children got older. Kennedy 
retired from Monsanto just before I retired. I spend 

much of my time knitting and quilting and am active in a quilt guild as 
well as a sewing and knitting group at church. Our church group makes 
kid's quilts, hats, and scarves for the needy, for hospitals, orphanages, and for battered women’s' 
shelters. It keeps me very busy. We spend as much time as we can at our Lake of the Ozarks 
hideaway. We both enjoy reading, enjoying our friends, Kennedy hunts and fishes while I knit, and of 
course, visiting our children and their families in Virginia and Wisconsin. (Last Updated: 2010) 
O'Fallon, MO (H) (636) 300-9866 (C) (314) 780-7893 gnkenn@swbell.net 

 
Judith Barnaby (Luckey) 
 
I lived in PA from 1962 to 2005.  I have four intelligent and 
successful children and 5 grandchildren.  After a couple of years 
in special education, I went into Real Estate for the next 24 
years.  I lost my dearest friend and husband December 2008.  
Trying to stay active, I swim 40 laps daily, walk several miles 
and get in some activities here in Sunflower.  The love and 
support of the Catalina girls is a great treasure in my life. (Last 
Updated: 2010) 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 744-0500 (C) (520) 403-8864 judithluckey@comcast.net 
 

Sherry Barney (Caldwell) 
 
I have been hunting with my father since I was nine.  In 2001 we made our dream 
trip -- around the world in 55 days.  We left Tucson and headed west until we were 
home again.  Our first stop was Australia, where we had three separate hunts in the 
Outback over a three-week period.  Then to the Southern Alps on the South Island 
of New Zealand where we had six helicopter forays into the mountains at about 
11,000 feet altitude.  After three days of sightseeing in Sydney and Adelaide, we 
flew to Johannesburg, South Africa.  We had hunted South Africa in 1984, so we 
flew on to Zimbabwe for two weeks of hunting Cape Buffalo and Cheetah.  Then 

back to Jo'burg and on to London where my brother met us for a week of sightseeing in England and 
Scotland.  In 2002 we made a 10-day trip to Poland with 2 hunts, one in the southwestern forests and 
one just south of the Baltic Sea.  Tremendous forests!  We spent several days touring Gdansk and 
Warsaw.  Now my father has hunted on all the continents where hunting is legal.  In 2004 I married 
Greg Roth and my travels now are with family and friends as a tourist.  Greg and I have made many 
enjoyable trips in the US, Canada and Europe.  Our current favorite is riverboat cruising.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
 (H)  (C)  golfngv@aol.com 
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Julia Barrett (Johnson) 
 
What a journey these last 50 years have been with experiences I 
never would have imagined in high school. I'm an alumna of both 
Scripps College in Claremont, CA and the University of Arizona 
with a BA in history and political science with an emphasis in 
international relations. A life-long student, I received my MA in 
Educational Administration the same spring as my middle 
daughter received her MSW from Cal- Berkeley - 1996. I retired 
from a 27-year career at the UA having served first as a member 

of the Arizona Office of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
assisting with accreditation services for over 400 K-12 Arizona schools and finally as a development 
associate with the College of Education's Office of Development, Scholarships and Alumni Relations.  
My avocation has been as a volunteer both in the community and in the Episcopal Church. My work in 
advocacy has ranged from extensive research for the restoration of La Casa Cordova located in the 
Tucson Museum of Art complex to collaborating to establish a free clinic, in conjunction with the 
Episcopal Diocese of Arizona, in the border towns of Naco, Arizona and Sonora. I am trained in 
community organizing and have been active in non-partisan political work with issues around education 
and immigration.  The joys in my life have been my wonderful friends and family - 3 amazing women 
who are my daughters and their children, my three granddaughters and one grandson, ages 2 months 
to 10 years old. I feel blessed with this journey and hope to keep on traveling!!!  Looking forward to 
October - see you then. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  Johnsoju@u.arizona.edu 

 

John Barrowman 

Upon graduation from CHS, I joined the U.S. Coast Guard where I received my 
technical training in aviation electronics.  Upon completion of my four year 
enlistment, I returned to Tucson going to work for Burr-Brown Research Corp (now 
part of Texas Instruments). I eventually worked at the U of A and Hughes Aircraft.  
In 2002, I accepted a full time faculty position at Pima College in Aviation 
Technology.  I retired in 2006, but have remained very busy as an adjunct 
instructor.  My wife, Joan, and I have four children, three residing in Tucson.  We 
have seven grandchildren and five great grandchildren.  We enjoy traveling 
(cruises especially) and have spent the last three summers in western Colorado. 

(Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 293-7715 (C)  jmbarrowman@dakotacom.net 

 
Carol Bartholomew (Anderson) 
 
Fifty busy years after high school began with 3 years at the U. of 
A, with a Nursing major. Stuart and I married in 1961.  We 
moved to Austin, TX, where Stu was Air Force Vehicle 
Maintenance Officer, mostly at LBJ's Ranch.  We then lived in 
Germany for 3 years.  In 1968 Stu began managing family 
owned Willows Ranch, 40 miles east of Kingman. With no 
electricity, phone or school bus service, our 3 kids and I lived in 
Kingman. We spent non-school time at the ranch. I've held 

offices in the local, state and national women's cattle organizations. I chaired the 
1980 National Beef Cook-off, (similar to the Pillsbury Bakeoff) working with "Good Morning America" 
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and celebrities, Julia Child and James Beard.  I served 5 terms as Kingman's first woman Mayor, City 
Council 3 years. I was President of AZ League of Cities and Towns; then 4 years as the Supervisor of 
the largest district in the U. S. (Mohave County, Dist. 1, over 5,000 sq. mi.).  Gubernatorial 
appointments include: Governor's Council of Arizona Women for Highway Safety, Arizona Water 
Resources Advisory Board,  Arizona Commerce and Economic Development Commission, several 
terms each; Federal appointment to the first AZ BLM Resource Advisory Board.  My accomplishments 
in those 17 years: Securing resources for 100 year water supply for Kingman; NAFTA Trade Corridor 
designation for US Highway 93 that justified building the new "Pat Tillman" bridge over the Colorado 
River at Hoover/Boulder Dam. We sold the ranch in 1996.  I "retired" as an elected official, December, 
2000.  We've remodeled a "new to us house", working with former CHS alum, Zeke Jarcik. He and Stu 
now do small home repairs for Kingman home owners.  I am in my 6th year as a public school 
Kindergarten Assistant, 25 hours/week. With morning and afternoon classes, I help 22-25 kids per 
class.  We enjoy our family:  Becky Hill and her daughter Ellen (17), Margie and husband, Leif Joy and 
their daughter, Addie (8) and J. D. and wife, Rachel, and their three children: Isabel, (almost 10), 
Charlie (7) and Mason (4).  Honors I've received:  "1997 Life Time Achievement Award" from Kingman 
Area Chamber of Commerce; "Life Member of the League of Arizona Cities and Towns"; and a very 
special one, the Mohave Community College naming its Student Services Building the "Stuart L. and 
Carol S. Anderson Student Services Building", honoring Stu's 22 years on their Board of Governors, my 
17 years of political service, and our other community service contributions.  The best honor, 49 years 
married to my partner, Stu Anderson, our 3 children and their families.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Kingman, AZ (H) (928) 753-5620 I  sla61csa@npgcable.com 

 
 
Linda Bausano (Mitchum) 
 
I have been married to my husband Ray for 49 years.  We are both retired and 
have been living in Orangevale, California for the past 28 years.  We have 4 
children, 7 grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Orangevale, CA (H)  (C) (916) 956-1662 lindamitchum@comcast.net 
 

 
Gary Beers 
 
I have a Ph.D. from Utah State in Aquatic Ecology.  I was once married to Kris 
Born and we had one son. (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Barry Beiner 
 
I ride my bike (Harley) a lot.  I still enjoy photography but now work for a data 
company. I'd love to open an exclusive studio not school for photography.  I spent 
thirteen years in New York, but I'm glad to be back in Tucson. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Harold Bell 
 
I'm now retired on the South Pacific Island of Samoa.  The health problems I had 
during high school are still with me (poor lungs) so I built a house on one of the 
Islands of Samoa.  No taxes, no water bills, electricity is about $75 a month 
etc.  Nice.  I also have a home in Melbourne, Australia.  My wife and I had several 
businesses over the years and they have all been sold and the cash has been 
distributed amongst the kids.  I will try to make the trip for the reunion.  I loved the 
picture but I'm now bald, but my weight is still 150 lbs.  I see that some of my old 
friends have passed away, "sad" but since we are now at our life's "end years" we 
should live to enjoy those last years.  (Last Updated: 2010) 

 
 
Susan Bemis (Whiteman) 
 
Followed my dream to be in retail and worked in the Designer section at Orbach's in 
Los Angeles.  Met my husband when the landlady gave him the "girl rate" on his 
apartment because she thought he was the perfect man for me.  And here we are 
43 years later.  Lucille was right.  Jon and I have two sons and we have lived in 
various locations within California.  Spent six years in Susanville, on the edge of the 
Sierras raising Jon-Andrew, 38, and Jeffrey, 35, before they went to high school.  
Jon came to Yuba City as the Director of Economic Development and I transferred 
to Sacramento with my job working for the Department of Corrections.  Jon retired 
five years ago and I retired from my position in HR with Department of 

Transportation six weeks ago.  Our granddaughter, Presley is three and Henry will be here around 
November 26.  See you soon. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Yuba City, CA (H)  (C)  jonsusan2004@comcast.net 

 
 
Emma Benvenuto (Landon) 
 
Donald and I have four girls and four grandchildren after thirty-nine years of 
marriage.  I get to see lots of the grandchildren and we love going to movies. (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
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Dave Berg 
 
Upon leaving Catalina I attended U.S.C. and played baseball for years, two national 
championships, and graduated with a BS in physical therapy.  Entered the Peace 
Corps in 65 and taught at the Central University in Caracas, Venezuela for 2 years. 
I returned and received my MS in rehabilitation from the U.A. I married my 
incredible wife Margarita, from Germany, in 1970. We have no children. We have 
traveled extensively throughout the world. We both play tennis and golf and love to 
read.  My tennis has taken me to tournaments through the U.S. and I have won one 
National doubles title. I also became a sculptor and have shown my work in 

galleries in California and Arizona. I have retired from my private practice in Beverly Hills and homecare 
in Tucson to take care of my wonderful wife who is very ill. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 299-3082 I   

 
 

Billye Bloom (Christainsen) 
 
I graduated with a B.S. in Nursing from U of A in 1964. For the past 46 years I’ve 
worked as an operating room nurse in the Seattle area – retired almost 3 years 
ago but still work 2 days a week per diem. My daughter Sarita Kincaid her husband 
Dave my son Kyle Christensen live and work in San Diego – what a joy to visit 
them. .In my spare time I travel with friends, quilt, walk, volunteer, go to the 
operas, theater, ballet and so much more. Thanks to the Reunion Committee for all 
you’ve done to put this event together. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Seattle, WA (H)  (C)  captain2006@comcast.net 
 

 
Anne Bodell (Hartley) 
 
I'm still living in Tucson, currently working at the University of Arizona, plus I run 
my own Art business on the side. I have one son that is 28 years old and a grand-
daughter that is seven. I have stayed eternally hooked on the music from the 70's. 
I just picked up a 1969 Nova which I plan to fix up. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

 
 
Sidney Bond 
 
I am a graduate of the University of Arizona and found my career 
path working part time in a travel agency in Tucson.  In March of 
1975 I opened my own travel agency in Tucson, Travel 
Unlimited, and closed it after 27 years in 2002. At that time I 
wanted to have more time with my husband, Carl, as he was 
fighting his third cancer.  He lost the fight in late 2008.  After 
closing the agency, I still continued to do some travel work from 
home and still do so today for clients.  My career opened the 
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door to the world and gave me the opportunity to travel to many fascinating places.  I feel very blessed 
to have had those opportunities.  Today my days are filled with some office work, a variety of exercise 
activities, and work with my service club, Altrusa, and of course time with friends and family when they 
come this way as well as my fur person family of 2 cats and 1 dog... (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 327-1151 (C)  sidneyebond@yahoo.com 

 

Glenda Boonstra (Anderson) 
 
Karl and I moved back to Tucson (SaddleBrooke) 
in 2002 after retiring in 1999.  We were living in 
Wilmington, Delaware.  After graduation, I 
married and six months later we moved to Salt 
Lake City where all three of our sons were 
born.  After eight years we were transferred to 
Roanoke, Virginia where we lived for 5 years and 
then on to Wilmington.  I finally graduated from 

College with a BS in Nursing from Our Lady of Angels College in 
Aston, PA in 1978 and an MSN from Villanova University in Villanova, 
PA in 1991.  So, I am a Wildcat also! In addition to our three sons and 
two daughters-in-law, we have a grandson and three 
granddaughters.  We are very happy to be back in Tucson and have my mother living in our 
casita.  She is almost 97 years old and going great guns.  Great genes, I guess.  I'm also having a ball 
getting together with our classmates once a month for lunch.  We do have a good time! (Last Updated: 
2009) 
Tucson, Arizona (H) (520) 818-0385 (C)  glendab202@wbhsi.com 

 
 

Kris Born (Holt) 
 
Randy and I have been married for 34 years and have nine 
grandchildren whom we adore.  Aside from spoiling them, I love 
gardening and reading.  My cause is taking the best care possible 
of our environment and stemming global warming. (Last Updated: 
2010)  
 
 

Prescott, AZ (H)  (C)  kris.holt43@gmail.com 
 

Joan Bosworth (Ferguson) 
 
I was married in 1959, before I graduated from school, to Edward Ferguson.  My 
brother-in-law, as some of you might know, is Carl Ferguson.  I had 3 children, two 
boys Edward and Gregg and one girl Julie.  My husband and I owned Edward's 
Head Hunters here in Tucson -- we had 3 salons.  I was a cosmetologist and 
owned my own Feather Dusters cleaning business in later years.  I was also a 4-H 
Beef Leader while my children were growing up. I am retired and taking it easy 
now.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 682-8607 (C)  joan.ferguson@hotmail.com 
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Penny Bowman (McClain) 
 
In the early years after high school Penny worked as a 
stewardess for Continental Airlines, and as a hostess for the 
President's Club at Stapelton Airport (Denver).  After a brief 
marriage, she was widowed and never expected to marry again 
until Bill stumbled into her life.  For several years she worked at a 
local health food store.  Sadly, Penny passed away a few years 
ago.  (Last Updated: 1985) 
 

 
 
Sharon Bowman (Wodehouse) 
 
Charley and I moved from Florida to the Great Smoky Mountains 
in North Carolina in 2004.  We LOVE it here.  Life is slow, simple, 
and very good.  I help out with my son's cabin rental business, but 
mostly I am just enjoying semi-retirement. I'm looking forward to 
the 50th reunion in October 2010! (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 
 

Whittier, NC (H)  (C)  sharon031542@aol.com 
 
 

David “Bob” Boyd 
 
I finally joined the ranks of the retired officially Jan. 2, 2007. I have enjoyed every 
single day of it and feel sorry for the ex-co-workers that I meet for lunch and then 
have to drop them back off to go back to work - so guilty that I have to go home and 
take a nap. I do a lot of reading, watching TV and time on the computer. Lots of 
projects around the house - many with the welcomed help of my younger brother, 
Jim. See you in October! (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Mesa, AZ (H) (480) 747-7788 (C)  dboyd90000@cox.net 
 

 
Dan Breck 
 
I attended the U of A while working for my dad at Bill Breck Dodge.   I was married 
to classmate Linda Salant and we had three children.  I am currently remarried, 
have a boat in Mexico.  I ride horseback and own my own plane which I enjoy flying 
(including trips to our place in Pinetop where I sometimes play golf with Roger Rhu. 
(Last Updated: 2000) 
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Glenda Brenton (Lowrie) 
 
We have been married 49 years.  Lived in the same house 46 years.  Attended the 
same church (Tucson Baptist Temple) for 47 years.  We don't like change!  We 
have 2 children, Keith, a pharmacist, and Pam a real estate appraiser.  Two 
grandkids, Ryan - 17 and Tesa - 6.   As 'geezers' we enjoy early bird specials and 
cruising (on the ocean, not speedway).  We can usually be found close to home 
and would love to hear from old friends or acquaintances. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 

 
Bob Brown 
 
I married a lovely Rincon High School graduate, Nancy Eales, in 
December 1962 and God gave us 44 special years together.  She 
went to be with the Lord in February 2007.  I have a daughter, son-
in-law and two grandsons in the Chicago area. I'm still working (41 
years so far) as an Electronics Engineer at Boeing here in Saint 
Louis, Missouri.  I have no plans on retiring, since I enjoy my work 
very much as a hardware and software designer/developer.  I 
graduated from U of A in 1964 and then Nancy and I went into 
Peace Corps training for 3 months. We were not selected to 
continue on to Ecuador so we headed for Orange County 

California and we were there for 7 years.  I was then transferred to McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) in 
Saint Louis.  I remarried in November 2008 and now Joan and I are enjoying sharing our extended 
family together.  Joan teaches history at a community college so we keep busy with work and church 
activities.  (Last Updated: 2010) 

 
Larry Bryson 
 
I went to the U of A and studied aerospace engineering.  After completing a 
masters degree, I moved to San Francisco and worked at several aerospace firms, 
then Stanford Research Institute.  In the early seventies I switched careers and 
went to San Francisco, where I now practice full time as an internist.  I am currently 
remarried to Patti who was a nurse and is now a professional ballet teacher and 
video producer. We split our time between Muir Beach north of San Francisco on 
the ocean, and a house in the wine country in Napa Valley.  We're both cutting 
down our hours aiming for retirement in the next few years. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

Napa, CA (H)  (C)  larrybhot@hotmail.com 
 

Jean Buckwalter (Israel) 
 
After graduating from the U of A and teaching English for two 
years at Tucson High, I moved, kicking and screaming, to the 
Bay Area (CA).  There I had a 33-year career teaching high 
school English, the last 12 also as department head.  While in 
the Bay Area, I especially enjoyed the San Francisco opera, 
Berkeley Rep theater, Carmel, the Napa wine country, and Lake 
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Tahoe.  When my second husband, Sheldon, grew to love Tucson, we decided to retire here at Saddle 
Brooke where we appreciate the beauty and the many activities.  My interests are oil painting (our walls 
are covered), tennis (addicted), reading, working acrostics and crosswords, and spending time with 
friends -- with a lot of eating out!  I still love opera and theater, and I'm an ardent volunteer in support of 
our Tucson Symphony.  My husband and I also enjoy exploring the history and scenery of our state and 
the Southwest.  I'm definitely enjoying my retirement!  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 825-2552 (C)  sjisrael@aol.com 

 
 
Barbara Burke (McDowell) 
 
I was one of the statistics cited in the "Ladies Home Journal" April 1959, I married 
that year so contributed to Catalina being the #1 school in the USA for students 
that married in High School. I was supposed to graduate with you all but had 2 
daughters in 2+ yrs. So I ended up graduating in 1962 at Rincon. I still feel like 
one of this class, though. I had a son in '66 and divorced after 30 years in '91. I 
am semi-retired, living in a great 55+ mobile home park with many activities. My 
health is not too good, but I get by. I have 3 cats that keep me company and am a 
Karaoke nut. I have almost 300 Karaoke discs and @4500 songs in my collection. 

I also like to paint a little when I can. I telecommute for work, so don't have to go out to work, which is 
very nice and saves oodles of money on clothes and gas. I am the Grandmother of 3 and my oldest 
Grandson graduated from college this year. His mother is older than I am now, she turned 50 this year. 
I wonder how that happened? I hope you all enjoyed the reunion and are sorry I can't get away. I will be 
there in spirit.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
Gus Buttacavoli 
 
My production of The Pictorial Kennedy, the campus-wide 
exhibit in honor of President Kennedy that was shown at the 
University of Arizona in 1965, was the catalyst that sent me to 
New York City where I worked for one of the best promotion 
houses in the country. From there I landed a job with NBC in 
Burbank where I produced on-air promotion and worked with all 
of the greats including Elvis Presley, Bobby Kennedy, Bob 
Hope, Dean Martin, and others. I left NBC to join the Wolper 
Organization, which was famous for producing the epic 

television mini-series, Roots.  At Wolper I worked with David Seltzer who wrote The 
Omen and Alan Landsburg who became a top television producer. From Wolper I went to the 
Hollywood Reporter where I worked for the publisher, Tichi Wilkerson (her husband founded the paper 
and discovered Lana Turner).  I was the Special Editions Editor and produced the special issue on the 
French film industry.  I left The Reporter to become a full-time writer and have been writing scripts ever 
since.  In the Sixties I was married and divorced (no children) and in the Seventies I founded a religious 
community called Apostles of Christ. You can read about us at 2ndcoming2022.com. Also, you can 
Google me under my current name AJ Buttacavoli.  I am rarely called Gus these days.  Currently, I am 
reading scripts for an agent in Hollywood who also represents me as a writer. (Last Updated: 2009) 
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Harry “Sonny” Caldwell 
 
I worked as a machinist at GE for 25 years. Currently retired due to disability. 
Messed up both arms over the years with GE.  Have 2 boys. Remarried 2 years 
ago this June and am trying for the 3rd child. They say, practice makes perfect.  
We really enjoyed the 40th reunion. Would very much like to attend the 45th, etc. 
(Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

 
 

Charles “Chuck” Callaway 
 
Chuck married a beautiful woman, Marie Siqueiros, in the mid-sixties.  She already 
had six children!  He adopted all six.  He and Marie subsequently adopted three of 
their own grandchildren.  The youngest is still with them.  Chuck spent his career 
immediately after Catalina in the Navy, then worked in Australia for a while, then for 
a British mining company, working all around the world (Australia, New Zealand, 
Algeria, Spain, and Morocco). In the mid-eighties, his company bid on and won the 
contract to fix the Holland Tunnel and he headed that project before going back 
overseas for another ten years or so. Marie stayed in Tucson with the 
children.  Chuck finally retired about ten years ago.  He did come out of retirement 
for a while, and worked for the Tucson/Southern Arizona Water Company, but 

finally retired for real last year. Sadly, Chuck recently passed away. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
Sandi Carpenter (Roberson, Kestrel) 
 
Time has passed me by and I have two husbands that have gone home to be with 
the Lord.  My 1st, Mike, was with me for 20 years.  We had four children.  My son 
& Mike were killed in a tragic car accident.  I have three wonderful daughters.  My 
2nd, Doug, was with me 25 years.  He went home (cardiac arrest) on 9-20-2009.  I 
am rejoicing knowing I will see them again.  But most joyous to be with my Lord & 
Savior forever. II Thes.4:13-18.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

 
Edith Catlin (Gustafson) 
 
My husband Jan and I now have a total of 5 children 
and 5 grandchildren. We spend a lot of time traveling 
to see them all over the world including Germany 
and India where two are now and previously to 
Spain and Mauritania where 2 were. Others are in 
California, Washington, and, fortunately, one here in 
Kansas. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Derby, KS (H) (316) 789-0374 (C)  jegus@msn.com 
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Cleet Clark 
 
Cleet served as a Black Beret and was a prisoner of war.  His 
father was a Cherokee Indian and Cleet spent time researching the 
Plains Indians.  He attended the 45th reunion, but sadly, passed 
away shortly afterwards. (Last Updated: 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
Patricia “Pat” Clovis (Foreman) 
 
After graduating from Catalina, I attended The University of Arizona both full and 
part time for about 5 years while working at the U of A Bookstore, playing flute in 
the Tucson Symphony, and teaching flute privately. Upon leaving the university, I 
went to Lamson Business School. In 1971, I got married, moved to the Navajo 
Reservation for a year and a half, came back to Tucson in 1973 and I am still in 
Tucson. I have two boys born in 1973 and 1975. I just received two Associate 
degrees from Pima Community College, Associate of General Studies and an 
Associate of Applied Science as a Small Business Computer Specialist, while 

working full time at The University of Arizona.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

 
Patti Codd (Krumwiede) 
 
Russell and I have been married for forty-one 
years.  We live in Tucson.  Russell owns a 
construction company, and I am in private 
practice working as a licensed therapist.  I see 
families, children and couples, and I love my job!  
Russell and I have three daughters, Marcia, Lisa 
and Angela.  Marcia lives in Tucson, and Lisa 
lives in Phoenix.  Angela lives in Denver, 

Colorado.  Lisa and Angela are married.  We have two grandchildren, 
Annalise, two years old, and Rhys, also two years old.  They are the love of our life!  Being 
grandparents is just wonderful, and we've got another grandchild on the way, due January 2011. (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C) (520) 954-8600  

 
Sharon Cohn (Barnett) 
 
After high school I married.  My husband was in the U.S. Air Force.  We were 
fortunate to eventually be stationed on the northwest coast from where my 
husband originated.  We settled in Oregon where I've been employed with the 
same pharmacy for thirty-four years.  I have three wonderful girls and four 
grandchildren.  I enjoy climbing, water and snow skiing, or you might say most 
anything I can do in the great outdoors.  I'm looking forward to seeing everyone at 
the reunion!  (Last Updated: 2010) 

 (H) (520) 263-6131 (C)   
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Christy Conlisk (O’Sullivan) 
 
After high school, I started at the U of A and met this gorgeous 
Irish doll...tall, dark and handsome.  We were married six years 
and had three children.  Then I married J.D. Goodman and we had 
a farm for a while...and then had twenty-one homes in nineteen 
years.  In 1988 I graduated from the University of Phoenix in 
Business Administration.  J.D. had a heart attack and about three 
years later I married Michael.  I have worked in banking, at the U of 

A, at the TG&Y, and for an airline (and got to travel).  I now work in US bankruptcy 
court.  I have 11 grandchildren...none near enough. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

 
Sally Contzen (Guertner) 
 
I graduated for the U of A  in 1964 with a degree in Elementary 
Education. I taught second and third grade for six years, and was 
a substitute teacher for three years.  I married Gary Guertner in 
March 1967, (43 years ago).  We have two children, Megan and 
Brandon. and one granddaughter, Bella.  We lived in Southern 
California about 20 years and Carlisle, PA for 15 years.  I worked 
at the Kitchen Shoppe and Cooking School for seven years.  Also 
did lots of volunteer work.  In 1998 we moved to Garmisch, 

Germany for five and one-half years.  Gary became the Dean of the Marshall Center (a German-
American Center for promoting European-American security).  We entertained visitors, met wonderful 
people from all over the world, traveled, hiked, skied, and enjoyed wonderful European food.  It was 
Paradise!  We returned to Tucson in 2003 and rebuilt my parents’ house.  Favorite activities now 
include attending U of A basketball games, traveling, hiking in Sabino Canyon and taking Zumba 
classes.. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 529-1551 (C)   

 
 

 
Susan Contzen (Strasburg) 
 
Married to Tom Strasburg for 46 years.  Very  
fortunate and appreciative of the adventures and 
incredible opportunities and memories we’ve had 
together.  Two daughters, a son-in-law, and one 
grandson are our “treasures”.  A highlight of our 
years was living in Switzerland with our girls.  
Biggest physical accomplishment was hiking the 
Grand Canyon with friends.   And, after 39 years, 
twin sister, Sally, and I are living in the same 

town (Tucson) with our hubbies.  Now that’s fun!!! " (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 299-1518 (C)  ttstrasburg@aol.com 
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Tee Cook 
 
After CHS graduation I went to the UofA on a 
Baird Scholarship, majored in biology and was a 
member of the Track and Cross Country teams. 
My initial plans were to become either a National 
Park Ranger or a teacher and coach in a small 
Arizona town. Instead, when I graduated I went 
immediately into the Army through the ROTC 
program and ended up making it a career. Most 
of my time was spent in tactical units, primarily 

Infantry Divisions (82nd ABN, 101st ABN, and others) as an Armored Air Cavalryman. I took a 
graduation trip to Viet Nam, where I served with the 101st Airborne Division. Later, I taught ROTC at 
the UofA from 1973 until 1975. As one would expect I had a lot of overseas time primarily in Germany. 
My years in Germany were spent in Bavaria with frequent trips to the border and to Berlin. Upon 
retirement in 1988 I went to work for EG&G, Inc., (later Bechtel) working first in the Washington, D.C. 
area then in 1997 transferring to Nevada. For a number of years I was a member of an interagency 
nuclear emergency search team. Accumulating birthdays forced me into emeritus status. I miss it. I met 
my wife Holle during my last tour in Europe. She is from the beautiful castled city of Weilburg an der 
Lahn in Hesse. After a whirlwind courtship of 6 years we were married in 1990. We live in Henderson, 
Nevada (2010) but are eager to find our way back to Arizona someday. I am retired and a graduate 
student at UNLV. I still listen to Merle Haggard, Judy Collins, Bob Dylan and Ian Tyson. Along the way 
I’ve added Mozart, Rossini, Donizetti & friends. I have discovered I really like opera. Yep, especially 
operetta and opera buffa. For the uninitiated that’s where big, buxom women in braids sing Tammy 
Wynette songs in German . . . and Italian. It’s wonderful! For fun I enjoy flying my Quicksilver MX-503 
ultra-light airplane, exploring the Colorado Plateau, maintaining an active correspondence with friends 
and doing a lot of running. I’m still trying to break the 4-minute mile. My grade school goal of becoming 
a professional rodeo cowboy is long abandoned. I wish all my CHS classmates the very best. I’ve 
enjoyed your stories on the Website and look forward to seeing you at the reunion. Has it really been 
50 years since graduation?  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 (H)  (C)  cooktl716@aol.com 

 
 
George Cooper 
 
Katy and I have been married 46 years.  We have six 
children, 20 grandchildren, and two great 
grandchildren.  We have a great time with our 
grandchildren.  We love to travel and to keep in touch 
with our friends.  We also have a dog and cat, as well 
as three quarter horses.  We enjoy taking our jet boat 
to the lake, and we also have a classic muscle car that 
we take to a few car shows a year.  I hunt and fish, 
and train horses.  Katy enjoys doing art projects.  We 

enjoy retirement and are looking forward to the reunion.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 887-2056 (C)   
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Dorothea Crofts (Fife) 
 
I am older than old dirt.  Until recently I was living where old dirt 
went to die.  My family in TX decided I needed to be near them 
as I am getting older.  I’m now a Texan.  Can’t say it fits my 
style.  “Howdy!”.  Let’s not count how many heirs I have or 
gonna have. There must be another award to win at these 
reunions for me.  I have managed to get to 69 years without 
babysitting 18 grandchildren and three greats.  There should be 
my award. (Last Updated: 2010) 

Houston, TX (H) (281) 855-7064 (C)  thea741@aol.com 
 
 

Melvin Croonenberghs 
 
I have been married to the same wonderful girl for almost 46-years now.  Darlene 
(Williamson) was a year behind us at CHS.  We have two children and four 
grandchildren, all living here in Tucson.  Darlene and I own and operate Atlantis 
Cooling & Heating, a business we started in 1978.  Naturally, I have a Harley that 
we ride often. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Mary Ann Cubelotti (Hite) 
 
My husband and I have been married 47 years.  We have a son, Joe, and a 
daughter, Debbie, and two beautiful granddaughters Laurel and Taylor.  I retired 
five years ago as an RN.  I now do volunteer work.  My husband and I like to go 
camping and occasionally go to the casinos to deposit some money! (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Moreno Valley, CA (H)  (C)  hitefmly@aol.com 
 

 
Jim Dainty 
 
I have been retired for eight years after thirty five years of service with 3M 
Company. Various sales, sales management and marketing positions gave me a 
great opportunity for world travel that took me to twenty seven different countries. I 
live in Phoenix, but travel (for pleasure) extensively. Multiple trips to Europe, 
Australia and Hawaii keeps me busy and my packing skills honed.  I have remained 
active in my passions of weightlifting and wrestling by coaching at the High School 
level since I retired. This keeps my competitive juices flowing and has allowed me to 
stay young, mentally, dealing with the youth of today. I continue on my quest for 

physical fitness even though gravity is winning the battle.  I have two beautiful daughters, Megan and 
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Alison (U of A graduate), who are both much smarter than their father and graduate degree recipients. 
They both reside in Southern California beach cities. I am now a proud grandfather (first time). Nigel 
Lee Harris is the son of my daughter Megan and son-in-law Tim.  Looking forward to our 50th and 
renewing old friendships.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Phoenix, AZ (H) (602) 482-2417 (C) (602) 616-5151 notsodainty@yahoo.com 

 
Milt Dardis 
 
I only know 13 people.  Heavily involved in local politics here in Huntington Beach, 
CA.  Presently taking on the Huntington Beach Political Machine as we write on 
several blogs.  November 2010 election is going to be fun as Ethics: We have no 
Stinking Ethics is our motto.  Teach Step 6 in a Career Ministry program in helping 
people find jobs.  Most are middle managers, techies and C level types.  Do not 
have a picture as you just have to go to your local Post Office and see me with or 
without a number being held in my hand.  Picture does not do justice as it shows 
my big nose, and bald spot covered up with shoe polish to hide it.  Just back from 

visiting New Mexico as our sales of defective rifles and bad whiskey to the Indians is off 75%.  Did 
enjoy Los Alamos as we had done several black box projects for them as they had parts of an Ion 
Transducer on display.  The Georgia O'Keefe had a soft opening in Santa Fe and many of her paintings 
were on exhibit for the first time.  The Governor of New Mexico's office had some great art works on 
display as we enjoyed seeing them and the Loretto Chapel staircase in Santa Fe was an engineering 
marvel.  If you ever leave Tucson and go to Albuquerque go to the National Museum of Nuclear 
Science and History.  No one goes there and it's a fantastic museum on the Atomic Age when we were 
at CHS in 1950's to 1960's.   Have a B29 and a B52 on display along with an atomic cannon.  Taos was 
like going to Laguna Beach for the art.  The Red River Motorcycle run was happening the weekend we 
were there.  Since this site is not "R" rated will forgo any descriptions as I do not need any prayer cloths 
or letters from Emily.    Well it’s late and I have to go and wax my board as Surf is up.   Milt Dardis, Low 
Rollers United for Ever (Last Updated: 2010) 
Huntington Beach, CA (H)  (C)  mdardis@verizon.net 

 
Valerie Davidson 
 
I am having a great time being retired! I do archaeological 
survey work, record ancient rock art and teach a training class 
for Arizona Site Stewards. I am in touch with some of my high 
school friends, in fact four of us went to Costa Rica last spring to 
see the volcanoes, boat through the jungle looking for wildlife 
and walk on the beaches. But only two of us rode the zip line, 
shrieking and upsetting the Howler monkeys. I live near my 
family and have lots of hiking friends and even more who love to 

go to lunch. Itʼs hard, but we try to keep each other out of trouble!. (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 885-1996 (C)  davisonvalerie@gmail.com 

 
Alice Dawson (King) 
 
I married Larry King (CHS ’59) after graduating from the UA.  We moved to IL 
where Larry enlisted in the Army.  I moved back to Tucson and worked at Hughes 
until he graduated from OCS and started his Army career.  As an “army wife” 
moving every 2-3 years, I had limited chances to establish a career of my own.  
Larry’s 1st tour was Amberg, Germany.  I accompanied him and filled my time by 
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running the small library at the military facility. Becoming interested in library work, I have taken 
graduate courses toward a master’s in library science.  Our frequent moves kept me from completing 
my degree.  I was able to have a career in the Civil Service and always had a fulfilling job wherever we 
were assigned.  Following Germany, Larry was assigned to Vietnam. There were several other 
assignments, including a year in Korea.  We finally settled in the Kansas City area 
in ‘83. Larry retired from active duty in ’85, then worked as a civilian for the army at 
Ft. Leavenworth doing essentially the same job as when enlisted—computers. Larry 
retired in ’05 prior to having major surgery.  He is fine now and plays golf every 
morning.  After working for Uncle Sam for a total of 30 years (28 as a library 
technician), I retired in ’07.  I am now a stay-at-home mom to our two cats, and 
volunteer once a week at the military library.  It helps me keep track of what day of 
the week it is, and allows me to be with old friends.  Our daughter Kelly and 
husband, Greg, live in Vail, AZ, and both work for Raytheon.  Our daughter Kendy 
lives in St. Joseph, MO, with husband, Jason, and their two children, Elaina 10, and Dawson 7.  We 
see them often.  Grandchildren are such special people.  Looking forward to seeing everyone at the 
50th reunion. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Kansas City, KS (H)  (C)  allaking@yahoo.com 

 
 
 
Phil Dearden 
 
 Phil crammed a bunch of living into 62 years.  His motto was "Go, See, Do" and he 
did.  He worked for Edison in southern California for a number of years.  At that time 
he was married to Gloria, the mother of his only child, Heather, of whom he was very 
proud...and rightfully so. She is a wonderful person.  His love of wheels took him on 
the road and he and his second wife bought and drove a semi for a while. They then 

became vendors and were monetarily very successful...however not in their marriage.  By the 40th 
reunion Phil had escaped to Tucson (what he felt was his true home). His friends from high school 
always meant so very much to him and he became reacquainted with many. He, with tons of assistance 
from classmate Dave Pear, transformed Phil's 38 Chevy Coupe into a street rod.  The last few years of 
Phil's life were happy ones.  He married classmate Mary Moody and they had a super time--just being 
together and doing fun things.  Phil died January 2004 from metastasized lung cancer.  He really didn't 
want to leave us so soon. Unfortunately, he never fulfilled his desire to own an Indian Motorcycle. Other 
than that, he felt that life was good.   (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

 
Bill DeFer 
 
I attended New Mexico Military Institute and then the U of A for one year. The next 
four were spent in the U.S. Army in Germany, Texas and Vietnam as a computer 
specialist. I worked for the next eighteen years in the computer field becoming a 
manager of information systems with the Atomic Energy Commission office in Las 
Vegas. I later went into partnership as a private investigator then I returned to Las 
Vegas and dealt twenty-one and roulette to support my new computer consultant 
business where we put together a system for the Tropicana Hotel. I then worked 
Sperry Univac in El Paso and started helping my estranged wife with a marble and 

granite business which I did for over twenty years. A year and a half ago I opened my own company "I. 
Marble". (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Lynn Derby (Helmke) 
 
These 50 years have been a great adventure.  In 
1965, I graduated from the University of Arizona 
with a BS in Nursing.  While at UA, I was treasurer 
of my sorority, AOPi.    I have been married to the 
love of my life, (Rev) David Helmke for 42+ years.  
We have been active in church and ministry.  We 
have been blessed with our son, Matthew, our 

daughter-in-law, Heather, and three wonderful grandchildren:  Saralyn, 
Sedona, and Philip.  I have worked as a Registered Nurse in Pediatrics, ICU, and telemetry, but the 
biggest and longest love was babies.  I spent the majority years as a Neonatal Special Care Nurse 
(RNC).  I also coordinated the Perinatal Bereavement Care Program at my hospital for almost 20 years.  
I retired 2 years ago when our son and his family moved back to the States after living and working in 
Northern Africa for 7 years.  We were able to travel overseas to visit them, but it's so much greater to 
have them close so we can see them any time we want.  They have settled in Tucson.  We are thinking 
about moving back to Tucson sometime in the future.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Sun City, AZ (H) (623) 583-1494   (C) (602) 809-6003 dlhelmke@cox.net 

 
 

Julie DeRocher 
 
After graduation, I briefly attended the U of A. I married and traveled extensively 
with my husband's job all over the United States. We have two grown children and 
two grandchildren. We've lived here in Massachusetts for several years and like it 
very much. I've had numerous jobs throughout the years and am presently working 
for a local car dealer. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandy DeYoung (Hillery) 
 
Bob and I celebrated our 50th anniversary this 
June in Las Vegas with our daughter, Lisa, and 
son Bob, Jr.  Their spouses were there, also.  We 
both retired in 2000 and have just been having fun 
ever since.  We were blessed with Robert III in 
2005, and Brianna Marie in 2008.  Life is good!. 
(Last Updated: 2010) 
 

South San Francisco, CA (H) (650) 756-4452 (C)  hillery809@comcast.net 
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Mike Dietz 
 
After graduation I enrolled at ASC/NAU receiving my degree in 1965.  I married my 
wife, Petey, and we moved to Escondido, CA, to start our teaching careers.  Most 
of my teaching years were spent as a high school guidance counselor.  Along the 
way we had a beautiful daughter who has blessed us with three grandchildren.  
Retirement suits us well as we have never wanted to fill a day. (Last Updated: 
2010) 
 
 

Escondido, CA (H) (760) 745-6186 (C)  mdietzret@cox.net 
 
 

David Dikowski 
 
Enlisted in the US Navy about nine months after 
graduation.  Stationed aboard the aircraft carrier, 
USS Constellation, and made 2 cruises to Vietnam.  
While in the Navy, I married and had two daughters.  
I have five grandchildren and one great grandchild, 
all in California.  I returned to Tucson after my 
discharge and worked for the Arizona Daily Star 
while attending the U of A.  Graduated with a 
degree in business and was employed by the 

aerospace industry in Los Angeles.  Due to layoffs and a divorce, I left 
Los Angeles for Texas.  Settled in El Paso and was employed by the US Postal Service, where I met 
my current wife of 19 years, Victoria.  I held several management positions with the USPS in AZ, NM, 
and TX.  Served as Postmaster of Window Rock, AZ and retired in 2003 as Postmaster of Chinle, AZ 
(Canyon de Chelly) both on the Navajo Reservation.  We returned to El Paso upon retirement.  Victoria 
will be retiring this year and we hope to travel in our RV.  Between the US Navy buddies, post office 
friends, and relatives, we have plenty of places to go.  I don’t have any family remaining in Tucson, but I 
do get back occasionally to see friends.   (Last Updated: 2010) 
El Paso,TX (H)  (C)  skiman42@sbcglobal.net 

 
 
Allyne Doll (Eames) 
 
I have been happily married for 45 years.  I am now "working" at the best job I 
have ever had.  I take care of my grandson three days a week. (Last Updated: 
2009) 
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Ed Dooley  
 
After graduating from CHS, I attended the 
University of Arizona where I majored in history. I 
graduated in 1964 Phi Beta Kappa and with a 
National Woodrow Wilson fellowship to attend the 
University of Virginia, where I earned the MA in 
1965 and finished all course work and orals for the 
PhD the following year. I met my wife Lu Knibb 
there. She was a graduate student in English.  I left 
UVa "ABD" in 1967 to teach a year at the 

University of Richmond, and then went to the Virginia Military Institute 
for a one-year appointment. That turned out to be a 30 year plus career. I taught history full time for four 
years and then entered the administration, where I held various posts. As coordinator of international 
programs, I set up exchange programs between VMI and the Ecole Polytechnique in France and the 
National Defense Academy in Tallinn, Estonia.  Lu wife worked as a fund raiser for VMI for 15 years. I 
retired in 2001 and Lu retired in 2003. I still work part time for the VMI Superintendent. Lu runs, does 
endurance horse riding, serves on church committees and is a Hospice volunteer.  We have one 
daughter, Kathleen, who is married and is a school teacher. She and her husband, also a school 
teacher, have two children, a girl four years old and a boy one year old. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Lexington, Virginia (H)  (C)   

 
 
Betty Gatch Edwards (Jenkins) 
 
We have five grandchildren, three girls and two boys.  Three are local and spend all 
their free time with us—a girl 5, boy 6, and girl 13.  They water ski, wake board and 
the 13 year old does the air chair as well.  I volunteer at their schools in the 
computer lab and library. I teach computer at a senior center.  I love photography 
and take pictures by the 100s of the three grandchildren. They all take dance, and 
gymnastics so I stay on the road getting them to practices, etc.  We are a boating 
and wave running family and occasionally go to the beach to camp out. We’ve been 

retired almost ten years and love it.  We go to Florida/Disney one to three times a year.  . (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
Sandie Emmerich (Novitt) 
 
Sandie and Dave live on the east side of Tucson.  They have five children, seven 
grandchildren, and one great grandchild.  They are active at Christian Faith 
Fellowship and with Gold Wing Road Riders (motorcycle “gang”).   Both have been 
retired for seven years and enjoy traveling (domestic and foreign).  They have just 
started another business in the field of wellness and nutrition. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 296-7369 (C) (520) 954-2869 sinovitt@yahoo.com 
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Vivian Englert (Maahs) 
 
I studied at Simpson College in San Francisco before marrying Ken Maahs, CHS 
graduate of 1958, in 1962. Since then I've worked full-time as a Secretary/Admin. 
Asst. for various Fortune 500 companies (Bell & Howell, RCA, Kaiser Jeep, IBM 
(from which I retired in 1992), and AstraZeneca (retired again in 2008).  We lived in 
various parts of the country while my husband pursued his studies toward a PhD in 
Old and New Testament Studies (Pasadena, Princeton, Nyack (NY), Southbend 
(IN), Louisville (KY) and finally settled in King of Prussia, PA, where we have lived 
since 1974.  My husband continues to teach at Eastern University in St. Davids, 
PA, and we have enjoyed traveling to Israel, Egypt, Turkey and Greece, where he 
conducts travel tours for students and adults.  Ken has also filled numerous 

chaplaincies on cruise ships which have taken us to Bermuda and most of the Caribbean islands.  Our 
son, Ken, Jr., graduated from Drexel University a few years ago with a Masters in Applied Math and 
now works as a statistical programmer in the area.  We hope to do more traveling when Ken retires as 
more and more cruise ships need chaplains. It would be wonderful to see some of you on one of those 
ships. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

 
Beverly Ericson (Brown) 
 
Bev’s living part time in Tucson for the winter and Show Low.  
Married for 48 years – three sons and five grandchildren. Stays 
busy with family, friends, and church. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 

Show Low, AZ (H)  (C)  bevmarie56@aol.com 
 

 
William Everhart 
 
After graduation I started college but soon dropped out and 
went into the Navy for 4 1/2 years. I was lucky to see the 
world and spend a significant amount of time in South East 
Asia.   Upon my discharge from the Navy I went back to 
school and received my BS in Elementary Education and 
Special Education. I began teaching and completed a MS in 
Psychology. I taught High School for 35 years in San 
Clemente and coached football, soccer and girls softball.   I 
retired in 2003 and now work part time. I have 2 boys from a 
previous marriage and a beautiful daughter with my 

wonderful wife Charlene of 29 years.  We love to travel and really enjoy Costa 
Rica. (Last Updated: 2009) 
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Joan Facchini (Hernandez) 
 
I graduated from CHS, got married to Dan Hernandez who was 
in the Navy, we moved to California where we had a daughter, 
Danielle and a son Reuben.  Dan worked as an air conditioning 
refrigeration Manager for So. Calif Gas Co. and continued his 
education. I worked for Hughes Aircraft as a Human Resource's 
Rep. and Benefits Rep. Our children blessed us with 6 
grandsons and 1 granddaughter. After living and working in 
Calif. for forty three years we decided to move back to Tucson 

and have been back for 5 yrs. as of 7/2010. I have renewed many friendships with 
CHS ladies from our graduating class. We get together for a monthly "Catalina Lunch Bunch" and have 
a wonderful time. It has made my moving back to Tucson easier and has brought back and continues to 
make many happy memories.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  tucson.joan@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

Elaine Farace (Schiefelbien) 
 
Married to Dwayne Schiefelbein, CHS Class of 
'59’.  Celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary on 
July 20, 2009.  We have three sons and five 
grandchildren and currently live in the suburbs of 
Chicago.  We are planning to retire to Arizona.  
(Last Updated: 2009) 
 

 
 

 
Jill Farris (Almeido) 
 
Left Tucson 2 weeks after graduation and moved to Santa 
Monica.  Married for 17 years then got divorced.  I have four 
children (3 boys, 1 girl), and six grandchildren.  Moved to Las 
Vegas in the 80's and was employed in the home building 
industry for 25 years.  Retired and moved to Boise, Idaho 
where I lived for 5 years.  I was contacted by a wonderful man 
whom I worked with 31 years ago, and we are now together 
back in California.  We love our new home, and hope for 

many happy and healthy years together but take one day at a time and try to just 
enjoy each day as it comes. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Victorville, CA (H) (760) 596-3200 (C)  jalmeido@msn.com 
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Sandra Findlay (Shaffer, Cohen) 
 
I was married to my first Husband, Don Shaffer 
class of 1958, for 29 years.  We had two lovely 
children and now have 2 terrific grandchildren. We 
traveled and lived in many foreign countries, where 
he built power plants, as well as in many states. I 
remarried in 1996 and my husband, Joe Cohen, 
and I are retired and live in Tucson.  I worked for 
A. P. Brown Co., Realtors for 14 years and now I 
am happily playing Bridge every chance I get! I 

also enjoy scrapbooking and am making progress in getting those boxes of photos into albums. I am 
looking forward to reconnecting with old friends at the reunion.  Sandy Shouse and Mary Estep...where 
are you? (Last Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  scohen5@cox.net 

 
 

Susan Finney (Cooper) 
 
Married Ruel Cooper my last year at the UofA. 
Moved to Phoenix > Denver > Phoenix > Boise > 
back to Tucson in 1981. Along the way I 
completed my M.A. at ASU and had 3 children. 
Since 2002 our 3 children have married and given 
us 7 grandchildren, 6 of whom are under 6 years 
old. Most of our travels lately have been to visit 
them. Daughter Kylle lives in KCMO; son Ruel 

lives in Denver area; and daughter Kara is moving from Tucson to 
Denver in October '10. We've been blessed to have Kara, husband Matt, and 2 darling little girls here 
for over 5 years. Tucson will be very lonely without them here. For the past 7 years I have been 
teaching Tai Chi for Arthritis classes around Tucson. It is very rewarding work and makes me 
appreciative of all the good things in my life. I attend the monthly Lunch Bunch when my schedule 
permits and always have a wonderful time. No need for Laughter Yoga with that group -- just get them 
together in a room. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 742-4600 (C)  aquaticsnbalance@comcast.net 

 
 
Beth Fisher (Hoover) 
 
After graduating from high school, I married and raised a family.  I worked in 
Superior Court in the courtroom for almost 16 years and took early retirement in 
2003.  I started a catering business called “Sweet Tooth Catering”.  I also do 
bookkeeping for an engineering firm here in Tucson.  My passion is cooking and I 
cook for an event or an individual or a family almost every week.  I taught a non-
credit course of Pima College called “How to Find Your Way Around the Kitchen”. 
Once a month I take a meal to the Primavera Shelter for the Homeless at Five 
Points. This experience has been such a joy in my life.  God has truly blessed me 

with this gift and I intend to use it as often as I can for as long as I can. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 296-5167 (C)  bethoover@aol.com 
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Gary Fisher 
 
Graduated from University of Arizona 1965 and worked for 
Olivetti, Control Data and BASF. Moved to Texas in 1978 and 
traveled the US for about 25 years.  I retired in 2000 and my 
wife Patti still works for Carroll Independent School District. We 
have three kids and seven grandchildren. My wife and I play 
music on the weekends as (Pete and Patti) and we are having 
a ball playing at lodges, clubs, private parties, high school 
reunions, picnics, birthday parties, even funerals, etc...I spend 
most of my time working on music or fishing.  If working and 

playing music are not enough Patti also belongs to "Sisters on the Fly" which takes us any extra time 
that she has.  Anyone coming to "god's country" can reach us at 817-442-9098 or e-mail us at 
petepatti@msn.com    (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Jane Flickinger (Whittemore) 
 
The lovely village of La Jolla, which is a suburb of San Diego, 
has been my home since l966.  I have a son and three 
daughters as well as two grandchildren. All of my children 
reside in California...lucky me. Upon graduating from San 
Diego State with a B.A. in education, I taught 6th grade for a 
short time. I, then, reluctantly entered the business world, which 
to my surprise soon became my passion. Eventually owning 
and operating an aerospace manufacturing firm, a car leasing 
company and a health studio.  After retiring in the late 80's, I 

became interested in commercial and residential real estate investing.  I stay busy and challenged by 
managing my investments. Hiking, photography and travel are my primary interests although I also 
enjoy taking as many classes at UCSD as I can fit into myschedule.It's always a pleasure hearing from 
old friends as I have many fond memories of my years at C.H.S..   (Last Updated: 2010) 
La Jolla, CA (H)  (C)  janew@san.rr.com 

 
 
Donald Fones 
 
Hi from the SF Bay Area where I landed after med 
school at CU Denver (40 yrs ago).  Married '68, 3 
children, Pediatrician for 30 yrs. with Kaiser 
PMG.  Married again '88, 2 stepchildren, moved 
from Mill Valley to Piedmont, CA. Retired from 
Kaiser '98 and did locum tenens (sub doc) for 10 
more years. Our children are all married now and 
we have 6 granddaughters.  My wife, Sylvia, is an 
interior designer and landscape artist.  I am a 

golfer, skier, and still play music occasionally on my martin guitar.  I have remained in close contact 
with Dave and Margarita Berg.  My brother, Ken Fones, still lives in Tucson and we visit him and his 
family about every other year.  I still root for the UA teams, esp. when they play CAL or STANFORD. 
Looking forward to the 10/10 reunion and catching up with old friends.  See you then!  (Last Updated: 
2009) 
Piedmont, CA (H) (510) 547-0458 (C) (510) 409-9550 donfones@aol.com 
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Jean Forester (Cubley) 
 
I'm sorry I can't come and see all of you this weekend, but I have a meeting to 
attend in Spokane. I have been a widow since 1987, having been married to 
Lance Cubley (class of'59) for 23 years. We had 3 sons, Kevin who is 35, married 
with 4 children, 3 girls and 1 boy; Ian who is 29, married and father of 2 girls; and 
Aidan who is 26, married and father of 1 girl who was born a week ago. I wanted 
some girls...but didn't say only girls. I graduated from Good Sam Hosp in Phoenix 
and have been nursing ever since. I work at different hospitals in the Seattle area 

in Emergency Depts. Still enjoy the direct patient care. Lance and I had several computer consulting 
companies getting into the field early, resulting in all three sons in the business also. Would love to hear 
from you all and get a reunion supplement when available. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

Charlie Fowler 
 
After graduating from Arizona, I attended the 
Naval Officers Candidate School in Newport, 
RI. Several months later I was officially 
declared both an Officer and a Gentleman. 
Unfortunately, I never met Richard Gere or 
Debra Winger. After 3 years of sea duty I was 
released from the service at the Navy 
Processing Center on Treasure Island in San 

Francisco Bay. I drove my VW into San Francisco (it was 1968, 
everyone had a VW) and rented an apartment. Eventually, I typed 
up a resume and went to work at the corporate headquarters for 
Fireman's Fund Insurance Companies. Turns out I had a knack for an emerging field called Information 
Technology. I retired from IT in 1997 to spend more time with a real estate investment company called 
Fowler Properties (I thought of the name myself). I now live across the bridge from SF in Marin County 
with my wife of 30 some years. And yes, I am a father and a grandfather. Not bad for a guy who had a 
tough time getting a date. Hope you are all doing well. (Last Updated: 2010) 

 
Michael Francis 
 
After the Catalina years and a BA from the U of A, I 
spent the next 30 plus years in a government 
service career in Southern California with the Cities 
of Los Angeles, Long Beach and finally the County 
of Los Angeles managing redevelopment 
programs.  I married Joan Whitlock in 1965 and we 
successfully raised three children, Linda, Michael 
Sean and Devan.  We have two grandchildren.  I 

retired in 1997 and Joan closed her Private Investigation firm, then we 
traveled in an RV full time for four years primarily in Western North 
America until putting down roots again in a little valley in the Southern Sierra Nevada's.  We have also 
traveled to Costa Rico, Portugal, Italy, Spain, Croatia, France, Germany and Austria.  Some of this 
travel provided research for the three novels that Joan has written and published.  Our life continues to 
be very good.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tehachapi, CA (H)  (C)  oakfog@earthlink.net 
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Ellis Franklin 
 
I went into the Marines after high school and was stationed in several places 
including the Far East. When I got out of the service I got married and worked in 
the production end of Tucson newspapers for 15 years. I now sell real estate for 
Long Realty. My wife and I have been married for 35 years, have three daughters 
and five grandchildren. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

 
Robert “Bob” E. Gaylord 
 
Bob has been practicing law in Flagstaff for 35+ 
years.  Bob and 1st wife (and still his wife), Ursula, 
have 2 daughters.  Both daughters and their 
families are also in the Flagstaff area so there's 
lots of time with the kids and grandkids (2 
granddaughters so far).  In addition Bob and 
Ursula spend their time skiing, cycling, river 
running and boating on Lake Powell. (Last 
Updated: 2007) 
 

Flagstaff, AZ (H) (928) 774-3609 (C)   
 
 

Neal Genda 
 
I graduated from the UofA and was married to a classmate for 
a time, Ellen Van Wagner.  I am currently divorced with two 
children and one grandchild.  I work in securities with City 
National Bank. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

San Marino, CA (H)  (C)  ngenda@earthlink.net 
 

 
Carole Gibbons (Telly) 
 
I am looking forward to attending the 50th Reunion in 
2010.  How can it be?  I don't feel any older.  I sing a song of 
praise when I can still recall the wonderful events in my life.  I 
am looking forward to seeing all of you. I just moved out of the 
house I have lived in for the past 30 years.  I cannot stress the 
stress this has been.  I have some incredible friends and family 
who gave me wings.  I felt like I was caught in a tidal wave and 
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God moved me to shore.  I am now living in a beautiful three bedroom home apartment and feeling very 
free of the stress of owning a home.  Now, I can travel to Australia to see my daughter, Renee`, and her 
family who moved there last June.  My son-in-law was with Citi Bank, and as one of their Vice 
Presidents he told them they were in big trouble, and they would not listen.  Soooooo he got a 
headhunter out and they found a CEO job with OnZed Bank in Melbourne.  I am back and forth to 
Concord, NC (one hour away) to see my other daughter, Bethany, and her family.  I now have 6 
grandchildren.  Renee` has four and Bethany has two.  I thought I knew what love was all about, but, 
boy was I wrong.  I am still working Nation Wide with Mary Kay Cosmetics, and because I aged out of 
becoming a National, I started substitute teaching to meet new people.  What a blessing that has been. 
I just celebrated my 30th year with Mary Kay Cosmetics and last Saturday I picked up my 14th free car 
the company has given me for enjoying my work.  On March 6, 2010 my father passed away in 
Houston, TX. He was buried in Tucson.  The love and support I received from members of our class 
who are part of the Lunch Bunch while I was in Tucson can never be measured.  Judy Lucky opened 
her home and heart to me, as did the girls at the luncheon and then at a breakfast.  It was so 
meaningful to see everyone and tie ends together from the past.  I am excitedly looking forward to the 
Reunion in October.  Little did we know how much the past would mean to us today. (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Winston-Salem, NC (H) (336) 768-2009 (C)  cgtelly@aol.com 

 
 
 

Gregg Gibbons 
  
Still working, running CTI, a trucking company.  Own a ranch 
in South East Arizona running 1000 mother cows.  Married 41 
years.  Have 9 grandkids and 3 daughters and two son-in-
laws.  Gained weight and now weigh 150 lbs.  Slowing down, 
still weight training and running 6 miles per week.  Travel with 
the wife to places around the world deep sea fishing and 
diving. Working horse back on the ranch -- hunting and trying 
to make the most of it before the body gives out.  The wife is in 
better shape than I am so I have to keep up. (Last Updated: 

2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C) (520) 444-5554 gg@CTI-AZ.com 

 
 

 
Bonnie Gilson (Glasgow) 
 
I graduated from the U of A in 1968 with a degree in Kindergarten-Primary 
Education. I've worked for 27 years as an early childhood educator, as a preschool 
teacher, coordinator, and director. Half of the time it was with my local church, 
Bacon Heights Baptist Church in Lubbock, Texas. The other half in a not for profit 
child care center in Bentonville, Arkansas. My husband, Jim and I have been 
married for 35 years. We have a son John, who graduated from Texas Tech 
University with a degree in electronic engineering technology. He and his wife Tina 
live in Waco, Texas and recently presented us with our first grandchild, Holly 

Nicole. We are looking forward to the years to come. Sadly, Bonnie passed away a few years ago. 
(Last Updated: 2000)  
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Pat Glenn 
 
Hi everyone---This has been a most interesting 50 yrs.  
Married, divorced, raised two children, now have 5 
grandchildren, 2 great grandchildren, all are beautiful and 
healthy, a great blessing.  Over the years I've been mostly 
self-employed, owner of a guest ranch, catering company, 
decorating firm, and most recently, at least since 1988 owner 
of Glenn Real Estate & Mgmt.  I'm considering retiring, so I 
can travel more.  Over the years I've been fortunate to travel 

most of the world, enjoying ever moment of it.  If anyone would like to visit with 
me, please e-mail or phone.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Hereford, AZ (H) (520) 803-1776 (C) (520) 266-0876 pglenn6@cox.net 

 
 

John Goodwin 
 
I'm married to Regina R Goodwin, a Golf Professional here in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma. We have four children...twin boys John and 
Tim, and two daughters, Michelle and Kathryn. We also have 
three grandchildren. I work for Sinclair Oil Corporation, as the 
Human Resources Manager - Refining, and am a past recipient 
of the Award for Professional Excellence from the Society for 
Human Resources Management. (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

 
 
Linda Gray (Burkett) 
 
Linda Gray Burkett started as a dispatcher being promoted 
and becoming the head supervisor over several divisions in 
her 28 years on the Tucson Police Department (TPD).  She 
was one of Tucson’s first two females to graduate from the 
Tucson Police Academy and then went on to graduate from 
the FBI Academy being the only woman in her 178th 
Session.  Linda retired a Captain on January 29, 1999; she 
was the first woman to retire with 25 years of service as a 

Commissioned Officer from the TPD.  Linda passed September 9, 2009, after a 
courageous fight with pancreatic cancer.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

 
Paul Gray 
 
After leaving Catalina I attended the U of A for both 
undergraduate and graduate school in electrical 
engineering. I met my wife Judy there and we moved 
out to the SF bay area in 1969. I worked in Silicon 
valley for a few years and then went to UC Berkeley 
as a faculty member (and later administrator), and 
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spent my entire career there, retiring in 2006. Judy worked in Tucson as an interior designer, and then 
later after our boys grew up as a floral designer in Orinda where we live. She's also now retired 
(although both of us keep pretty busy with various board and nonprofit activities between rounds of 
golf). We have two sons, one an attorney in San Francisco and one with an engineering consulting 
business in Boise Idaho. No grandkids yet but we keep hoping! We're looking forward to seeing old 
friends at the reunion!!  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Orinda, CA (H) (925) 254-4210 (C)  casagray@aol.com 

 
Carol Green 
 
I am retired after many years working for local governments in both California and 
Arizona in an administrative capacity.  I completed my education with a MPA from 
California Lutheran University in Thousand Oaks, CA and that enabled me to now 
be most happily retired and enjoying my mother, children, grandchildren, friends, 
and, whenever and however I can manage it, traveling.. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 298-4342 (C)  carolunicorn@q.com 
 

Mike Greene 
 
I am married for the third time, which I hope is a 
charm.  I lived with Shirley for 10 years so I think by 
now I have learned.  We have eight kids between us 
and 13 grandkids, one of whom we are raising and 
have had with us for 12 of his 14 years.  Great kid, 
but wow, what a challenge at my age.  (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 

 
 
Michaele Gregg (Lockhart) 
  
 After graduation from CHS, and then the U of A, I moved from 
Tucson, married and spent several years teaching, mostly in 
private schools, plus doing free lance writing.  In 1974, making 
my teaching credentials official, I received a BA in Education 
from the U of MD and divorced that same year.  I remarried in 
1976, then returned to college for a degree in nursing.  I have 
two grown sons, five granddaughters and one grandson.  I’ve 
devoted many years to semi-professional landscape/nature 

photography.  For a while I had my own business, plus involvement with stock-
photography.  A high point for me was to move back to Tucson in 1996.  I’ve enjoyed renewing old 
friendships.  In 2008 I retired from St. Joseph’s Hospital.  I stay very busy with my writing.  My first 
novel was published in 2006, my second in April of 2010, and a third is complete, hopefully scheduled 
for next year depending on publisher!  Check out my author’s web site www.michaelelockhart.com.. 
(Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  mlockhart2son@aol.com 
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Jim Grissom 
 
After graduating from the U of A in 1965 I moved to 
Orange County California to teach school.  As it 
turned out I got to do exactly what I wanted to do in 
my career.  I taught Chemistry for 37 years with 
some Physics thrown in for fun.  I worked with 
some fantastic co-workers, many of them for 20 to 
30 years.  We still get together to have lunch and 
solve the world’s problems.  I had well over six 
thousand students, some that I still see or hear from.  Dianne and I are celebrating 
our 44 th anniversary.  We have three children Jeffrey, Shelby and Devon.  The 

two girls are both teachers as is Dianne.  Jeffrey is an administrator with the County of San Diego.  We 
have three grandsons, Trevor, Zac, and Kanaya and two granddaughters Lauren and Irelyn.  We retired 
in 2002 and since our children and their families live close by we can enjoy spending a lot of time with 
them.  We get to see lots of kids sports, programs, and Disneyland attractions.   We have been able to 
take many really amazing trips and anticipate being able to see most of the sights on our list.  This 
Spring I worked for the University of California Irvine as a Science Advisor for a group of student 
teachers.  It was great fun and I probably will do it again as long as it does not interfere with our plans.  
My Mom and brother Tom (CHS ’63) still live in Tucson so I get over often.  Some of the old haunts are 
still around but the city that I fondly remember is becoming more and more difficult to recognize.  I still 
have not found Mexican food to compare with Molina’s Midway. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Mission Viejo, CA (H) (949) 472-9091 (C) (949) 554-4003 jrgris@cox.net 

 
Joel Guerrero 
 
I attended the U of A from 60-65, graduated from 
NAU in 70 after two years in the US Navy aboard 
the USS Kittyhawk. I married Jennette Reynolds 
(CHS class of 1962) in February of 66. We have 
three children...Joel, 31 married to Kelly with a son 
Logan, Jennifer 29 married to Bob with a son 
Ethan, and Jordon who is 26 is engaged to marry 
Ian in March of 2001. I have been in the paint 

business for 30 years. I was vice president of Southwest Paint and 
Varnish for 24 and for the past six I have owned my own business Factory Paint and Roof Coating in 
Tucson.  (Last Updated: 2000) 

 
Virginia Ann Guttry (Lawson, Fisher) 
 
Gary Lawson and I were married for 26 years and 
have three children, 5 grandchildren and 3 great-
grandchildren.  We both remarried and have stayed 
great friends with each other and our spouses.  I 
have been married to Bill for 18 years and we are 
enjoying retirement here in The Villages....a fabulous 
retirement community here in central Florida.  I have 
two precious miniature schnauzers named Cookie 
and Candie. I play a lot of golf and do stain glass and 

glass etching.  We do a lot of cruising since it is so easy to pick up one 
here in Florida.  I guess that is about all there is.  The weather here is so 
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perfect in central Florida that we can really enjoy the outdoors year round.  Gary and I still have two 
girls living in Tucson.  Our son and family are living in Washington State where he works for homeland 
security.  The years sure have gone by fast. (Last Updated: 2010) 
The Villages. Florida (H)  (C)  gotrojans1960@comcast.net 

 
 

Margaret Hagen (Wright) 
 
Margaret received her B.S. in Mathematics and M.S. in 
Computer Science from Stanford University. After several years 
in industry, she returned to Stanford to complete her Ph.D. in 
Computer Science in 1976. Her thesis was on "Numerical 
Methods for Nonlinearly Constrained Optimization." She 
remained at Stanford as a Research Associate until joining Bell 
Laboratories in 1988 where she was named a Distinguished 
Member of the Technical Staff and later a Bell Labs Fellow. She 
served as head of the Scientific Computing Research 
Department from 1997-2000. In 2001 Wright became a professor of computer 

science and mathematics and chair of the Computer Science Department in the Courant Institute at 
New York University.  Margaret is a well-known mathematician in the fields of optimization, linear 
algebra, numerical and scientific computing, and scientific and engineering applications. She has 
written two books on optimization with P.E. Gill and W. Murray, over 40 publications, and almost 50 
technical reports for Stanford and Bell Laboratories. She has also served as associate editor for five 
journals.  In 1995-1996, Margaret served as President of the Society for Industrial and Applied 
Mathematics. She was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 1997, to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2001, and to the National Academy of Sciences in 2005. In 2000 she 
presented the AWM Noether Lecture. She received both the 2001 Award for Distinguished Service to 
the Profession from SIAM and the 2002 Award for Distinguished Public Service from the American 
Mathematical Society. The citation for the latter award noted that "Professor Wright has been active for 
many years in encouraging women and minority students, for example, by means of programs that 
brought them together with leaders and researchers from industry to discuss opportunities outside 
academia." (Last Updated: 2009) 
Berkeley Heights, NJ (H)  (C)  mhwright01@comcast.net 

 
 
Jarel “Jerry” Hambenne 
 
I have a BS in Physics and Math from the UofA, and MA in 
Physics from the University of Hawaii and was a Hughes 
Doctoral Fellow. My PhD is in Optical Science from the UofA. I 
am involved in teaching, research, computers, industry, the 
stock market, etc. My new interests are art and foreign 
languages.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 326-2206 (C)   
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Darlene Hansen (Howe) 
 
I married Fred in 1962 and had daughter Sheryl Ann in McNary, AZ in 1963, when 
Fred was teaching in Whiteriver, AZ for 3 years. We then moved to Kearney, AZ. 
Son Daniel Frederick was born in Tucson in 1968. I have been a 'stay at home 
mom', active in church and community work and at school when my kids were still 
home. Fred received his Ed.D. In 1987, while working as the manager of the 
Chamber of Commerce in Kearney for 4 1/2 years. He retired in 1995 and most of 
our time is spent doing some traveling, but mostly spending time with our children 
and grandchildren. Fred has a wonderful wood working shop and has made some 

lovely things from mesquite, oak or old barn wood. We also collect antiques. We plan to retire in the 
Camp Verde area, where Fred grew up and our son and daughter-in-law now live and teach. We have 
4 grandchildren, Zane 16, Jerad 8, Shannon 6 and Wyatt 16 month.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

Sharon Lynne Hartje 
 
I am a widow and have been working in the family business at 
Erv's Rental for 38 years. I have 4 grown children, 10 
grandchildren and 7 great grandchildren.  I still work 6 days a 
week and am walking every day for exercise.  I have three 
little dogs to keep me company when I am home.  Life is just 
Dandy. (Last Updated: 2009) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  sharangel11@aol.com 
 

 
Janice Hauer (Hardy) 
 
I am enjoying my 60s but sure getting mighty close to the 70s. This is Tom’s and 
my 30th year in business but we are taking much time off for travel; visiting our five 
grandchildren by daughter, Debbie, in CA, two grandchildren by stepson Todd in 
Maine, and lucky enough to have two more grandchildren 10 minutes away by 
stepson Derek.  I still enjoy tennis three to four times a week and hope the 70s are 
kind enough to me to continue.  I do the usual volunteering, play bridge, take sister 
vacations, and girlfriend vacations, and always feel very blessed for my life. (Last 
Updated: 2010) 

Huntley, IL (H) (847) 515-8327 (C) (815) 985-6775 jdmech@sbcglobal.net 
 

 
Sue Hawley (Gamble) 
 
Since CHS days, I graduated '64, U of A Education - specifically 
Physical Education which I taught for 34 years in Cupertino/San 
Jose.  Through H.S.  College worked with kids 8-10 boys’ 
baseball to 17-18 year old girls softball teams through County/City 
recreation department.   Coached and taught middle school 
physical education; taught all types of activities and coached 
softball, track field, volleyball, gymnastics and soccer.  I have two 
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wonderful children, boy girl, three grandsons - 9yrs, 6-1/2 yrs, 6 yrs. and my granddaughter 3 yrs.  I 
played, in early years of teaching, Lob Ball softball.   At 40 decided to play coed soccer here in Santa 
Cruz, 6 miles from home.   Enjoyed 14 seasons of soccer.   Have always loved watching all sports but 
tennis, baseball (Giants) are most enjoyable to watch, attending shows of various kinds and 
entertainers (singers) are very enjoyable too.   I like camping ; travel and hope as my grandchildren get 
older they can join me.    I have a nephew that lives close to and attends Catalina High School.  I'm 
encouraged to attend to see my lifelong friend, Nina Stigers Paris, of 62 years; I have seen her and 
family over the many years since I left Tucson in August 1964.  My family is in Tucson, Mesa, and 
Surprise area so I do get to see my MOST favorite Mountains.  The Catalina Mountains and of course 
all the mountains surrounding Tucson.   Basically a desert rat but have loved the area I'm living in here 
too.  Thanks for all of your help/work/dedication to make this reunion our 50th, Class of 1960. (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
Scotts Valley, CA (H) (831) 438-4086 (C)  esg40@sbcglobal.net 

 
Yvonne Henss (Bergier) 
 
I’ve been a housewife most of my life, nurturing three children, Monique, Michelle 
and Donna.  I recently lost my husband.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Susan Hickman (Stacy) 
 
I was married for 32 yrs...my husband died in '94.  We raised 4 
children, have 11 grandkids and 7 greats!  In '85 my son and I 
opened Stacy Tool and I have worked it with him since then.   We 
stayed in Tucson and I am in touch with a lot of the girls through 
the "Lunch Bunch" that meets on a regular basis.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 349-6647 (C)  sstacy1@yahoo.com 
 
 

Josephine Antoinette “Toni” Hilliard 
 
I followed my dream of architecture by working for firms in New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, and Washington, DC.  It was in 
DC that I met my husband, Edward Boyd, who was a federal 
prosecutor.  Ed went on to become the U.S. Attorney for the 
Eastern District of New York and later a NY state judge and I 
went on to work on residences and commercial buildings on the 
eastern end of Long Island.  Following our divorce, I decided to 

make a career change and obtain a Master of Arts in Historic Preservation from 
Goucher College.  With thesis research in New Mexico, I came convinced to return to the Southwest 
permanently.  Neal Genda and I have a home in Tucson.  I am in a Ph.D. program at the University of 
Arizona — Arid Lands with a legal studies minor.  My field of interest is Public Lands, Land Use, and 
Natural Resources. I am formulating a different approach to land development in exurban areas. I plan 
to defend in 2011. As of 29 September 2010 I am a Ph.D. candidate. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson,AZ (H)  (C) (520) 241-1797 twyggs@mindspring.com 
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Robert Hinkle 
 
Robert Hinkle class of 1960 passed away on September 7, 2002. He died in 
Seattle, Washington following a battle with non-hodgkins lymphoma.  He worked at 
Boeing from 1969-1987 and with Laidlaw transit until his death.  He had 4 children, 
Tracy, Robert, Elizabeth and Sean.  He had 8 grandchildren.  He resided in 
Seattle, Washington until his untimely death.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
 

Dawn Hollinger (Moreland) 
 
Am a native Tucsonan -- been here all my life -- Love it!  Been married to Bobby for 
40 years -- Have 5 children, nine grandchildren.  Taught school for 30 
years.  Retired in 1996.  Bobby and I enjoy UofA Sporting Events, travel when we 
want to.  Our goal is to visit all 50 States in the US before we're too old to go, only 
have 6 more to visit.  We pretty much just do what we want to do, when we want to 
do it!  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

 
 
John Holmes 
 
I've been with the Southern pacific Railroad for 38 years.  I have two sons and two 
daughters and two grandchildren.  I'm looking forward to retirement.  Still working 
out...16 hours a day.  My hobby is making leather head bands.  I was married to 
classmate Jan Hicks who has passed away.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Glenn Hotchkiss 
 
Here we are on our way down the path of life. I must say mine has been great! 
After graduating I met a wonderful girl from Rincon High School her name is Cassie 
White. We were married and had two wonderful children, Mandra and David. We 
now have two grandchildren as well, Lauren and Brandon. That's what life's about! I 
had a career in elevators (boy did I have my ups and downs) all kidding aside it 
turned out great. I am now retired, single and doing things I like. I spend the 
summers in Showlow and have a place at Cholla Bay in Mexico. I love to fish the 
Sea of Cortez. I take many trips to the Yuma sand dunes each year to ride quads 

with family and friends. I work with children in need, offering them guidance in growing up. I find myself 
busy and looking forward to the next day. (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Donald S. Ijams 
 
I've stayed in Tucson all the years before and since our four 
years together at CHS. After finishing three degrees at the 
Uof A, I began work with the City of Tucson in 1970, as 
Evaluation Administrator for the Model Cities program. After 
that program terminated, I worked elsewhere in City 
government, ending up at the Tucson Police Department in 
1977. I worked there as a Senior Management Analyst for the 
Department until retirement in July 2005. Since then, I've done 

some volunteer work with neighborhoods, traveled with my wife and worked part-
time for the fun of it.  In 1966, I married Kenith "Kay" Wertman (class of "61") and we've cruised through 
the years together quite nicely. Kay taught geography and history full time for TUSD, leaving the district 
in 2000. Our daughter Amy now teaches elementary school in TUSD.  Our grandson, Jacob, is 
attending school in TUSD as well. (Last Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 795-0770 (C)  dsijams@gmail.com 

 
 

Carotta Inorio (Matta) 
 
I live in Mesa, AZ with my husband David. We own and operate a Mexican food 
restaurant which has been in the family since 1953 (Matta's at 932 E. Main). We 
have eight children and 20 grandchildren. We enjoy traveling and are planning 
another trip to Italy next spring. I have been oil painting and have been lucky 
enough to sell several of my paintings. We also raise Texas Longhorn cattle at our 
small ranch in Queen Creek, Arizona.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

 
 
Wallis Jacobus (Downer-Joyner) 
 
Life is good.  I retired 13 years ago after 30 years of teaching 
school.  I taught young children and enjoyed it immensely.  
Now I volunteer at CHS in the Learn Project. It's been 
interesting to be around teenagers after many years.  I am also 
involved with La Pilita Museum which is in the barrio.  I live in a 
historic neighborhood and serve on the board of our 
neighborhood association. I have become involved with historic 
preservation issues.  I have loved history ever since I was a 

child so historic preservation is right up my alley.  My son Randy Downer is a 
private investigator with offices in Tucson and Denver.  His wife Sherry is a lawyer.  They recently had 
a daughter Ava who is my first grandchild.  I have been fortunate to have traveled all over the world and 
am always looking forward to my next trip.  I get together with friends from high school and miss the 
Tucson we all knew in the 50s.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 327-0443 (C)  wallis85719@yahoo.com 
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Dianne Jefferies (Paultry) 
 
I got a BA in education in 1964 from the U of A and was married in 1965. I taught 
first grade for three years before we had our three children, Jeffries, John and 
Brooke. Bill and I have just opened our own stock brokerage.. Raymond Jones. 
The Pautler boys are the only three stock brokers in the company. I keep busy 
sewing, quilting, gardening, and entertaining friends with gourmet cooking. (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
Gay Jobes (Chaffin) 
 
Immediately after graduation, my family moved to Southern 
California where I still live.  I’ve been married 49 years, have 
raised two sons, and have five wonderful grandchildren.  I was 
employed for several years by the Brea-Olinda School District 
as the school secretary at Brea Jr. High..  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Fullerton, CA (H) (714) 579-1229 (C)  jkchaff@yahoo.com 
 

Connie Kellett (Harrold) 
 
I’m married to Pat Harrold (class of 59). We will be celebrating our 50th wedding 
anniversary on December 13th. We have three daughters and six grandchildren. I 
work for Vantage Bowling Centers doing auditing and accounts payable. I have 
worked for the same company for 21 years. Love going to the White Mountains 
and traveling to the Northwest..  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 296-4614 (C)  connieharrold42@cox.net 
 
Tom Kenan 
 
After Catalina I attended the U of A and completed the graduate 
program at the American Graduate School for International 
Management. This led to a 30 year international business 
career. I was fortunate in having had the opportunity to live, 
work and travel throughout the world, including Latin America 
(my daughter Tania was born in Brazil), the Middle East, the 
United Kingdom, Europe and the Far East. I worked for a 
number of US and foreign corporations. The most interesting 

experience was working for a trading company owned by one of the founding 
families of Kuwait and taking them from a 30 million company to 300 million in four years in the '70s. 
Three years ago I returned to Tucson to spend time with my parents. I have very much enjoyed 
reestablishing with CHS and friends and classmates.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Andrea Kennedy (Finney) 
 
Andrea has been married 38 years to Anthony Finney, class of '58. They have two 
sons, Cliff and Brian and daughter Lynn. I worked for TUSD for several years. Lived 
in Prescott. I have four grandchildren. My hobbies are sewing, quilting and baby-
sitting grandbabies.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
Tom Kerby 
 
After graduation, I served in the USAF and Air 
Nation Guard and made it to Msgt before I left. I 
started working for the railroad and retired in 2007 
after 48 years as a locomotive engineer with 
Southern Pacific. I was the engineer on the 
Freedom Train from Phoenix to Tucson in 1976.  I 
spent a number of years involved in union work. 
Joanne and I have 5 children, 11 grandkids and 5 

great grandkids. Joanne and I are active in our church, LDS, and we enjoy life, life is good. On 
occasion we get out our accordions and drive the kids nuts.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 886-6390 (C)  tak1188@aol.com 

 
Kay Kincaid (Hanley) 
 
In May 1961 I married Cecil Hanley, a Tucson High grad, class of 
’55.  I could write a book on the life of being married to an identical 
twin.  We had three daughters.  We have six grandchildren and 
one great grandson. We were married 43 years when he passed 
away with a brain aneurism.  I worked at TNI for 13 years. Now I’m 
retired.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  hanleyhut@cox.net 

 
Gail Lee King (Sebastian) 
 
After graduation worked as a secretary/bookkeeper for 12 years.  
Retired in 2003 after 26 years of driving a school bus for TUSD.   
Married for 40 years. 1 son, Don, married to Lisa, 1 grandson, 
James, 6 years old.   Widowed in 2005.  Only the bare facts.  
Love grandson, family, friends, traveling, reading, outdoors, and 
would love to dance more.   (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 790-8724 (C) (520) 975-3408 gsebastian1@cox.net 
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Mary Lynn Kinney (Weaver) 
 
1960-1969:  I earned a BA from UA, launched a 
career in education, and lived in California, Europe, 
and Asia.  I started downhill skiing, and married 
John Weaver.  1970-1980:  We lived and worked in 
Georgia, Virginia, Illinois, Pennsylvania, and New 
Jersey.  We learned to sail, and began RV travel.  
1980-1990:  Home was Yuma and Southern 
California. We enjoyed skiing and more travel.  

1990-2000:  I retired from teaching.  We moved to Florida where I joined the volunteer community.  We 
returned to Tucson in 2002.  I am still volunteering and traveling.  John and I recently celebrated our 
40th anniversary.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Green Valley, AZ (H) (520) 625-1128 (C)  johnmaryl@yahoo.com 

 
 

Emily Kittle (Morrison)  
 
50 years?  How can that be.  It seems like yesterday we were 
making memories together.  It's been a wonderful ride. I was able 
to get a BA from Denver U, enjoy sorority life (and make life long 
friends), go on to the UofA for a masters, get married, and have 
two terrific daughters (who have given me 4 fabulous 
grandchildren).  Until my youngest had a license, I was a stay at 
home mom, community volunteer, and national Leadership 
Development Trainer.  At the 20th Reunion I reconnected with 

classmate Ted Morrison, in '82 we were married ... and the honeymoon continues! Life 
has been good to us.  I got a second masters, wrote a book: "Leadership Skills,and went to work at the 
UofA - and later for the Pima Air & Space Museum (much of the time working with teenagers!) Along 
the way we have stayed in touch with many classmates, which has been especially fun.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Tucson, Arizona (H) (520) 325-1242 (C) (520) 390-3266 ekmorrison2@msn.com 

 
 
James “Jim” Klein 
 
Following graduation I went to college at Stanford (1964) and medical school at 
university of Southern California (1968). After finishing internship and residency in 
Los Angeles, I returned to Tucson in 1975 to practice colon and rectal surgery.   I 
am looking forward to our 50th Reunion and hope that all of our classmates will be 
able to be in attendance.  I have two children:  John (born in 1969) and Jennifer 
(born in 1976).  By the time of the reunion, Jennifer will have my first grandchild, a 
boy.    (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 325-2463 (C) (520) 907-6192 rrjgrj@aol.com 
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Jerry Knapp 
 
I’m retired and living in bankrupt California with my wife Susan, 5 kids all out of the 
nest and 6 going on 7 grand kids and one Australian Shepherd.   (Last Updated: 
2010) 
 
 
 
 

 
Carmichael, CA (H) (916) 485-4353 (C) (916) 296-8974 gsknapp@att.net 

 
Bill Kolb 
 
I attended the U of A and graduated with a B.S. 
degree in Plant Pathology in 1965.  I next attended 
the University of Michigan and graduated with a M.S. 
degree in Medical Microbiology in 1966.  Then on to 
the University of California at Irvine where I graduated 
with a Ph.D. degree in Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology in 1969.  My Postdoctoral studies were done 
at the Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation in La 
Jolla, CA, from 1969 thru 1973.  From 1973 thru 1977 

I was a Scripps Research Institute Assistant Faculty Member.  I married 
Linda Anne Mastio on February 5, 1977, and we have now been married 
for a little over 33 years.  We have no children.  In 1977 I was hired as an 
Associate Professor in the Biochemistry Department at the University of Texas Health Science Center 
in San Antonio, Texas, where I pursued the usual academic career activities of teaching, writing grants, 
writing scientific publications, training grad students and postdocs, etc.  Then in 1984 a drastic change.  
In the summer of 1984 I left a tenured Medical School faculty position and joined a startup Biotech 
company in San Diego.  To make a long story short, this startup company did not make it.  So, in 1992, 
my wife and I started our own company which we sold in 2005 and retired.  I have a wide variety of 
interests and hobbies which include, gardening, reading, stamp collecting, regularly working out in the 
gym, volunteering for a number of different non-profit organizations, and traveling.  My wife and I have 
traveled all over the world including eight trips to Africa, photo safaris to Eastern and Southern Africa, 
several trips to China and India, plus trips to Europe, the UK, Central and South America, Mexico and 
Canada.  I have been very fortunate to have led a very active, healthy, and interesting life.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
Del Mar, California  (H) (858) 755-5554 (C)  kolb@prodigy.net 

 
Bucky Kondy (Upham) 
 
I had 3 children, David Allen Upham (45 yrs old), Ronald Earl 
Upham (deceased at age 16, due to an automobile accident - 
he would have been 44 yrs old) and Christy Ann Carol Upham 
(43 yrs old) who gave me three grandchildren – Christopher age 
24, Calipso Breeze Marie age 14, and Adam age 8.  I spend 
most of my time in the pool or going to a good movie.  I'm a 
three time cancer survivor and move slowly now days.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 609-5698 (C)   
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Marli Kress (Holden) 
 
Snowed on once growing up in Tucson; I kept heading north, and crossing the 
Alaska border in 1994, knew I was home.  Except for a 1 1/2 year stint on Oahu, 
and another two years back in the Seattle area, we’re home for good.  Married to 
Doug, three kids (one deceased), two “extra” kids, seven grands, and countless 
animals.  Retired in 2004 and took on fostering bottle-fed baby kittens as an 
avocation.  Our three cats are all unique: Havana Brown male, Russian Blue 
female, Harlequin female:   they raise the babies as much as we do.  LOVE the 
winters here, and for those of you still stuck in Tucson, an up-close view of Mt. 

McKinley, Denali to us, is absolutely breath-taking.  The wildlife is amazing, and moose wander our 
neighborhood every winter.  And, yes, we’ve met Sarah Palin.  Our opinions of her are not for public 
consumption.  We can’t wait for Doug to retire (I’m an original cougar!) so we can move to Talkneetna.   
Have a great time at this reunion.  Hugs, Marli.   (Last Updated: 2010) 
Wasilla, AK (H) (907) 631-3249 (C) (907) 315-4398 akmholden@msn.com 

 
Mary Ann Krieger (Towler) 
 
I have never been busier, but I am happily retired.  Ron and I have been married 
for 38 years and enjoy our home in Vail. My days are full helping my Mother and 
seeing my son, grandson and his wife and 2 great-grandsons. As often as I can, 
Ron and I go hiking and birding, and I love to spend time with my friends and at the 
gym.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

Vail, AZ (H) (520) 647-0322 (C) (520) 730-5543  
 

Ralf Jack Kurzhals 
 
Attended Eastern AZ. Jr.College Thatcher, AZ, ASC/Flagstaff, U of A, University of 
Alaska, University of Orange County, CA.  Surveyor, Smoke jumper, pilot, general 
contractor, rancher, mason, Shriner and Elk, Sheriff’s Auxiliary volunteer, search 
and rescue, C.E.R.T.S. president of Agave House chapter of AZ Archery Society, 
regional director site stewards earth team member, natural resource conservation  
services.  Married, three sons, seven grandchildren and two great grandchildren.  
(Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Heber, AZ (H) (928) 536-3056 (C) (928) 587-9600 ralf@frontiernet.net 
 

Gerry LaBelle 
 
 I retired last year after 40 years as a reporter and editor for The Associated Press. 
It was a good run in various places, ranging from Atlantic City, N.J., to Cairo, Egypt. 
Mostly loafing now, here in leafy Brooklyn. My wife, Eileen, is still working for AP, 
but looking forward to some travels once she, too, retires. My daughter, Catherine, 
has given us two grandchildren, Leo, 6, and Charlotte, 4. We're lucky that they're 
nearby in New Jersey so we get to see them often. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Brooklyn, NY (H)  (C)  gglabelle@msn.com 
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Karen Landon (McKee) 
 
Brian and I have been married for 48 years and have 4 children 
and 8 grandchildren.  We feel that we have been very blessed 
with our wonderful family.  Brian is now retired and he and my son 
have both been off-road racing for a while now.  We are planning 
a long road trip to see our daughter in Alaska, starting the first of 
July.  We intend to go fishing and then in September to go moose 
hunting.  It should be a lot of fun.  Thanks. (Last Updated: 2010) 

Vail, AZ (H) (520) 762-1500 (C)  mckeesrotties@aol.com 
 
 

Terri-Diane Lane (Millsap) 
 
After graduation, I stayed in Tucson and in 1962 married Harry, 
who I met when I was 16.  We were blessed to have two sons, 
Jim and Bob and we loved camping and fishing and being 
together as a family.  After Bob graduated from college, I went 
back to work doing what I love – bookkeeping……  Sadly, in 
2000 Harry passed away, but I am fortunate to be close to my 
sons and my grandchildren and they keep me young.  In 2005, I 
took a leap of faith and purchased an aerial mapping company – 
not the best of times but it is both challenging and rewarding.  Each of us has our 

own story and although we live in different places, it is amazing to think we have this wonderful 
connection – now spanning over 50 years - of being the Class of 1960….(Last Updated: 2009) 
 

Rudy Laos 
 
I served in the U.S. Navy and I now currently reside in 
Anaheim, CA.  I'm ready to retire from the space electronics 
industry and will retire to my home in St. George, Utah.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Monica Lauerman 
 
I was married for quite some time. I have two amazing children and three equally 
amazing grandchildren.  For the most part, I resided in the Chicago area where I 
worked for Anaconda and in New Jersey where I was employed by Princeton 
University.  I returned to Tucson in 1988 and went to work for a polygraph service.  
Upon returning to Tucson, I spent many hours in off road adventures exploring our 
wonderful desert.  I also became involved in many aspects of the community.  
Currently, I'm into photography with a digital damera that doesn't do what I want it 
to.  I'm looking forward to seeing all of you at the reunion.  (Last Updated: 2010) 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  skytrain@comcast.net 
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Les Laws 
 
In 2000 I decided to get out of the construction industry 46 years 
was enough.   It took to 2001 to complete the work on hand and 
shut down L.W. Laws Construction Inc. Ann retired from 
Honeywell and we started to live the dream.   In 2002 we went to 
Oklahoma for a drag race while in Tulsa I looked up the family 
name Kraus.  I found 10 more listed in the phone book so I sent 
out a note to all of them.  Then in just a few weeks I received a 
note back from my birth Mother.  This is a long story, however, 
we have spent the last 8 years getting to know each other.  She's 

now 92 and going strong.   In 2006 we thought it may be the right time to sell our Phoenix home and 
move.  We set out on a new adventure thinking that we would down size and move to Durango, Co. 
The home in Durango turned out to be larger than the Phoenix home plus it was a fixer upper however, 
after 2 years we got it done.   Here it is 2010 and we just found out that Larry Jr. is going to have a 
baby girl, our 1st great grand child.  Steve and Jen just had a baby boy a few months ago and now we 
are missing the family.  Next adventure is to move back to Arizona, Prescott is our 1st choice.  We will 
keep you informed in the next BIO 5 or 10 years down the road.   Looking forward to seeing everyone 
at the 50th. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Durango, CO (H) (970) 382-9433 (C)  lwlaws@msn.com 

 
 

Gary Lawson 
 
I can't believe it has been 50 years. It has been 30 
years since the last reunion I attended, so looking 
forward to seeing many of you.  I went to work for 
Southern Arizona Bank after graduation and 
worked there for 10 years. I then worked for 
Arizona Feeds for 20 years and left as Executive 
Vice President. I then moved to Denver and 
worked for Manna Pro (Carnation) as Assistant 
General Manager until I retired in 2004. Denver 

was a great city to live in for a sports nut like me.  I married Virginia 
Guttry (class of 1960) and we have two daughters and one son. 
Deborah works at the University Hospital, Jim works for Homeland Security in Washington, and Sherie 
is a stay at home mother in Tucson. We have five grandchildren and last count was four great 
grandchildren.  I divorced in 1990 and both Virginia and myself have re-married and remain good 
friends. I currently reside in Camden, S.C. with my wife Jo Ann who was born in Savannah, Ga. Jo Ann 
has taught me a lot of history of the South and we enjoy watching sports together including Nascar.  
See you all soon. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Camden, SC (H) (803) 206-4447 (C)  glawson50@earthlink.net 

 
Steve Ledbetter 
 
It is amazing to have been found somehow by the reunion 
(though I shared experiences of 6th, 7th, and 8th grades with 
some of you before we all got to Catalina, where I was only a 
student in 9th grade. (I graduated from Rincon.) But it's great to 
have a chance to touch base with some old friends from 40 and 
more years ago! After high school, I went to Pomona College 
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(near Los Angeles), planning to become a nuclear physicist, though I was also considering possible 
majors in history or German. But one of life's greatest and luckiest surprises edged me into music 
instead. I was active as a choral conductor and singer, and when on after Pomona to get a doctorate in 
musicology at New York University. I taught, mostly at Dartmouth College (N.H.) for about 10 years, 
then, in 1979, joined the staff of the Boston Symphony Orchestra as its musicologist and program 
annotator, where I wrote program notes for all the concerts and gave pre-concert lectures for about 20 
years. In the fall of 1998 I resigned that position and set up my own freelance business as a writer and 
lecturer on classical music. I'm now approaching my 34th anniversary with my cell-biologist (and 
amateur violinist) wife, Mary Lee Stewart, whom I met at Pomona, and reveling in the activities of our 
32-year-old son Bill (formerly a trumpeter, then a professional actor, now working in the advertising 
office of Foreign Affairs magazine) and our 27-year-old daughter Joanna, who is a teacher of deaf 
children in the greater Boston area. (Neither is married yet, and no grandchildren so far.) I'd enjoy 
hearing from any of you who happen to remember me after all these years, despite the fact that I've 
only made brief family-oriented visits to Tucson in the last 35 years or so!    (Last Updated: 2006) 
 
 

Leslie Lieber (King) 
 
At our last reunion committee meeting, we talked about the 
biographies for the reunion booklet.  It was suggested that 
instead of classmates telling us about what they have been up 
to for the last 50 years (quite a task!), that we write what we felt 
and wanted to write.  Everyone agreed that that was the way to 
go.  When I read some of the bios in the last reunion booklet, it 
was so interesting to note the many and varied directions our 
lives had taken us since 1960.  We’ve all had many bumps and 
bruises and lessons learned over these many years and I for 

one, while not someone who dwells in the past, think of our high school years as a very special time in 
our lives.  We grew up in a fairly innocent, carefree (for the most part) period.  Good times with good 
friends—cruising Speedway and Johnnie’s to name just a couple.  I look forwarding to visiting with 
those who will be attending our 50th reunion and getting to know those I didn’t know very well.  We 
really do have a lot in common.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  leslieafarrell@hotmail.com 

 
 
Leonard “Lenny” Lipson 
 
After high school, I joined the Navy and served aboard the 
USS Los Angeles, and made two cruises to the Far East.    
Got married in 1962, and returned to Tucson after 
discharge from the Navy. Attended UofA, and after a BS in 
Animal Sci, and some grad work in Range Mgmt, I went to 
Mexico for a while and did some ranching.    I have been in 
cattle feeding in Glendale, Yuma, and Maricopa-Stanfield 
since the late 60's.    We have lived in Casa Grande since 

1978, and have a son, a daughter, and eight grandchildren.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Casa Grande, AZ (H) (520) 836-1515 (C)  llipson@pinalfeeding.com 
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Joyce Litvin (Black) 
 
I have been married to Doug since 1973.  We have one daughter 
and one grandson who live in Tucson.  Moved to Oro Valley from 
Tucson in December 2008.  I retired from Muscular Dystrophy 
Association (MDA) in January 1994.  Most of my working years 
were secretarial in nature.  Since retirement, Doug and I have 
traveled the U.S. and Europe taking advantage of our timeshares 
most of the time.  It's hard to believe my 50th high school reunion 
will be in 2010.  I used to think the 50th was for "old people!"  
(Last Updated: 2009) 
 

Oro Valley, AZ (H) (520) 297-9689 (C)  dougblack@comcast.net 
 

Frank Lochner 
 
After graduation from CHS, I transferred from the UofA to 
ASC/Flagstaff in ’61 to follow in the footsteps of Mike Dietz & 
Charlie Fowler.  I then transferred to Colorado State U in ‘64.  I 
graduated in ’65 from CSU with a BS in Zoology, and started 
grad school in Veterinary Anatomy and had a job in the field 
while waiting for entry to Vet School at CSU.  I was given the 
opportunity to attend the Tuskegee Institute. While I didn’t like 
Alabama from ’66 to ’70, when I graduated from Vet School, I 
had obtained a first class education that enabled me to have an 

exciting career. I served an internship in Large Animal Medicine & Surgery at the U 
of Penn where I met my talented lovely wife, a senior vet student (I taught her how to repair a displaced 
stomach in a cow—how’s that for exciting?).  I then took a job at the San Diego Zoo.  Our two 
daughters Laura & Natalie were born in San Diego.  After working at the zoo, I attended Ohio State, 
while doing a residency in Equine Surgery and earned an MS in Veterinary Clinical Science.  While in 
Columbus, our 3rd daughter, Katrina, was born.  Immediately following school I started a Jojoba Oil 
business in Ensenada, Mexico.  It was the largest in the world.  We had an excellent contract with a 
perfume co. in Japan to buy all of the oil we could provide.  After 3 successful years, my business 
partner spent all the money and we went “belly-up” (an excellent veterinary term).  To survive and feed 
the “young uns” (a good southern term), I started a large animal veterinary practice in Tucson, and our 
1st son, “Rusty” was born.  After 3 years in Tucson, I went to Oklahoma State and became ass’t 
professor of Equine Medicine & Surgery teaching from ’81 to ’91.  While in Stillwater, OK, our 2nd son, 
Douglass, was born.  Salaries faltered due to poor oil revenues in OK, so I became Assoc. Dean for 
Equestrian Studies at Lake Erie College in Painesville, Ohio.  During the summers I served as 
regulatory vet for Iowa at the racetrack in Altoona. I supervised all drug testing for the horse races.  In 
’96, at Ft Valley State U in Fort Valley, GA, I headed the Veterinary Science program where we trained 
veterinary technicians (nurses) who are critical for the operations in veterinary practices. We bought a 
farm and are happily ensconced in “gentleman” farming.  Both my wife and I teach Anatomy & 
Physiology at GA Military College.  We are pumping up our retirement which took a hit during this 
recent economic downturn.  To date our 5 children have given us 10 grandchildren.  I do wish everyone 
the happiest of twilight years and I lament that I haven’t kept up with all of you dear friends.  Please 
come visit us in Ft. Valley and we’ll ride the horses and have a good southern time.      (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Ft. Valley, GA (H) (478) 825-3330 (C) (478) 550-2376 flochner@gmc.cc.ga.us 
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Terri Lockage (Melton) 
 
At our 25th Reunion, I was a domestic engineer managing a husband & three 
daughters while also babysitting and winding transformers for Boeing Aircraft.  My 
first grandchild (Colleen) was born in 1984 which made it necessary for us to have 
a bigger home.  A bigger home meant bigger house payments so I took on two 
part time jobs, one at Del Taco and one at Quickie Burger and continued winding 
transformers for Boeing.  In 1988, my boss, Mr. T.R. Melton, was interviewing 
several ladies to take my place.  After 32 years of dedication to our marriage he 
fired me as his wife in 1991.   I am now another man's treasure -- life is good.  I 

have four granddaughters; Colleen 25, Misty 22, Chelsea 16, and Nicole 10.  I am great grandmother to 
Destiny 10, and Dillon 2.  Dillon is the first boy in our family of nine girls.  So do you think he is spoiled?   
I am looking forward to the 50th Reunion and catching up with old friends.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Lake Havasu City, AZ (H) (909) 505-2852 (C) (928) 412-2038  

 
 

Sandy Locke (Taylor) 
 
Married over 47 years-- two kids, three grandchildren and still 
counting. Retired now.  I worked on and off.  First 5 years @ U 
of A Registrars office and the last 17 years as president of my 
own company Xandi Electronics, Inc., retired about 12 years 
ago.  Since then we have been traveling around the USA, 
Canada, Europe, Asia, and everywhere we can while we can.  
We enjoy meeting new people, seeing new places, relaxing, 
movies, theater, travel, and everybody from the class of 1960.  

(Last Updated: 2010) 
 
Tempe, AZ (H)  (C)  smtlr@yahoo.com 

 
  
Coleen L. Maahs (Sampson) 
 
I am happily married with two daughters who are also happily married and have 
homes nearby.  Each daughter has two children, so I am a grandmother to a 
grandson, age 15, granddaughter 13, granddaughter 9 and grandson 6.  I worked 
in Customer Service, Sales, and Marketing for many years and retired June 
2008.  I love retirement!  And I love having more time to spend with my wonderful 
family!  My warmest regards to everyone.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 

 
 

 
Taylor MacDonald 
 
Kathy & I have been married 44 years, 8 kids, and 
26 grandkids. We need a computer to keep tract of 
birthdays, sports, programs, activities, etc. We lived 
in Hawaii 10 years where I taught at BYU Hawaii, 
then moved to the Mainland where I engaged in 
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business, mostly corporate training. I traveled a lot consulting, ended up part owner of an Internet-
based training co. Sold it & retired 9 years ago. Managed a foundation for 6 years, then retired again. I 
met Kathy on a USO tour in 1964 to the Far East, she was a dancer, I was a singer. She's too beautiful 
for me, but I'm lucky. The next year we went on a tour around the world sponsored by the US State 
Dept, later did a lot of shows in Las Vegas, California & around to pay our way through college. I wrote 
a book from which PBS made a documentary & it still airs occasionally. I sang with the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir for several years. Have lived in Utah 30 years, now awaiting a call any day to go on a 
mission for our church for 2 years, probably Samoa.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

 
Joe Marco 
 
I got my B.A. in mathematics and went on to become a cardiothoracic surgeon. Am 
currently with University Physicians and on the teaching staff of the University 
Medical Center. I have four boys but no grandchildren. I have a cattle ranch by 
Tombstone. I have always liked the west and ranches. I am currently engaged.  
(Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
Dick Martin 
 
Jane and I are about to celebrate our 45th anniversary 
by taking a 45 day trip...Mostly in different time zones .. 
out of the USA...I travel under the name of Jason 
Bourne Sr. and issue many ultimatums (most of which 
are ignored)....I hope to meet Genda in Zurich as we 
both feel NATO is a non-player in the world we live 
in...!  Neal has assured me he is now rational and that 
the beer mines along the Nogales Highway didn't 
exist...!  It must be noted that Ed Dooley is under 

constant surveillance and will be dealt with in a fare and impartial manner, 
given the fact he sat with the Pueblo Student Body during the 1963 football 
game...But those things are in the past and should be forgotten by all.  It 
seems I now read "People" magazine and have NO clue who anyone is????  The Catalina Foundation 
is a very good idea but the timing is bad as I'm saving for a rather large bar bill we will incur on our 
cruise.  I talk to Robie (Jerry Roberson) on a regular basis...trust me, he has "lost it!"...Too many 
summers in the Old Pueblo....sad, really!...but he WILL be at the reunion in his spandex and 
Oakley's....Jerry Labelle is now writing for AARP magazine (world edition) under the name of LaBelle 
Jerry*...This is known to me my contacts at Tucson High and Homeland Security.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 

 
Clare Marx (Kroh) 
 
Clayton and I are looking forward to our trip back to Tucson after many years’ 
absence. Our families no longer live in Arizona. We met at U of A, married, spent a 
short time in Seattle and New Orleans, and then moved to Texas where we reared 
our three daughters. Fourteen years ago we moved to Louisville, Kentucky. Clayton 
retired last summer, and we have just finished designing and building a home, and 
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plan to stay here. Our daughters are all married - two are here and one in Ft. Worth. We have been 
blessed with four grandchildren.  My years have been spent as a wife, Mom (now Grandmother), and 
volunteer. Just as in high-school, my main interests are in art and music - I am a busy calligrapher. We 
love to travel, especially if it involves skiing or spending time in Mexico. This May we will be trading the 
Derby and dogwoods for Cinco de Mayo and cactus. See you soon.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Prospect, KY (H) (502) 228-7094 (C) (502) 291-7094 clarekroh@insightbb.com 

 
 

Ken Mayer 
 
After CHS, my education continued at U of A 
where I majored in Architecture -- where all you do 
is live and breathe architecture.  Five years later 
you get a degree, but there's still 5 more years of 
apprenticeship before you can even take your 
State Board Exams and allow yourself the title 
"Architect" to follow your name.  I was into my first 
year of apprenticeship when it occurred to me that 
I need more diversion -- and a wider array of 

memories -- in my life then just sitting behind a drafting table.  So, I 
signed up with the U.S. Navy.  After boot camp and Naval Intelligence training The Armed Forces get 
one Lieutenant JG Mayer, K. D.on board the Carrier Constellation off the coast of Vietnam.  The duty 
was good, as I was Air Intelligence Officer reporting directly to the Air Wing Commander and the ship's 
Captain. After the 1969-70 tour, there was some more time at NAS Miramar, home of Air Wing 14, and 
then out of the service, and it was back to architecture in San Diego where I used to be based.  In San 
Diego, and as part of the Jaycees, I reinstated the Soap Box Derby in that city.  My city winner took 7th 
place in the Nationals in Akron.  I'm very proud of that. My life in architecture took me to Montreal and 
then finally landing in Los Angeles in 1980 where I am now.  My company is called CAD Charettes.  
Now I share my office space with a group of architects where we design police stations.  I also love 
designing homes.  Socially, I'm now engaged to a sweetheart of a lady by the name of Tallie.  She is 
here with me at the reunion. We live in our home with our kittens in an area called Box Canyon -- a bit 
rural but very peaceful and pleasant -- except when fires threaten the neighborhood!  Life is definitely 
good and just recently, thanks to a very caring and concerned doctor, I have a more meaningful 
appreciation for every new day.  Tallie has two great sons and a darling baby granddaughter, Clover.  
We get to have Clover every Saturday and that day is the highlight of my week. The joy of interacting 
with Clover and holding her is a thrill I have never experienced before in my life.  I'm active with my 
VFW Post and with the Jewish War Veterans.  Jeff McKeever and I have maintained a great "best 
friends" relationship over these years, and try to get together as often as possible.  I walk marathons -- 
more than two dozen to date .  I'm still the avid photographer I was when I was photo editor of The 
Torch. Except now instead of film and darkrooms, it's flashcards and Photoshop. (Last Updated: 2010) 
West Hills, CA (H) (818) 313-8543 (C) (818) 820-5795 canyonkenny@aol.com 

 
 
Susan McClements (McDonald) 
 
For the most part it has been a hoot.  Marriage to Larry mere 
weeks after graduation did not really involve a shot-gun as he 
was more than willing.  I have a hazy memory of babies being 
born and raised as I was an Air Force wife and a Viet-Nam war 
protestor. That would have made me the only war protestor in 
St. George, Utah in the mid-sixties!  Life progressed without 
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any bra burning as I needed to keep those puppies up so they could sag to my knees in the other mid-
sixties. Instructional Specialist in good old TUSD for 17 years and then I was ready to work with adults. 
Airplanes, conferences, speeches, and I had found my niche. Two sons had turned out really well, and 
we are proud to this day of each of them. Larry had used his wits to build a multi-national electronics 
company and I often was in England, but mostly Ireland as the CEO wife, no protesting involved.   
Tucson had been home since 1968, the move to Sonoita and retirement came in the mid-nineties. Four 
grandkids and two Great Grands! What a hoot! Look us up at the hardware store and gift shop in 
Sonoita. Retirement was way too boring and we have traveled almost enough.  The cabin in Greer 
serves as a retreat. Look for the yard with two Belgian Tervurens barking at you!  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Sonoita, AZ (H)  (C)  losarbolitos@msn.com 

 
 

Amanda McCoy (Place) 
 
After the Blue and White I changed, as so many did, to Red 
and Blue.  My undergraduate days at the U of A were a 
combination of learning and living.  Met and married my 
children’s father and moved to Scottsdale.  Three of the best, 
smartest, most attractive children followed.  Spent a great 
amount of time active in community work; am proud to have 
brought a great masterpiece art program to both the Scottsdale 
and Chandler School systems.  Divorce came about and so did 

work as the Executive Director for a six city arts fundraising non-profit.  I worked in a 
number of political campaigns and loved those experiences.  Married a second time and that too 
ended.  Before coming back to Tucson I was VP for Arizona’s largest organization dealing with people 
with disabilities.  I was hired to return to Tucson to work at UApresents in 1999.   Meanwhile my three 
children, Amy, Bill and Beth all married, having children was the best job ever.  Fortunately I have been 
able to add “passport stamps” quite regularly and only wish I had accomplished my dream of living in 
San Miguel de Allende Mexico for a year.  As we get close to the reunion, I am still working as a 
consultant for the Pima Library Foundation and using my professional fundraising skills to get 
underwriting for our 50th.  We have all lived long, the important next step is to maintain laughter and 
optimism.  How easy it is to have laughter whenever I get to be with any of my grandchildren.  (Last 
Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 323-6464 (C)  reallyamanda1@yahoo.com 

 
 
Steve McCue 
 
As of 2009 we have been retired from the school system for 13 years. Love 
retirement! My wife and I have been married 43 years; have one son (a chef in 
Louisiana) and 3 grandkids. I had a heart bypass op 5 years ago but feel better 
than ever now. We keep busy with travel and volunteer jobs.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
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Polly McIntyre (Mogge) 
 
My husband, Les, and I have been married 44 years.  We have two children and 
one grandchild.  After leaving Tucson, we lived in Washington, California and New 
York.  We moved back to Tucson in 1980.  I'm retired from the Flowing Wells 
School District, where I was the Payroll Services Manager.  My husband is also 
retired and we enjoy traveling when I'm not taking care of our grandson.  (Last 
Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 

 
Jeff McKeever 
 
My wife Tahnia, a community volunteer, and I currently find our 
life centered on our daughter Tarah who is a senior at Notre 
Dame Preparatory.  Also bringing joy to our life is Mark, a son, 
who is raising our very cute six year old twin grandchildren.  
Paradise Valley, Arizona is our home base, but holidays and 
summers are spent in our mountain home in Pagosa Springs, 
Colorado. An unobstructed view of the continental divide and 
abundant wildlife provide an irresistible draw and dramatic 
contrast to the desert botanical gardens at our Paradise Valley 

home.  My early and enduring interest in technology led me to become a founder of 
a company named MicroAge, www.microage.com , 34 years ago. Just as the high tech industry 
continues to evolve; so does MicroAge. Originally one of the first computer stores in the nation, 
MicroAge went on to become a Fortune 500 company and the largest global technology franchisor. 
Today, MicroAge specializes in providing information technology to mid size organizations nationally.  
My experiences after Catalina High School which led to MicroAge include earning a BS and a MBA 
from the University of Arizona, five years as a Air Force Captain and Chief of Data Automation in 
Tokyo, Japan and six years as Vice President and Head of Electronic Data Processing for a large 
Arizona bank.  Aside from family and work, my other passions are flying and photography. Over the 
years, I have had the opportunity to pilot everything from biplanes to business jets. In addition to being 
fun, flying allows my family to quickly travel between our homes. My favorite photography subjects, 
aside from my family, are people and wildlife. Examples of my images can be found at 
www.pbase.com/jmckeever.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Paradise Valley, AZ (H) (480) 874-0505 (C) (602) 561-2472 jeff@microage.com 

 
 
Connie McMillan (Elson) 
 
Wow -- 50 years in one paragraph. Here are the key events: got a PhD in 
mathematics, married twice and divorced twice. At age 44 I had my only child, 
Peter McMillan Evett.  My son died at age 8, of unknown causes -- probably a bad 
gene from one or both of his older parents.  After a 30-year teaching career at 
Ithaca College in upstate NYI, left my tenured position after Peter's death and 
moved to Boston where I ended up as a biostatistician on a very large and very 
interesting genomics study of trauma victims.  I retired at age 65 and my current 
(10 years so far) partner Fred Fitzmeyer and I sailed away from Boston in October 

2007 on our 41' cutter Tashtego. We have been living the good life cruising in the Caribbean ever 
since.  Because there is NO INTERNETBANDWIDTH in the Caribbean, I am not posting my e-address 
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and I do not do Facebook (sorry). I do post essays from time to time at 
www.sailblogs.com/member/tashtego/ and you can leave messages there that will get answered.  
Several years ago I promised Paula Weger I would go to the reunion with her, plus two of my sisters 
Deborah and Kate still live in Tucson.  So I will be at the reunion and I will enjoy hearing about your 
lives and plans..   (Last Updated: 2010) 
Green Cove Springs, FL (H)  (C)   

 
 

Marlene McMurray (Burger) 
 
After twenty-seven years of service, I retired from Raytheon in 
2003.  I was married for 38 years and am now a widow.  I have 
two children, a son who has two children and two grandchildren, 
and a daughter who has a four year old.  My sister and I have 
taken cruises to Alaska, Hawaii and through the Panama Canal 
since I retired.  I fill my days taking care of my four year old 
granddaughter and I am active in my church.  (Last Updated: 
2009) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)   
 

 
Rebecca McQuary (Cole) 
 
After graduating from CHS, I attended the 
University of Arizona, graduating in 1964.  In my 
senior year, I met my husband-to-be, Ron Cole, a 
1963 U of A graduate.  In 1965, we moved to Davis, 
California, where I taught various levels of 
elementary school and my husband worked as a 
museum scientist and lecturer in wildlife and 
conservation biology at the University of California, 
Davis.  We have 3 grown daughters and 7 

grandchildren.  Our oldest daughter, Lori, has 2 children, is a nurse and 
lives an hour from us.  Her husband, Scott, is an athletic trainer.  Our middle daughter, Shelley, has 2 
sons, and lives in Davis.  She is a graphic designer and her husband, Marty, is a contractor.  Our 
youngest daughter, Julie, also lives in Davis, and is an educator.  She met her husband, Jean-Philippe, 
a restoration ecologist, while studying in France.  They have 3 bilingual children.  Ron and I are both 
retired, travel extensively, and spend lots of time with our families, including the opportunity to celebrate 
my parent's 75th wedding anniversary this September. (Last Updated: 2009) 
Davis, CA (H) (530) 756-0844 (C)  7rcole@comcast.net 

 
 
Nancy Mertes (Hillyer) 
  
My husband, Larry, died in Jan. 2001. I have 3 great kids, two wonderful 
grandchildren, and am very busy and happily retired.   I went on vacation to 
Washington, DC.  We arrived on 9-10-01 and were on the Metro the following 
morning (9-11-01) to Arlington Cemetery when the plane hit the Pentagon. Our 
story afterwards was very memorable to my sister, my daughter and me.  It will be 
one we remember, always.  Our vacation was not cut short because all planes, 
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trains and automobiles were basically grounded. Although we did not get to see much, as immediately 
everything was closed. What we did see was wonderful. A few "attractions" were opened 
eventually.  The people, presumably, because we were all in the same situation, were wonderful, 
friendly, and at their best. Can't wait to go back and see the WWII memorial, etc.  My brother and sister 
in law Jack and Jackie Mertes are Profs at Pima College. Was disappointed in Tucson where I went to 
Tucson in Aug, 2009.  Sure hope that the city "fathers" start working on improving the properties, public 
and private. I was sorry to see the neglect.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 

Barbara Meyer (Brown) 
 
I lived in Tucson until 1989, when I moved to Dallas for 4 years, 
returned to Arizona in 1993 and own my home in Gilbert 
(suburb of Phoenix). Spent 11 years in the healthcare industry 
(Human Resources at TMC) before getting into computer 
industry (IBM and Intel), and from 1996 to my retirement in 
May, 2007 went back into healthcare in the area of protection of 
subjects participating in human research studies.   I’m loving 
retirement and thought I'd feel the need to work part time, but 
so far I'm just enjoying the freedom after working hard for so 

many years. I have two daughters, Janeen Hawkins and Christy Hawkins (CHS ’81 
and ’84), both now married and living in Flagstaff, and three grandchildren, ages 14, 22, and 25.  Still 
am very close with a lot of my old high school friends  Joyce Litvin, Judy Barnaby, Jo Ann Russo, Gail 
Vida, Sharon Hartje, Lynn Fuller, Joan Facchini (all now in Tucson), Sandy Locke Tempe), and Jill 
Farris (California).  Now with having  our mini-reunion monthly lunch get-togethers which started with 4 
or 5 of us having lunch has now grown in a little over a year’s time to over 20 coming each month,  I 
drive down from Phoenix as often as I can, and feel as if I’m reconnecting with others I haven’t seen for 
a long time. Have read some of the bio-sketches, and it sure is nostalgic...hard to believe 50 years 
have gone by.  See y'all in 2010.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Gilbert, AZ (H)  (C)  thriftylady817@yahoo.com 

 
Steve Miles 
After he graduated from Catalina, Steve attended Whittier College for one 
year...then went to Paris, France for his second year...then back to the University of 
California at Berkeley to State College for Photography. He worked for five years in 
the field of photography before he changed career paths and went into carpentry 
and eventually became a Building Contractor. He had a Black Belt in Aikido, enjoyed 
playing tennis, and was a follower of Zen Buddism.  Sadly, Steve passed away in 
the early summer of 2006.  (Last Updated: 2006) 
 
 
 
 
Jane Mills (Martin) 
 
I joined the Orange County Marathon as Executive 
Director in August of 2005. Prior to that I was the 
Executive Director of the Orange County Bar 
Foundation for 18 years. I also worked as a Council 
Aide for the City of Irvine, a program coordinator for the 
Volunteer Center of Orange County, and a teacher for 
several Orange County school districts.  Dick and I have 
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lived in Orange County for the past 46 years. Dick retired as a school administrator and is currently 
serving as a Juvenile Justice Commissioner.  I've also kept busy as an active community volunteer 
serving as the Sustainer Representative on the Board of the Junior League of Orange County. 
Previously, I was a judge for the Register Charities Awards and an officer on the National Conference 
of Bar Foundations Board. Being a long time Irvine resident, I was a founding member of the National 
Charity League of Irvine, the Irvine Historical Society and Friends of the Irvine Public Library.  I 
graduated from the University of Arizona as did Dick, daughter Vanessa, son Barry, son-in-law Matt 
and daughter-in-law Janelle. We are the proud grandparents of Joe 14, Max 10, Charlotte Jane 6, Ava 
Rose 6 and Graham 1. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Irvine, CA (H) (949) 854-7045 (C)  dickandjane1@cox.net 

 
Pam Mitchell (Spaulding) 
 
I have been married to my husband, Dick, for 46 years.  We 
have three children Stacy 44, Rick 42, and Matt 35.  We have 
six grandchildren ages 20 down to five.  We have had our own 
business for over 20 years, renting our commercial properties.  I 
have stayed in close contact with Pat (Nagle) Stancill.  I am 
looking forward to seeing everyone. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
San Juan Capistrano, CA (H) (714) 493-3915 (C)  pam@spauldingprop.com 

 
Terry Mitchell 
 
I worked for Stewart Title for 14 years and I now work for Copper State 
Communications where I have been for five years. Joy and I have been married for 
35 years. Our son Brian is a part owner of a business in the mid-west.  (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cindy Monroe (Kirk) 
 
Catalina has left happy memories.  I have intersected with 
former classmates along the way – seeing our brilliant 
classmates Connie McMillan and Margaret Hagen who were 
working on their Phd.s in Mathematics (do you realize how 
remarkable that was for women in the 60’s?) while doing my 
graduate work at Stanford. I remember seeing Emily Kittle’s 
older brother in the Law library while studying there.  Imagine 
how surprised I was when Jeff Shofner walked into my room as 

head OB Resident during my first child’s birth at Stanford Hospital. (No, no, Jeff, I 
think I’ll pass on the exam).  Judy Allen and I got together with our two little daughters when we first 
lived in Atherton.  She was just coming off her Fulbright year and had some impressive plans.  There 
was the time I met a new friend who also turned out to be a friend of Jane Flickinger’s and we both 
made one call to her to Southern California.  I don’t think Jane caught on to how we could both be the 
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phone to her at once!  I used to keep in close touch with Penny Bowman though all her travels and 
romances.  I remember seeing her when she was the VIP Hostess in the Continental Airline Lounge in 
Denver. I still exchange cards with Julie DeRocher. I loved catching up with Diane Jeffries when visiting 
Tucson for my younger brother’s 60th a few years ago.  Yes, I did meet and marry someone I met at 
Stanford (Gary Kirk MBA ’67) and we will be married 44 very happy years in December.  Our daughter 
is married to a professor and research scientist at Stanford (what a small world) and we have 3 
grandchildren.  Our son is doing graduate research in New Zealand.  Gary and I divide our time 
between Marin and Carmel (the best of both worlds).  I have had the privilege of being one of the 10% 
of women who have been able to volunteer for everything – school and community: Board of Directors 
for various schools, SF Jr. League, Food Bank, Friends of the Library, BSF Children’s Leader, and 
ACBL(Volunteer of the Year for 1998).  Speaking of volunteers, thanks to all of you who have put us 
back in touch at this stage of our lives.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Mary Lynn Moody (Fuller, Dearden) 
 
Life is, well, life.  In 50 yrs. I have been married twice, divorced 
once, widowed once (was married to classmate Phil Dearden in 
2003, he died in 2004--we had a blast!). I have two sons 46 and 
44 and 7 grandchildren 11 to 18. They are all my "greatest 
joys".  I am enjoying retirement and my significant other, Bob, 
and I travel and have other fun adventures.  Many CHS '60 
grads are my friends and acquaintances.  I feel blessed to have 
the life that I have and have had, including the challenges.  

(Last Updated: 2010) 
Marana, AZ (H)  (C)  marylynnf1@comcast.net 

 
 

Brenda Morris 
 
I attended UCLA.  Majored in political science and economics.  
Married in 1964.  I have four children: Brent 44, Tracey 43, 
Michael 40, Kristy 37.  Established Guardian Angel 
Homewatch, Inc. in 1978.  Majority owner of Tucson Truck 
Terminal.  Moved to Chandler in 2005 to be closer to my 
children.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Chandler, AZ (H)  (C)   
 

 
Ted Morrison 
 
After graduation, I needed a break from school, so I eagerly 
joined the Navy to see the world at the age of 17. After three 
years in the Navy I returned to get a degree in Economics from 
the University of Arizona. By the early 70's I had purchased the 
Village Blacksmith shop in Tucson. Along the way, I married 
and had a son and a daughter who now live in Oregon and 
California respectfully.  By 1980, I was "ready for a girlfriend". 
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Little did Jim Klein know that when he told me about the 20 year reunion, that I would become re-
acquainted with an old classmate Emily Kittle, and look back on that evening at the Wild Horse Ranch 
as a turning point in my life. Emily and I were married in 1982.  In 1985, we bought a structural steel 
company (around the corner from the Blacksmith shop). Since the last update (2000), I can happily say 
the honeymoon continues.  Emily and I have had a wonderful life together (married nearly 28 years 
now!), and stay in touch with many class of '60 classmates.  My business has grown and is now known 
as Morrison Barker Steel Construction.  Having taken on a younger partner, one day soon I'll retire and 
we'll get to do more traveling.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, Arizona (H) (520) 325-1242 (C) ekmorrison2@msn.com 

 
 
Julie Mouer (DeSeelhorst) 
 
I have had many interesting and wonderful experiences since graduation from 
CHS. I married my husband Rob in 1966 so that makes 34 years in April. Wow! We 
were not blessed with children so we had to make do with each other and lots of 
pets, nieces, nephews and other people’s children. We both retired in 1997 from 
the Peoria Unified School District in Peo AZ. Rob was Assistant Sup and I was 
Director of Nurses among other things. They replaced me with 3 nurses. Whew. I 
did write the book I mentioned at the last reunion and it has been adapted and 
revised for use throughout Arizona. My name is buried in it somewhere as a 

contributor. I have run in 10K's, done a lot of downhill (Alpine) skiing, played women's fast pitch, was 
skipper in a ladies sailboat race, and my most recent thing was a short term mission trip to Nepal. Ever 
heard of Katmandu or Mt Everest or Tibet? Rob and I have enjoyed traveling, sailing and vegging out 
for 2 years and then in Feb of 1999, we were asked to help put our church's preschool back on its feet. 
So that is where we are now. I'm the "whatever" and do mostly secretarial stuff as a volunteer. It is very 
rewarding working with little children and their families. I hope we are making a difference. My email 
address is Loosie because my sister's oldest boy said she and I reminded him of Ethel and Lucy. I 
couldn't get Lucy so I finally landed on Loosie...kinda fits. See you in May.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

 
David “Dave” Murphy 
 
I was in the Navy for four years and then went to NAU for a degree in education. I 
taught high school social studies and just last year retired. I now work for the 
Arizona Department of Juvenile Correction. My wife and I have two girls now out of 
college. I like to read, golf, and garden. Being a teacher was more fun than 
education administrator.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Pat Nagle (Stancill) 
 
I have lived in Phoenix since college. I taught school for a few 
years, and for the last 20 years I have run a small business 
providing logo shirts, hats, etc. for schools, businesses and 
events.  I have been married for 43 years. How can that be 
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possible since I am only 47?  We have a son and daughter, and 5 grandkids.  Two of my favorite 
destinations are San Diego and Las Vegas.  I have kept in close contact with Pam (Mitchell) Spaulding 
over the years. I am looking forward to visiting with those of you that are able to attend the reunion.  
(Last Updated: 2010) 
Peoria, AZ (H) (623) 979-2976 (C) (623) 341-2611 growpat@cox.net 

 
Carolyn Neal (Longfellow) 
 
Worked at Holmes Tuttle Ford until 1963.  Married December of 
1961, and had a girl in July 1963 and a boy in January 1965.  
Lived in the Catalina High area until 1978.  Bought 10 acres 20 
miles west of Tucson, in the middle of the desert, in 1970.  Built 
a roping arena and small bar and hot dog stand that opened in 
1974.  As we became more popular, we expanded the business 
to “Fred’s Arena Bar and Steakhouse”. (Guess you can tell my 
husband’s name is Fred.)  I’m now semi-retired and my daughter 

manages the business..  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)   

 
Bill Nelson 
 
I spent the summer after high school graduation in Lebanon, Syria, and Israel. 
Graduated with a B.S. from the U of A in 1966 and worked on a masters through 
1968. I was married in 1967 and worked for various companies over the years. In 
1977 I started Automotive Recalibration Center with a partner doing emissions 
work. After my partner bought me out I began Bill Nelson's Automotive Service 
where I still am today. From the time I was old enough to drive I have always been 
interested in mechanical things. I have a great love for high-performance cars and 
automotive racing. I began racing back in 1958 at the Marana Airstrip. In 1969 I 

began racing NHRA competition all over the southwest. I have been with a local drag strip since its 
inception. In 1980 I married my current wife Joan. She and I enjoy our cabin at Lakeside and U of A 
basketball.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  nelson7159@comcast.net 

 
 
Jim Nichols 
 
I attended Northeastern Oklahoma A&M after 
graduating from Catalina, and then enlisted in 
the U.S. Army. While stationed in Hawaii, I met 
and married my wife Marie. After completing 
my term of service, we moved to Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada, which was Marie's original 
home. I attended the University of Alberta, and 
entered into the computer profession. I started 
a Computer Consulting firm in 1986, 

specializing in Project Management.  We have four daughters and six grand-daughters.  Marie and I 
attended the 45th Reunion in May of 2005 and had a wonderful time.   (Last Updated: 2010) 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (H) (780) 440-3548 (C)  jim-nichols-1943@hotmail.com 
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Shaun Norris “Allen” 
 
I went to Rice, hated it, and came back to Tucson to the U of A, 
where I went to school forever.  Thanks to the National Science 
foundation, I have degrees up the wazoo.  I married my first 
husband in college, had a son, Greg, and started teaching at 
Pueblo in 1965.  Divorced in 1967, I married my second 
husband, a fellow Pueblo teacher in 1972 and had to go to THS. 
I whined about needing a place to rescue animals, so in 1976, 
we bought property near what is now Dove Mountain...NW of 
town...at which point my husband contracted terminal cancer.  

He died in 1985. I kept teaching, and kept my animals, too...dogs, cats, horses, goats, even three 
rats...all rescues.  In the 80s, I quit teaching science and began a program for seriously at-risk kids.   I 
retired in 1994.  I now rescue special needs dogs...mostly pit bulls.  I became a raw vegan...the best 
thing I ever did for myself, and the TRUE fountain of youth. It's been a wild ride!!!  Oh, and I have two 
grandsons, Max and Nick.   (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 

Arnold Nunes 
 
After Arnold graduated he went to the UofA for a year and a half then left college 
and joined the Navy in 1963.  He did two tours of duty in Vietnam all total he spent 
27 years in the Navy and retired as a Chief Petty Officer in 1990.  He came back 
home to Tucson in 1991. His wife Barb and had been married for 30 years.  .His 
hobby was bowling and taking trips to Laughlin and painting southwest ceramics.  
Sadly, Arnold recently passed away.  (Last Updated: 2007) 
 
 

 
 
Diana Nunneley (Pyle) 
 
I received a Bachelor of Music degree and MEd in special 
education from the UofA, and an EdD from the University of 
Memphis. I married right after graduation and taught music and 
special ed in Tucson schools for 5 years before moving to 
Fairbanks, Alaska, where I taught music education at the 
University of Alaska and conducted in-service workshops all over 
the state.  Then it was a move to Arkansas. I served as director 
of music ministries in a church for 8 years, divorced, and 

eventually retired from Southern Arkansas University after having taught there for 24 
years and serving as department chair.  Jerry Pyle and I married in 1995.  He taught 
history and was in administration at SAU for 33 years.  In 2002, we moved to Eastern New Mexico 
University and worked 2 more years, retiring again in 2004.  In 2005 and 2006 we ran a B&B in 
Anchorage, AK, and in 2008 settled in Haines, AK.  I have 2 children (math teacher and band director), 
3 step-children (chemical engineer, actuary, and nuclear med tech), 8 grandchildren and 2 great-
grandchildren.  I love traveling and enjoyed a 3-month around-the-world trip in 1970.  I still keep up my 
music, sing in two choirs and play a harpsichord that I built.  Jerry and I like hiking and tent camping 
and now have the joy of taking grandchildren with us.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Haines, AK (H) (907) 766-2585 (C)  diananpyle@hotmail.com 
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Nancy Odom (Ware) 
 
I left Tucson after graduation to attend Scripps, one of the 
Claremont Colleges in California near LA.  Then except for two to 
three years, spent in cabins on Mt. Baldy, Iived in Claremont.  I 
married right after graduating college, and then we traveled to 
Europe the summer before our son was born.  I taught high 
school, got an MA and PhD.  My husband died in 1975.  At that 
time I began a 35 year teaching position at a state university.  
Now I am semi-retired and live close to my children and 

grandchildren in Pasadena.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
Pasadena, CA (H)  (C)   

 
 

 
Margot Orona (Shackelford) 
 
I just loved Catalina and friends there, but Rincon opened up a lot closer to home. 
So I am half Trojan half Ranger. I’m hoping to make it to Catalina's Reunion this 
year. I am divorced; Mother of on;.  Retired from TUSD, but still working at different 
things which is right up my A.D.D. alley.   Moved around the U.S. quite a bit and 
got to live in Italy for a couple of years. Some things in life have been hard, but I've 
had a great time and had some incredible experiences. (Last Updated: 2008) 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  marena06@cox.net 
 

 
Ophelia Oederkirk (Pitts) 
 
I have been married for the past 15 years to Ray Pitts. I have five children from my 
first marriage and five grandchildren. At one time I attended Pima College and over 
the years I have worked various jobs around Tucson and Phoenix. I have been 
very active in the VFW Auxiliary and held various administrative positions.  (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

 
 

Gary Parks 
 
I have an Associate’s degree from Pima College and have worked for Duval and 
Unocal for most of my career. We have two daughters, Sally and Sharon. I am 
currently semi-retired working as a Senior Property manager. I like to hunt and fish 
and go snowmobiling.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Rick Parrish 
 
I have a law degree from Cal Berkeley and have practiced law most of my life. I 
have also published several books... Abandoned Heart, Nothing But the Truth, The 
Dividing Line, Versions of the Muth, and Our Choice of Gods. Some of these are in 
print in foreign languages. I am currently working as a trial lawyer. .and on another 
book.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Stephen N. Patzman 
 
After spending 21 years as Corporate Actuary with USAA Life Insurance Company 
in San Antonio, Texas, we retired to Cape Cod in 2001.  Shortly after that, my wife, 
Kathy, passed due to cancer.  I have remained on Cape Cod with our 3 children all 
in the New England area.  In June 09, I got married to Mary Brunelle and we have 
successfully combined our families.  We have 6 children and 9 grandchildren 
between us to keep us busy.  We travel a lot and remain very active with a large 
group of people who have also retired to Cape.  I continue to actively participate in 
my hobby - woodturning.  Mary and I remain active with volleyball, hiking, biking, 
kayaking, and skiing.  (Last Updated: 2009) 

Harwich Port, MA (H) (508) 432-0665 (C)  Patzman-dis@comcast.net 
 
 

 
David Pear 
 
Well, classmates, my life has been a "heck of a ride" since graduation. The funny 
thing about that ride is that it was very nothing until July of 1982. The highlight of 
my life before then were my four high school years and at the level of my academic 
performance I might have had to extend high school to five or six years, but as luck 
would have it I was out the gate with all of you in 1960. Thank Goodness!  Before 
July 1982, I worked, got married, got divorced, drank some beer and hung out. 
WHAT A DRAG! Then my little sister (class of 1970) introduced me to Suzanne, 
her best friend; who by any standard is intelligent, cultured, beautiful and 

thankfully, a good judge of character. Can you believe it? Throughout our marriage she has 
encouraged me to be all I can. With her support, I have earned a college degree at the UofA (1989), 
hiked the Grand Canyon, traveled America and some of the World and I have learned to enjoy life as a 
gift.  I hope that my personal information shared doesn't come across like I'm insensitive braggart. Over 
the years I've been glad for any of you who have related your personal expressions of happiness and 
success as I hope you will be glad for me as I have related to you.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 751-1000 (C)   
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Dorethia”Dottie” Pennington (Hickey, Smith) 
 
I lived in Tucson for 30 years and moved to Texas in 1986 after 
divorcing husband #1. I am a Christian, involved in church 
activities. I play the piano, write and sing Gospel music, and also 
write poetry. I have 3 biological children, and also raised the 
daughter of my sister who passed away. Altogether I have 12 
grandchildren and four great-grans, counting all the "His," "Hers" 
and "Ours." Three of my kids live in Tucson, and one lives in Tyler 
Texas.  I received an Associate Degree from the Trinity Valley 
community college in Texas in Early Child Development. I have written a Christian 

devotional, which is in the process of being published as we speak. I have been divorced twice. I love 
spending time with my grandchildren and the one child who lives here in Texas. I was a receptionist for 
25 years, and I am currently a Caregiver for the elderly at a nursing home. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tyler, TX (H)  (C)  dotintxlovesu2@yahoo.com 

 
Charles Penrod 
 
Upon his graduation with an accounting degree (Probably 1967 or 1968), Chuck 
got an accounting position with the Army/Navy Post Exchange.  His first duty 
station was in El Paso, Texas.  A short time later he was transferred to Rome, New 
York.  On February 25, 1972 while getting ready to go to work, Chuck collapsed 
and died in his driveway.  A sad loss of a good friend who was only 30 years of 
age.  A thank you to Kyle DeFoor (CHS class of 1959) for providing the information 
about Charles. They became acquainted while they were both students at the U of 
A, where they studied accounting.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
Janice Phelps (Jones) 
 
I graduated from U of A 1963 and taught mathematics 25 years.  Worked as an 
Operations  Research  Analyst for U.S. Army at Ft. Huachuca, AZ for 16 years. I 
retired on December 31, 2005. (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 747-2871 (C)  uacats1963@msn.com 
 
Nancy Porter (Robinson) 
 
Still living in Tucson and have been married for 47 years.  We 
have a son and daughter and two grandsons.  Enjoy spending 
time in the summer in California and the White Mountains. 
(Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)   
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Sue Powers (Theel) 
 
Retired now for 12 years after teaching high school home 
economics (15 years and dance 19 years) in the Glendale 
Union HS District (Phoenix area).  Ritch and I live in the middle 
of Phoenix for about 1/3 of the year, on a beach (Playa 
Miramar) in Mexico about 1/3 of the year, and on the road in a 
small motor home about 1/3 of the year...life is good.  We have 
4 girls between us, 5 grand girls and 2 grand boys. One of our 
daughters lives in Tucson with her family just off Houghton and 

Ft. Lowell so we visit Tucson quite often. Loved seeing the pictures from Jefferson 
Park elem. school and old CHS pics. Thanks to all who work so hard on all reunion stuff.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
 

Maryruth Prose 
 
Let's see.  In the 60's I partied at the UofA, got 
married, moved to New York, New Jersey and 
Penn.  In the 70's I had two daughters, moved back 
to Tucson, got divorced, got my BA and MA from 
the U of A (quit partying!), moved to Oklahoma to 
work as a Museum Curator.  In the 80's I got 
remarried (Bill Cunningham), and worked with a 
state humanities grant program.  In the 90's I 
returned to my first love of fiber and began weaving 

professionally, doing national juried shows.  In this last decade we 
moved to the country and live under hundreds of oaks outside the 
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge.  Daughter Elizabeth is a fiber artist living in Madison, WI where her 
husband teaches at UW.  Daughter Catherine teaches art at Midwestern State in Wichita Falls, TX with 
her artist husband.  Their young sons are my pure delight in life.  Time is spent weaving, gardening (not 
easy Oklahoma), tutoring adult literacy and hiking in the ancient Wichita Mountains which is our 
passion.  Environmental issues are of primary concern, particularly a 3 year battle to stop a water 
developer. My politics are still left of left! I LOVE being 64, it is a great age.  I would truly enjoy seeing 
many of you again; I have been so out of touch.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Lawton, OK (H) (580) 429-2422 (C)  prosecunningham@gmail.com 

 
Robert Raab 
 
Sondra and I have moved to our mountain home at 
Big Bear Lake, CA, which means another home 
remodel, our 6th in 47 years. I still go to my office in 
L.A. 3 days a week—can’t seem to give it up 
entirely. Sondra spends her time between Big Bear 
and our 3 grandsons. Our daughter Julie lives and 
teaches high school in Lake Forest, CA, and has 
one boy, age 8. Our daughter Kimberly lives in 
Austin, TX, and has 2 boys ages 5 and 1. Kim’s a 

professor at the Univ. of Texas, Austin. We enjoy boating, fishing and the slower pace of mountain 
living, but Las Vegas is only 3 hours away. Unlike Tucson, a hot day at 7,000 feet, is 80 degrees plus or 
minus, and a cold day could bring 4 feet of snow. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Big Bear Lake, CA (H) (909)584-2808 (C) (626) 379-1118 sondrar@charter.net 
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Harold Rasp 
 
After graduating from Catalina in 1960, I attended the University of 
Arizona and earned B.A. and M.A. degrees.  My major was Latin 
American history.  While searching for a college teaching position I 
worked in the parts department at Precision Motors on Speedway, 
later Precision Toyota.  The automobile business was fun but I still 
wanted to teach.  I obtained a teaching certificate and taught fourth 
grade in Globe for a couple of years.  While teaching I became 
interested in computers through a colleague who had a TRS 80 

PC.  I left teaching and began computer programming training at Pima Community 
College.  This training led me to a programming job with the Arizona Department of 
Public Safety in Phoenix.  I worked in the information technology field at DPS for twenty-four years.  I 
was a mainframe programmer (Cobol, CICS, and Natural), a systems analyst, and eventually a 
supervisor of PC Support for the department.   I enjoyed working with computers and helping fellow 
employees resolve their software and hardware problems.  On Halloween 2008, I retired from DPS.  I 
continue to live in Phoenix but also travel to Tucson from time to time to visit friends and family.  My 
main interest is motorcycle touring.  I’ve travelled throughout the western United States, western 
Canada and a bit of Mexico since 1974.  My longest trip was an 8,000 mile journey from Phoenix to 
Nova Scotia in September 1991.   In 2011 I plan to tour New Zealand.  My current bike is a 2000 
Triumph Sprint St.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Phoenix, AZ (H) (602) 243-9309 (C)  hrasp@cox.com 

 
 

 
Peter Read 
 
After 36 years of being on the move (Chicago, Denver, Tucson, 
San Antonio, Indianapolis, Cleveland and Tampa), my wife, 
Tiny, and I returned to the Old Pueblo in 2002.  During those 
years, we raised three children and I earned a Master’s Degree 
in Hospital Administration. I served as President and CEO of 
two hospitals before learning that there is more to life than 
being on call 24/7! In 1987, we bought a (bankrupt) business 
selling first aid, safety and medical supplies to government 

facilities and occupational health markets. For 17 years we shared the anatomy of 
a Toyota truck, traveling throughout the southeast peddling our goods.  Since 
returning to Tucson, I have been associated with Long Realty as a residential Realtor; my own hours, a 
weekly golf game and grandchildren are some of the major highlights of my life now.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 615-8545 (C) (520) 548-2129 pread@comcast.net 

 
 

 
Betty Renfro (Bea) 
 
 We have lived in Alaska for 42 years and are 
currently moving back to Tucson.  After graduation 
I worked as an administrative assistant for Mt. Bell, 
eventually working in Alaska for Glacier State 
Telephone as a marketing representative.  I 
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attended the community college in our small town of Kenai and eventually worked for the school district.  
I retired in 1996.  I am married to Johnnie Bea and we celebrated our 42nd wedding anniversary.  He 
retired from Conoco Phillips after working for 37 years.  We have one son, Johnny, who is 38 and is 
married to a wonderful girl named Laurie.  No grandchildren, just granddogs! Our son played semi pro 
hockey in Anchorage in 1994 and we enjoyed the sport.  We hoep they will join us in Tucson 
eventually.  We are both looking forward to our return to Tucson and to rediscover old friends and new 
ones.  See you at the reunion! (Last Updated: 2010) 
Kenai, AK (H) (907) 398-0362 (C)  bettybea1@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

Dale Retrum 
 
After Catalina attended U of A. Graduated in 1965 
with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering. Met my wife 
Sandy Bell (CHS Class of '63) at the U of A and we 
were married in 1966. After U of A served in the U.S 
Air Force (for 3-1/2 years) as a Field Training 
Detachment Commander (on the Upper Peninsula 
of Michigan) with final rank of Captain. In 1969 
accepted a job in Engineering with McDonnell 

Douglas Aircraft in Long Beach, CA working on the DC-10 airplane 
program and then Engineering project administration. Received a MBA from Cal State Long Beach in 
1977. Went to work for Northrop Corporation in 1983 in Pico Rivera, CA where I was the manager for 
the engineering drawing release department. In 1995 hired back with McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) 
in Long Beach on the C-17 transport aircraft program working in Engineering project management. 
Retired in 2008 and am now seem busier than ever. We have three children - 2 sons (ages 42 and 30) 
and a daughter (age 39). Three grandchildren from our daughter - 2 grandsons (ages 12 and 8) and a 
granddaughter (age 6) plus a brand new granddaughter from our oldest son and his wife. All live nearby 
and it is delightful to be a part of the changes in their lives. Keep busy with church worship and 
activities, exercise classes at the gym, playing golf and bridge regularly, and being grandparents.  (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
Cypress,  CA (H) (714) 527-4337 (C) (714) 397-9661 parisene2@aol.com 

 
 
Douglas Reynolds 
 
Graduated U of A in 1968 with BS in BA.  Worked for Allied Signal for 31 years, 
retired at age 57.  Now have a machine shop and build Street Rods.  Married to 
Janice -- one son, Jeffrey.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tempe, AZ (H) (480) 755-0051 (C) (602) 284-1523 dreynolds42@cox.net 
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Roger Rhu 
 
Right out of high school I went in the Navy. I soon got married, had three boys 
(Roger, Bill and Robert) and got a B.S. B.A. in Transportation Management from 
Syracuse University. I worked for Caterpillar Tractor Co., then Leaseway 
Transportation, and along the way I bought a saloon and modeled around the world 
part time (including cigarette ads in the US & Germany) and worked with the Cutter 
Bill Western Wear Catalog. I finished what I call the best part-time job possible, with 
a 12 year contract with Brown and Williamson Tobacco as the image for Eli Cutter 
cigarettes. During that time I also worked in the motion picture industry and 

appeared in Cannonball II, Oh God You Devil & Top of the World.  I owned and operated construction 
and mining equipment & supply company for 20 years, which I sold in 2000. I was retired for a couple of 
years then, bored to death, took a position with Clark County Department of Air Quality. In 2009 my 
wife and I opened a Salon Spa, which she currently operates. I will retire again at the end of January 
2011. (I hope this retirement works better than the last.) I am an avid bird hunter and golfer and intend 
to do much more of both in the future.  I have been happily married to Chadda for twenty years (though 
we have been together for twenty eight). She brought a wonderful step-daughter into my life and we 
now have 2 grandsons.  Life has been good to me.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 

Peggy Richardson (Bean) 
 
Bill and I have three children...Cathy and Carolyn 39 and Christopher 38. I was in 
the Navy in 1960-61 but mostly have been a housewife. I am active with the Elks 
and The American Legion and I enjoy knitting, crocheting and painting.  (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
Terry Richardson (Waters) 
 
I retired in 2008.  I am single and I love traveling with my 
friends, gardening, dancing, bocce and spending time with 
family.  I also enjoy working on the CHS Reunion Committee.  I 
married right out of high school and quickly had two 
daughters.   I went to work when my youngest daughter started 
Junior High School.  My career has been varied. I was 12 
years traveling as a Land Manager for Mineral Exploration 
companies; many years as a project manager/business analyst 
in the credit card processing industry and many years in administration and human 

resource management.  I have four Grandchildren and three Great Grandchildren.  (Last Updated: 
2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 298-5232 (C)  dancemetwice@aol.com 
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Marilyn Rissler (Niebel) 
 
After graduation I worked to TNI for 21 years in the Classified 
advertising department.  During that time I raised 2 great 
children, and they have given me 3 grandchildren.  Fortunately, 
I have one here in town to spoil rotten.  The other two live in 
Springfield, VA, right now, so I have to spoil them long distance.  
But I can do it!  I have been single since 1975.  I am now retired 
from Raytheon after 22 years there.  I love cruises which gives 
you excellent opportunities to visit lots of countries.  I just 

completed an eleven day cruise to the Caribbean.  Favorite stop was Costa Rica.  
Zip lining in the Rain Forest there with my daughter was a huge blast.  Check out 
my Facebook page, Marilyn Niebel for some great pictures.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson.AZ (H) (520) 745-5223 (C) (520) 270-0118 maniebel@aol.com 

 
 

 
Floyd “Dennis” Roberts 
 
Following high school, I worked as a frame man 
and linesman for Mt. Bell.  My attempts at U of A 
night school were short lived.  Climbing telephone 
poles and hanging cable during a couple of 
Tucson summers motivated my follow-on studies 
at Eastern AZ and NAU, followed by post grad at 
Univ. of the Pacific and back at NAU, with 
extension studies at UCLA and Cambridge.  

Professional mgt. time spent with Shell Oil Exploration & Production, 
and Shell Chemical & Development in Labor & Industrial Relations, then Pacific Bell Commercial 
Systems, and following post grad, experience with Sherwin Williams Pain Co. as HRO Director for the 
Western US, Alaska, & Hawaii were all good experience foundations for my follow-on years in 
government service. Migdalia, my wife for the past 34 yrs, and I met 38 years ago, following a short 
embassy assignment in the Philippines.  She was an FA with Pan Am Air based in Hawaii, and I was a 
Federal civilian assigned to the Western US, Pacific and Asia, and living in the SF Bay Area.  We’ve 
been fortunate to have had the opportunity to travel, work and live internationally throughout a good 
portion of the world.  We have five shared children, four are mine, and our youngest, Ryan, now 27 and 
a displaced Texan living in Wisconsin, was born during a seven yr assignment to the Caribbean.  Since 
retirement in ’95, Migdalia and I keep active with travel, and volunteerism, plus elder parent 
involvement that live in Tucson and San Juan, PR. We sit several different county, city and local 
appointments, along with some social and club volunteer boards and committees within our expanded 
So. TX community.  My latest over-achievement adventure was as Rotary International’s District Gov. 
for So. TX.  It was an involved, exciting, and rewarding experience attempting to maintain the common 
interest of 2.200+ successful business and professional mostly type As.  Living adjacent to the TX Gulf 
for nearly 20 yrs, I’ve had the opportunity to learn and enjoy boating, fishing and hunting, Texas style.  
Yard work and handyman repair efforts, and small-time cattle ranching also keep me physically active.  
Socializing, dining and occasional travel make for an enjoyable lifestyle.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Ingleside, TX (H) (361) 776-0005 (C) (361) 779-0005 dennisR5930@yahoo.com 
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David Roher 
 
It has been enjoyable living back in Tucson since 1983 after spending most of the 
time in Southern California after graduation. It is also exciting to look forward to 
seeing friends at our class reunion next month. I have three wonderful children. My 
daughter Candace lives in Tucson and has four children; daughter Kellee in Parker, 
AZ with one child and then my youngest, Ryan lives in Medford, Oregon with his 
wife with no sign of children yet. I work with a manufacturing and specialty 
construction firm in Tucson. I am widowed after losing my wife almost five years 
ago. Looking forward to seeing all of you at our 40th reunion.  (Last Updated: 2000) 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 743-0000 (C) (520) 631-7001 DRoher@antech.com 
 
 

Dave Rowe 
 
I am the Only Fun Club member who was still carrying his card at 
the 40th reunion. I got a B.S. in chemistry/biology and my medical 
degree from Temple in Philadelphia (as did several other family 
members). I did my internship at Washington University in St. 
Louis and residency at Northwestern. I settled in Wisconsin as an 
ear, nose and throat specialist. I married and divorced twice and 
had three kids. I have been single since 1971 and like to play and 
watch most sports—especially running, boating and golf. I am 
also a dairy farmer. I rent out my land for others to use for 

grazing. Come see me sometime.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Ft. Atkinson, WI (H) (608) 868-9858 (C)   

 
 
Gene Royce 
 
I got a B.A. and a J.D. law degree from the U of A. I am currently working in a law 
firm in San Diego, California. I married Susie Brewer (class of 62) 31 years ago. 
We have no children but keep busy with art and tennis. I have no plans for 
retirement.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Helen Louise Ruppel (Potucek) 
 
After CHS, I graduated from Good Samaritan 
Hospital School of Nursing in 1963. The same 
month, August, my husband Ken and I were 
married.  After taking State Boards in October, I 
flew to Germany to join my active duty G.I. 
husband.  Our eldest daughter was born while we 
were in Germany.  From Germany, we returned to 
Tucson due to the fact that Ken was assigned to 
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DMAFB.  While I was here, he spent a year in Thailand, our second daughter was born, and our son 
was born.  From 1966 to end of 1971 I worked part time at TMC and mid 1972 the children and I 
followed Ken to Iceland where we lived for 20 months.  From Iceland, we lived one year in Grand Forks, 
North Dakota then returned to Tucson in 1975 because Ken was to go to Thailand but went to Turkey 
instead.  In 1975 I began working part-time at St. Joseph's Hospital and now work no more than 16 
hours a week and Ken and I are able to travel at will because I no longer need their benefits.  All three 
of our children are married.  We have one granddaughter and three grandsons; two of which are 
twins.  We are thankful for many blessings.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, Arizona (H) (C)  ken_pot@earthlink.net 

 
 

Jo Ann Russo (Lovett) 
 
Hello Fellow Classmates:  So good to see and read about you 
on our CHS pages.  As for my update, I'm known as "Tucson 
Tillie," the Poker lady.  I also love to dance with my cowboy, 
camping, traveling and exploring.  I like to relax around a table 
and talk and watch movies and good TV.  Cooking is a favorite 
activity of mine and I'm pretty good as a second banana in the 
kitchen, too.  I like paying it forward, and I try to keep fit with 
exercise and healthy food.  Five grandchildren are my joy and 
three of them are in Tucson; and, yes, they are the smartest 

and most beautiful kids ever.  I still work part-time in Tucson and Pinetop where I spend my summers.  
I'm lucky to have the love of my family and friends and I can still do a lot of things I used to when we 
were younger, just not as often.  Can't wait to see you all in October.  Stay well and be happy. (Last 
Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 748-0646 (C) (520) 425-3572  

  
 
Carol Sagaet (Frey) 
 
I married my high school sweetheart, Terry Frey (CHS/THS).  I 
opened Tucson's first "nails only" salon, "Nails Etc." in1979 
and remained in the beauty business for over 30 years.  I am 
now retired.  We have two boys, Troy and Kevin, both CHS 
Grads.  Troy & wife Lori own three Octopus Car Washes and 
have two children, Cory at U of A College of Engineering and 
Alyssa at Pima College of Nursing.  Kevin manages the 
Octopus on Thorneydale.  Terry worked for and retired from 
General Electric.  We are enjoying our "Golden Years" and just 

celebrated our 50th Wedding Anniversary in August 2010. (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 326-0253 (C)   

 
Linda Salant (Breck) 
 
I was married to classmate Dan Breck and we have three children, Bill, Amy and 
Wendy. I received a B.A. and later an M.A. in counseling from the U of A. During 
my volunteer days I served as president of the Junior League of Tucson. I later 
served as director of promotions for Tucson Life-style Magazine. I am currently on 
staff with the YWCA and my work includes overseeing Women on the Move 
Conference.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Sandi Scott (Dickey) 
 
Bob and I were married nearly 40 years ago. We have two 
beautiful daughters and five grandchildren. I have been a 
teacher's assistant with special education classes and others, 
working at all levels. At one time I had a dance team, as 
advisor at a high school. We were in California for 8 years and 
then in Seattle and finally in Portland. I have a wedding cake 
business.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 

 
 
 

Lee Seda 
 
I graduated from UofA in Agriculture and worked 30 yrs. in the sugar beet industry 
in California.  I’m married and have one son. I’ve retired to Whidbey Island, 
Washington but still winter in Tucson.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oak Harbor, WA (H)  (C)   
 

 
Jayne Shannon (Cookman) 
 
After graduating I attended the University of Arizona and married Max Cookman in 
1964. After living in Phoenix for 11 years (Phoenix isn't that bad). We were 
divorced in 1977 and I returned to Tucson. We have two sons, Duane who lives in 
Tucson and Darrell who lives in Connecticut. They are expecting my first grandchild 
in October. I work at the University of Arizona in the college of education. Eagerly 
awaiting my retirement in 2002. I plan to travel and enjoy my many hobbies.  (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 

 
 
Cindy Shirk (Gabriel) 
 
I've been married 47 years, have a boy and a girl and we have 3 grandchildren.  I 
am on SS Disability.  I am a licensed Insurance Broker, retired.  Life has been very 
good to me and my family.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
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Sandra Shouse (Du Pre’) 
 
I have lived in Tucson (Flowing Wells Area) since high school, 
raised 3 children (1 son and 2 daughters), and retired in 1997 
after 24 years with Hughes Aircraft.  After retirement, I traveled 
to see friends and family through 31 states (11,400 miles).  A 
great time  My Alaskan Cruise in 2006 was the best of three 
cruises.  I now spend time with 7 grandkids (31/2-26 yrs) when 
available, and travel to the White Mountains to spend 
summers, where I’ve met so many new friends.  (Last Updated: 

2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 888-4396 (C)   

 
 

Richard Siegel 
 
I graduated from the U of A in engineering and worked for Hughes—now Raytheon 
for a total of 34 years. I am an operations manager right now. Arlene and I have 
three children, Dan, Sean and Mike and now have three grandchildren. I am 
currently single and play golf and travel. I may retire next year and go back to 
school to study romance languages.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
David Sligar 
 
 I didn't graduate from Catalina (but did attend for 2+ years) 
due to a move my family made at the beginning of my Junior 
year.  But I had lived in Tucson since early elementary school 
and had some deep connections with friends from those years.  
I attended two high schools subsequently, neither of which I 
considered home in quite the same way.  I attended 4 (!) 
universities starting at Baylor (English, Drama) and finally 
completed a physics degree at San Francisco State.  I've had 

several careers since then, including internal combustion engine research, driving 
cable cars in San Francisco, violin making, and semiconductor process 
engineering.  I have 3 wonderful sons, two in business and one an attorney.  And a collection of 5 
beautiful grand-children.  My partner Donna and I have been together for 22 years now.  Life continues 
to present its challenges -- we enjoy facing them together. So many good memories of Catalina -- I'll 
mention just one here: who could forget Miss Odom's Latin Banquet?! I look forward to re-connecting 
with all you pals from the last two reunions, and with several others I've not seen for more than 50 
years.  What a pleasure! (Last Updated: 2010) 
Flagstaff, AZ (H) (928) 607-8393 (C)  crisphill@earthlink.net 
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Diana Smith (Pettit) 
 
I'm in denial! It can't be 50 years since we all 
graduated from Catalina H.S. That's just not right!  I 
enrolled at the UofA in the fall of 1960, joined a 
sorority, and received a BA in Education in 1964. I 
taught in California for a year and decided it wasn't 
for me. I returned to Tucson and met and married 
my first husband in 1966. After a year of living in 

San Francisco and Boston, we returned to Tucson.  My lovely daughter 
Erika was born in 1969. I was fortunate to be able to stay at home with 
her until my husband and I divorced in 1979. It was then that I realized I 
needed to be gainfully employed. I began my career at a contract furniture dealership, where I 
discovered and aptitude and passion for interior design. My lovely, talented, patient husband Mark and I 
were married in 1981, and Erika now has a sister Karen and two brothers, Paul and Lee. In 1983 I 
joined a very large architecture and engineering firm, worked as a junior designer for awhile, and when 
I had enough miles under my skis, I passed the NCIDQ and joined ASID. I developed and interest in 
Healthcare Interior Design and consequently designed hospitals and healthcare facilities in California, 
Florida, New Mexico and Alaska.  I even traveled to Bangkok twice to design cleanroom facilities for a 
microchip manufacturer!  In 1997 my firm was sold to an international conglomeration and soon I was 
the one remaining interior designer.  I became an independent design consultant shortly thereafter.  
One of my clients was the Herman Miller dealership in Tucson.  One thing led to another, and I was 
asked to design the interior of their new building. I joined their firm in 1998 and designed all their 
special projects until the spring of this year. I think I'm retired!  I am happy to report that all our kids are 
happy, married, gainfully employed, and not one has robbed a bank! They have blessed us with a total 
of seven grandchldren, all of whom are healthy and smart! Mark and I enjoy traveling and have plans 
for several trips in the near future. Life is good!  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  pettit@theriver.com 

 
 
Mark Stanberry 
 
After graduating from the U of A in’64 (pre-med, chem.  major), I went to medical 
school in Boston, and except for my internship year in San Diego, have been on the 
east coast ever since.  While in medical school, I married Anne Marie Peters from 
Tucson.  We were blessed with a daughter, Kirsten, who is an artist and musician 
(day job: hospital data analyst) now living near Arcata, CA.  I wish she were closer 
so we could see her more often.  Anne Marie and I divorced amicably in 1975.  
After completing my training in psychiatry, I served two years as a Navy 
psychiatrist.  My practice pattern after the Navy makes me an increasingly 
endangered species: I am in solo outpatient practice in a rural area (coastal CT).  I 

remarried in 1977.  My wife, Candace, is a psychiatric nurse clinician and the mother of our son 
Matthew age 30.  He is an environmental consultant whose longstanding passion is clean air: most of 
his work is in implementing the use of alternative energy sources.  He currently lives and works in 
Boston and we see him frequently. Although Candy and I know we already have more than our share of 
blessings: healthy grown children who are wonderful caring people, work we love, and activities we 
enjoy (skiing, the ocean—except sometimes during hurricane season—and some travel), we hope that 
our lives may include still another blessing at some point: one or more grandchildren to love.  After a 
very long absence, I am looking forward to seeing classmates again and learning about the paths they 
have traveled for these last 50 years.  Does anyone know how it can possibly be that many years since 
we graduated? (Last Updated: 2010) 
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Doug Staples 
 
After graduating from the U of A I got married and went to work for a local 
swimming pool contractor as a salesman. I opened Cimmaron Circle Construction 
Company in 1978, building pools and doing landscaping projects. A few years ago 
we branched out into home construction. My son now works in the business and 
my daughter is attending college in Santa Barbara. I have been single for the past 
few years.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  doug@cimarroncircle.com 
 

 
Nina Stigers (Paris) 
 
50 years full of joy and sadness!  I was blessed to be a stay-at-
home mom and raised 3 children along with my husband, Jim.  
We had planned to travel extensively after he retired, but, since 
his death, I have found solo travels not much fun.  Anyone want 
to buy a motor home?  My passion in life, second only to my 4 
granddaughters and new great grandson, is my pottery.  I also 
love to read and work in my yard.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 749-1754 (C)   
 

 
Noni Stillman (Mineko) 
 
I spent 10 years as a foster mom for babies who were medically fragile. These 
children suffered from such things as cerebral palsy, spina bifida and heart 
defects.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Linda Stitzer (Lenhard) 
 
 Rob and I were married after we graduated from the U of A in 
1964.  We spent a year in Seattle in graduate school before 
moving to San Mateo, CA, where Rob took a job with Wells 
Fargo.  We moved to Pomona where our son, Bobby, was born, 
and then moved to San Diego where our daughter, Courtney, 
was born.  Rob took a job with Santa Fe National Bank in 1975 
and we moved again.  While in CA (San Mateo and Pomona) I 
worked as a speech and hearing therapist for six years, before 
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the kids came.  We were able to move back to Tucson in 1976.  I worked in sales including business 
brokerage for many years.  Rob and I have owned a business brokerage firm since 1983 and Rob 
continues to work as a broker.  Courtney is married to a wonderful man who has two little girls, and Rob 
is married with two little boys.  We have been blessed!!  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 

David “Dutch” Swaim 
 
I recently found my yearbook picture (at left), with a note 
attached indicating it had been rejected because I wouldn't wear 
a suit and tie, had my collar turned up and my hair in a duck-tail.  
I think I was the original CHS “rebel without a cause”.  .After 
graduation I joined the Navy and was sent along with 44 other 
sailors into undercover service in Viet Nam as advisors to the 
South Vietnamese Navy in March of 1962. Based on Mekong 
River outposts, we were not allowed to wear uniforms or 

dogtags. And we were not acknowledged with our medals for 25 years.  Six months 
after returning from the war in 1963, I got married and followed my father into the construction business 
for 40 years.  We raised a son, Brian, and a daughter, Robin, over the 20 years of marriage.  My son 
just made me a grandfather for the first time. I'm now a semi-retired consultant, country dance teacher 
and on-line art dealer..   (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 668-9088 (C)  dkswaim@gmail.com 

 
 

Richard Tofel 
 
After graduating from CHS, I attended UofA and received my Aerospace 
Engineering degree in '64. I moved to St. Louis and married Kay, my wife for 32 
years. We have two wonderful sons (Jim, 30 years old and Andy, 28 years old). 
Both are married and we have one granddaughter (June 17, '99) and one on the 
way. After 5 years in St. Louis on the Gemini and Skylab projects with McDonnell, 
I changed careers. In Vail, Colorado, I join my step brothers in a ski lodge project, 
followed by a real estate development career. In 1981 we moved back to Tucson.  
Currently, I am managing Phoenix Systems, a manufacturer of automotive brake 

bleeding tools and brake fluid test strips.   (Last Updated: 2000) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 325-7118 (C)  rich@tofel.com 

 
 
Steve Tofel 
 
I went to the U of A and was active Tau Delta Phi. I majored in electrical 
engineering and after graduation I got married and went to work for Westinghouse 
Electric. I was in the integrated current business in its infancy. We came back to 
Tucson with our two kids and worked with my dad at the Tucson Racquet Club. I 
later went into real estate and construction.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Marilyn Toll (Hawley) 
 
Worked for Thomas Davis Clinic downtown Tucson after graduation. Within three 
months the Telephone Company called me to work. Married my husband in 1963.  
We moved to Decatur, Ill in "64". Both our son and daughter were born there. My 
husband interviewed and got a job in "68" on the Southern Pacific Railroad in 
Tucson.  In 1990 we moved to Las Cruces, NM for three years and then back to 
Tucson. In June of 2007 we moved to Willcox to have more room for my husband’s 
collection of classic tractors.  I'm busy ringing in a Handbell Choir, choral choir, 
volunteering at the food pantry, weekly visit at the nursing home besides trying to 
tame our property and plant trees.  (Last Updated: 2009) 

 
 

Carol Tomko (Renfro) 
 
I married Betty Renfro's brother Bob in 1963 and went on to get a B.A. in 
education, and a second in child development. In 1990 I completed a masters in 
counseling. We have two children but no grandchildren. One is a lawyer and the 
other works at Canyon Ranch. I have been working as the Director of a Teen 
Parent Program at the Child and Family Resource Center. I enjoy antiques, U of A 
basketball (We're in the Wildcat Club), and to shop!  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
Charles “Tom” A. Tompkins Jr. 
 
Barbara and I have been married 42 years.  We have three children and six 
grandchildren.  I retired from my Tucson pediatric practice in 2000 but still maintain 
interest and activity in pediatric care by making annual medical mission trips to 
Mexico and Africa.  Bringing up healthy families continues to be important to 
Barbara and me.  We together teach a Parenting Class each year.  Barbara 
teaches a Moms Class at First Evangelical Free Church, speaks at women's 
retreats nationally, and co-hosts a radio show "Woman to Woman."  We are on 
Navigator Associate Staff.  I continue my life-long interest in music by singing in the 
Collegium Musicum, a choral group at the U. of A. specializing in early music, and I 

sing in my church choir.  I am principal bassist in the Foothills Philharmonic Orchestra.  (Last Updated: 
2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 299-9000 (C)  catjr48@comcast.net 

 
 
Janice Traister (Douthitt) 
 
I have a B.A. and a Masters in Education from the U of A. My husband and I own 
our own business— Wholesaling Indian Arts and Crafts. We have two children, our 
son lives in Phoenix and has a masters degree in civil engineering and is working 
on his doctorate. He is married and has two children. Our daughter lives in Tucson 
and is a case manager for severely mentally ill patients. She is not yet married. 
Joe and I are very involved in Christ Community Church. My hobbies are 
scrapbooking, china painting, cross stitching and reading.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
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Pat Tully  
 
This 5th generation Tucson girl moved to SoCal 
in '64, after graduating from the U of A, with a 
contract to teach 3rd grade in Santa Ana.  I got 
my bilingual certificate, taught 3rd - 5th grades, 
and also worked as a resource teacher and 
mentor teacher for SAUSD for ten of the forty 
years there.   Turned out that teaching was made 
for me!  I loved getting up and going to work for 
all of those years.  There is nothing like the 

feeling that you are making a difference and being appreciated by kids, parents, and the District for 
what you do.  I got married and divorced.  My lovely daughter, Stephanie, was born in beautiful Laguna 
Beach in '68.  She and I lived there for 27 fun-filled years.   She still does.  Steph is a true CA beach 
girl, but she did go to the U of A and grew to love the desert too.   I now live in Mission Viejo....not far 
from LB.... and the two of us love getting together for hiking, movies, lunches, etc. Since retiring in 
2004, I have often worked for SAUSD doing some lang. arts tutoring, CELDT testing, and volunteering 
in classrooms.   They call me the "Fossil Lady"....not because I am old!  I have also done some docent 
work, traveled with friends and family (Alaska, Hawaii, and all over the Four Corner area of the SW), 
developed an interest in photography, and discovered the iMac and its wonders.   :)   Of course,  I am 
often in Tucson visiting family.....just not in the summer heat if I can avoid it!  I have been very 
fortunate.   I come from a large, loving family that is always there for me.  I have a beautiful, intelligent, 
loving daughter.   I have many life-long friends that share my life and are important in so many ways.   I 
am looking forward to this reunion and seeing all of you. Thanks to everyone in Tucson who has 
worked so hard to bring us all together.   See you there! .  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Mission Viejo, CA (H) (949) 472-2385 (C)  pdtully99@cox.net 

 
 
Sarah Tunnell 
 
After graduating from the U of A, I married into the Air Force and traveled the 
world.  When the marriage ended, I bought a motor home, loaded up my sons, the 
dog and the bird and took a road trip. We ended up in the Pacific Northwest and 
stayed 25 years.  I finally made my way back to Arizona, retiring from AAA  after a 
long career in travel.  Three years ago I bought a home in Tucson, set up a barrio 
garden and a koi pond.  Now I’m a docent at the Arizona Historical Society and a 
soccer grandma.  .  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 

Tucson, AZ (H)  (C)  stunnell2@cox.net 
 

 
Ron Upham 
 
I joined the Navy to see the world and spent my entire service time enjoying San 
Diego. After my discharge I worked for Action Auto there before returning to 
Tucson. Back in Tucson I worked for a number of automobile repair shops 
including: Bill Breck Dodge. I then went to work for Sundt in Morenci as a heavy 
duty mechanic before I decided to try a hand at my own business and have been 
happily self-employed ever since.  As my Father always said "Nine months of hurry 
and three months of worry." My first business was an auto repair and machine 
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shop, and I have operated Ron's Fuel Injection for the last 14 years. We manufacturer technical fuel 
injectors or off-road race vehicles (circle track, drag, etc.). I had three children, two sons and a 
daughter. I lost my middle son, Ronnie, when he was sixteen in an accident. My son, David, works with 
me and my daughter, Christy, resides in Tucson. Following eight years of commuting to visit Carol 
Green, she moved back and we were married in 1999. We have nine grandchildren between us. (Last 
Updated: 2000) 
 
 

Ronald G. Van Gordon 
 
After 3 years in the Army (60-63), I worked at 
Tucson Medical Center as an Orderly.  No future 
there so I moved to Pontiac, Michigan, got a job 
at Pontiac Motor Division and worked there for 
23 1/2 years - Office Supervisor over 3 offices.  I 
became a Licensed Practical Nurse in 1971 and  
worked part time for 31 years (quit nursing 2 
years ago).  The Home Plant of Pontiac Motor 
Division was closing, so I took the buyout and 

moved to San Francisco, CA (lived there during the big earthquake in 
1989).  I was Assistant Controller at Wilsey Foods/Airfresh Trucking 
for 3 years until they decided to move to Oxnard (in the pollution), so I quit.  I then worked at Toyota in 
Fremont, CA as a Document Control Engineer for 1 1/2 years and the plant expansion.  I was known as 
Crazy Ron Son because I teased the Japanese and they were not used to it.  I was there 2 years and 
then moved to Dallas, TX (where I am now Feb 2007).  I am the Business Officer for one of the Dallas 
Community College campuses.  My wife, Carol, and I have 2 daughters and 6 grandkids (2 girls & 4 
boys).  We now have a great-granddaughter born in January.  I was promoted to College Administrator 
in December.  I am no longer nursing, so will retire my license when due next year.  The picture is Carol 
and my 40th wedding anniversary trip to Alaska in summer of 2008.  I didn't get married until I was 25, 
so only married 41 years.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 

 
Gail Vida (Irvin)  
 
I moved from Michigan and attended CHS thru my Junior & 
Senior Years.  After school I married (too too young) which did 
not last but I came out of the marriage with a beautiful little boy 
(Curtis) who is my only child.  I only have one grandchild (Erik) 
and my son, daughter-in-law & grandson live in Dearborn 
Heights, Mi. Around 1964 I returned to Michigan to seek 
employment, as I was struggling here in Tucson with 
employment.  I worked in various jobs in the Detroit area, 

which the last job was with a trucking company, who I stayed with for 30 years until 
they went out of business.  In between my tenure with the trucking company (which I had to join the 
Teamsters Union to be able to work there), I became very involved in the late 70's with the union and I 
was the first woman to run for an elected office at Local 299.  I was elected as the Recording Secretary 
of the Local and also became a Business Representative, which I represented the membership at over 
50 companies.  Because of this, I went to Wayne State University to take Labor Law Classes and other 
law classes to be able to be a good representative to our members.  Before I ran for an office and 
became involved with the union.  I had married again, which was another failure....oh well...such is 
life!  Just did not pick men well!  I returned to Tucson, which I missed all of the 32 years I was gone and 
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moved to a 50+ Community (Sunflower in Continental Ranch).  This is where I met my soul mate Philip 
Mullaly, who we share our home together.  We love to travel and love to entertain.  Retirement is good!  
After returning, I have reconnected with many of the friends I left behind all of those years and I am 
reconnecting with so many others, since several of us started the Catalina Lunch bunch group for the 
ladies we all went to school with in '60, which we meet monthly.  This has been a very positive 
adventure for all of us to re-meet and re-establish old friendships and make new!  If any ladies would 
like to join our group, please email me with your information and I will add you to our list.  I am looking 
forward to our 50th (oh my) are we getting that old?  (Last Updated: 2009) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 572-6931 (C)  azstormy@q.com 

 
 

Chuck Warner 
 
After graduation I left Tucson and went to Connecticut to work 
in construction with my brother's company.  In Connecticut, I 
met and married my wife Janice.  We have been married 
almost 43 years.  Together, we have 2 daughters and 1 son.  
After over 20 years in Connecticut, in 1981, we moved to 
Arkansas.  There I farmed and ran a livestock auction.  In 
1986, we returned to Connecticut.  I went back to the concrete 
construction business.  In 1993, my wife and I, along with 2 
daughters, 1 son, 2 sons-in-law, and 2 grandchildren, moved to 

Appomattox, Virginia.  It is here we reside today.  Currently, I have retired from 
construction.  In my retirement, I run a rollerskating rink, volunteer in community activities, and work on 
my farm.  As Papa, I enjoy spending time with my 5 grandchildren, Jonathan, Olivia, Rachel, Jared, and 
Natasha.  My life has been full of adventures and memories including my time and friends at Catalina 
High School.  ?  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Appomattox, VA (H) (434) 352-2801 (C) (434) 352-2801  

 
 
Eddie Waters 
 
Have spent most of my working years in California.  Returned to Arizona (Prescott) 
in 1992 and purchased a coffee distribution company in Prescott.  Am still 
operating the coffee business. I have three children and four grand-children.  Am 
currently married to a 1964 Catalina High School graduate whom I met in 
California 15 years after graduating in Tucson.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Prescott, AZ (H) (928) 776-4979 (C) (928) 710-1688 eddie_waters@hotmail.com 
 

 
Paula Weger 
 
Paula came to CHS from Illinois at the end of her sophomore 
year. She immediately became engaged with classes and 
school activities.  During here Junior and Senior years Paula 
enjoyed her classes, teachers and being with her classmates. 
She was selected for the National Honor Society, participated 
in school activities and played flute in the Catalina Marching 
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Band. She loved marching at the CHS football games and Tucson parades. She particularly enjoyed 
the Fiesta de los Vaqueros parade and still laughs when she describes the “dangers” of marching 
behind the horses and wagons. She also enjoyed working as a lifeguard at the Lodge on the Desert 
during summer vacations. Her close friends included Lynne Derby, Janet Ayers, Connie McMillan and 
the Contzen twins Sally and Susan.  She enrolled at the University of Arizona where she majored in 
Liberal Arts. One of her fondest memories is being selected for the Arizona Wildcat Marching Band. 
Again she played the flute and marched at football games, performed in old Bear Down Gym and 
marched in the Tucson rodeo parade. Her first semester was successful and great fun.  In February 
1961, Paula was in a terrible automobile accident. Driving home one night from her job at Lodge on the 
Desert her car was struck by a drunk driver. She suffered serious head injuries and was partially 
paralyzed.  She was unconscious for six weeks, and awoke on Easter Sunday.  After the accident 
Paula spent months in rehabilitation. She had to relearn to talk, write, draw and walk. With great 
courage and strength she was able to learn to drive again. She returned to university for a short time, 
but unfortunately she could not continue due to some of her injuries.  In the years since, Paula has 
pursued other goals. She enjoys painting and for many years kept up a rigorous physical therapy 
regime. In recent years she has suffered additional major health setbacks but she always goes forward 
with a positive outlook.  Through all of this, Paula's spirit has shown brightly. Her courage and 
cheerfulness have never wavered and she continues to make friends wherever she is. Her sense of 
humor is wonderfully “wicked” and she loves sparring with friends. It is difficult, if not impossible, to get 
one over on Paula.  She lives in Tucson at Sunrise at the River. The staff is very accommodating and 
she has a close circle of friends there. She is able to get out frequently and still enjoys going to movies 
and other local events. Paula is looking forward to the CHS 50th Reunion and promises to attend. In 
the meantime, she would love to hear from old classmates and share stories.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 296-1179 (C)   

 
 
Elizabeth Wheeler (Whitaker) 
 
Married to Gerry, have lived in Tucson since graduation except for stints in Los 
Angeles and Saudi Arabia. We have two children who live in Phoenix and 
Lakeside. We enjoy foreign travel and Tucson! Along with several degrees from 
UofA, I taught high school math and supported classroom computers. Am still 
"going" to TUSD--now direct the technology and telecommunications operations 
for the district.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 

 
 
Pam Wheeler (Maxwell) 
 
Pam and her husband Jim have been married 42 years.  They have no 
children.  They are currently living in Macedonia, a former Yugoslav 
republic.  Their earliest overseas home was in China from 1983 to 1985.  Postings 
to Hong Kong (5 years), Singapore (5 years) Egypt (2 years), Jordan (2 years) 
then to Columbia (2000-2002) have kept them on their toes.  Pam managed to fit 
in a summer in Mexico fine tuning her Spanish.  She has also had to learn a little 
Chinese (Mandarin), Arabic, and Macedonian.  After 1994, between foreign 
postings, Pam and Jim lived in Washington D. C. then moved to Burlington, 
Vermont, where they have a home today.  They also have three rentals in Green 

Valley, Arizona, which require many visits from Pam to keep on top of things.  It seems Pam is always 
flying from one place to another, often to distant places half way around the world.  There has been 
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little time to spend in the Vermont home as of late. The primary reason Pam enjoys living overseas is 
she has many opportunities to travel to countries near her foreign home at the time, both with Jim and 
on her own.  Macedonia, for example, is surrounded by 7 different countries.   Over the years, Pam has 
seen over one hundred countries first hand.  She and Jim are blessed with good health and plan to see 
even more countries. Traveling to learn about foreign cultures and places is Pam’s passion.  Interior 
decorating is another “hobby” of hers.  The only room remaining to upgrade in her Vermont home is the 
kitchen.  When she is more than two months in one place, she will take on that project!  Pam taught the 
primary grades and/or served in administrative positions in the States for 17 years.  Her most 
challenging educational contribution however was founding and running the American School of 
Guangzhou, China in the early 80’s.  She has many a story to tell from that truly memorable 
experience!  She has been retired from teaching since 1989.  Pam’s husband wants to retire in the near 
future.  At that time, they will be residing both in Vermont and Arizona, unless something absolutely 
intriguing comes along that will entice them once again to move away from their stateside homes.  (Last 
Updated: 2009) 
 

 
Rex Wheeler 
 
Attended the U of A; was a USAF Flight Instructor-Air Training Command US 
State Department and other ABCs; Director of Corporate Security and Risk 
Management (2 foreign airlines); Risk Management Consultant and at present-
retired and managing a golf course in Miami fl.  Married (Gladys) 20 years.  (Last 
Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 
 
 
David White 
 
Graduated Arizona State University, Management Systems.  Owner of B & C 
Manufacturing 20 years, sold and retired.  Currently in the Recreational Business 
with La Mesa RV.  Married with 3 children all doing well.  Still loving cars, 
motorcycles and boats!  .  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

 
 
Carol Williams (Colley) 
 
I received a B.S. from the University of Arizona in 1964. Retired 
CPA/Controller.  My husband and I live on a lake about ½ mile 
from the beach in Lincoln City, OR.  Our two most common 
travel destinations are the Puget Sound area and our cabin near 
Rye, Colorado.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 

Lincoln City, OR (H) (541) 557-4179 (C) (520) 921-0600 cacolley@gmail.com 
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Jay Wilson 
 
I have worked most of my life in the pool business.  I was married to a CHS grad 
and we have two boys.  (Last Updated: 2000) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Sharon Wilson (Anderson) 
 
Retired.  Living in New Mexico and loving it.  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Silver City, NM (H)  (C)  anderpers@aol.com 
 

 
Patricia Frye (Wojnowski) 
 
We have retired, again.  Still living in Vancouver, WA after an attempt to retire in 
CA.  We like the NW.  My husband builds websites so we are an open book.  He is 
the webmaster for Class of 1958.  (Last Updated: 2009) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Stephen Young 
 
After high school, I attended the UofA and graduated in 1964 with a physics 
degree.  By then Susan Jannetto and I had married and we had our firstborn, Jon 
(now a lawyer in Tucson).  Medical school at UCSF followed (where Amy was 
born, now a PT in Dallas) and training in Internal Medicine and Pulmonary Disease 
were done in LA.  I spent 2 years in NC (where Abram was born, now a physicist in 
Tucson) as an officer in the Public Health Service; in 1977 I settled in NC with a 
faculty job at Duke, where I still work part time.  Susan and I parted in 1978.  My 
companion and partner for the past 30 years is Myrna Bower.  Together we share 
11 grandchildren scattered in the East and the West, giving us travel opportunities 

and lots of birthdays to remember.  My hobbies include blacksmithing and motorcycling.  (Last 
Updated: 2009) 
Durham, NC (H) (919) 810-2994 (C)  stephen.young@duke.edu 
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Dean Zimmerman 
 
Career – hairstylist/salon owner—mostly retired.  Successes – 
National champion early in career—successful large salon 
owner.  Hobbies—skiing—backpacking—sailing. Successes—
participating in world sailing events--regional champion.  
Loves—My wife and my dog (in that order), my kids.  Living life 
to its fullest!  (Last Updated: 2010) 
 
 

Tucson, AZ (H) (520) 795-3632 (C)   
 
 

Judy Zwald (Slaughter) 
 
We’ve been in Florida since 1967.  Have two children – Cindy, married, living in 
Oklahoma and John, not married, is a ship’s engineer in the oil field in Louisiana.  I 
was a bartender at Resorts here on the beach.  We had a commercial fishing 
business for 12 years in the Gulf of Mexico.  A really great adventure.  My 
husband, Robert, is now a marine boat mechanic.  I have been in the Garden 
Center at Wal-mart for 10 years.  We travel to the Caribbean and South America a 
lot.  We also come to Arizona about every two or three years. I still wish we could 
move back to Tucson someday.  Maybe retire there.   (Last Updated: 2010) 

Mary Esther, FL (H) (850) 243-7442 (C)  ja57gr@yahoo.com 



 
 
  

 
 

Grads That We Have No Additional Information 
 

 

 

 
Duane  
Acuff 

 

Nancy 
Allred 

 
Richard 

Anderson 
Rosalie 

Anderson 
Rosalie L. 
Anderson 

Joan 
Angus 

Leslie 
Auerbach 

Tain 
Balfour 

Janice 
Barnes 

 
Elaine 
Barr 

Sherry 
Beadle 

 
John 

Bedell 

 
Jon 
Bell 

Iver 
Bergman 

Thomas 
Blackman 

Don 
Boepple 

 
Carole 

Bording 

 
Ann 

Bowden 

 
Marie 

Branson 

Jane 
Berntson 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 

 

 
Jim 

Burkhart 
 

 
Carol 

Burzyck 

 
Hank 
Byrd 

 
Linda 

Campbell 

 
John 
Carey 

 
Linda 

Carmichael 

 
Sandi 

Carpenter 

 
John 
Carey 

 
Bob 

Chalden 

 
Jim 

Chastain 

 
Harry 

Christensen 

 
Barbara 
Christy 

 
Connie 
Collard 

 
Kelly 
Cook 

 
Steward 

Crawford 

 
Pat 

Cunningham 
 

 
Kelly 
Cook 

 
Penny 

Danielson 

 
Pat 

Deely 

 
Kathie 

DeGrazia 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 
 

 
 

 
Gary 
Dietz 

 

 
Dan 

Donnelly 

 
Clifford 
Douglas 

 
Vicki 

Douglas 

 
Cecil 

Duncan 

 
Carole 

Dureault 

 
Bill 

Dyer 

 
Karen 
Early 

 
Helen 
Eason 

 
Carole 

Dureault 

 
Mary Ann 

Estep 

 
Ruth Ann 

Fahey 
Gary 
Fair 

 
Jeanie 

Fay 

 
Joe 

Flaherty 

 
Joe 

Forwood 
Charlie 
Fowler 

 
Bill 

Frederick 
Roy 

Fuller 
Marilyn 

Gann 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 
 

 
 

 
John 

Gehring 
 

 
Kay 

Gevendon 

 
Stan 

Gordon 
Sharon 
Graham 

 
Lou 

Greenberg 

Jay 
Greenhow 

 
John 
Greer 

 
Becky 

Gregory 
Dennis 
Griggs 

 
Johnny 

Gulaskey 

 
Lynne 

Gusinow 

 
Margaret 
Hansen 

 
Linn 

Harbour 

 
Terry 

Harold 

 
Donna 
Haynes 

 
Mike 

Hegemeyer 

 
John D. 
Henry 

 
Vicki 
Hiatt 

 
Adrienne 

Hinds 

 
Pat 

Hollinger 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 

 

 
Larry 
Howell 

 

 
Travis 
Howell 

 

 
Tom 

Husted 
 

 
Marshall 
Isaacson 

 

 
Bob 

Jacobs 
 

 
Agnes 

Karplak 
 

 
Donna 
Kent 

 

 
Don 

Kitchen 
 

 
Mary Lou 

Koehne 
 

 
Lonnie 
Kohler 

 

 
Tom 

Kosser 
 

 
Mike 

Kotowski 

 
Kathy 

Kurlish 
 

 
Martha 

Lake 
 

 
Mary 
Lake 

 

 
Sandy 
Larsen 

 

 
Brian 

Larson 

 
Gary 

Lipscomb 
 

 
Donald 

Livingston 
 

 
John 

Lochner 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 

 

 
Claude 
Lowery 

 

 
Fred 

Luthy 
 

 
Ellawena 

Mack 
 

 
Tom 

Mader 
 

 
Maralyn 
Mahan 

 

 
Charon 
Malanga 

 

 
Jeri 

Mangan 
 

 
Danny 
Mann 

 

 
Glenn 

Martinson 
 

 
Shirley 

Mayberry 
 

 
Ellen 
Mayo 

 

 
Mary 

McCurdy 
 

 
Ed 

McGlothlin 
 

 
David 

McHugh 
 

 
Linda 
McKee 

 

 
Sharon 

Meadows 
 

 
Barbara 
Miller 

 

 
Chuck 
Miller 

 

 
Debbie 
Miller 

 

 
Pam 

Miller 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 

 

 
Barbara 

Mills 
 

 
Ray 

Miranda 
 

 
Jim 

Mixa 
 

 
Gilbert 
Molina 

 

 
Bill 

Morris 
 

 
Julius 

Moshinsky 
 

 
Brenda 

Motsinger 
 

 
Stuart 
Nelson 

 

 
Bill 

Newbold 
 

 
Gerry 

Niebuhr 
 

 
JoAnn 
Nowell 

 

 
Bob 

Odell 
 

 
Sue 

Oellrich 
 

Carol 
Oestreich 

 

 
Tim 

O’Hara 
 

 
Ronald 
Olson 

 

 
Darla 

O’Neill 

 
Joseph 

Orr 
 

 
Ronnie 
Parsons 

 
Tommy 
Paterson 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 

 

  
Judi 

Peterman 
 

 
Kathy 
Peters 

 

 
Steven 
Phillips 

 

 
Roe 

Pleyte 
 

 
Betty Jean 

Pratt 
 

 
Janet 

Ralston 
 

 
Sylvia 
Reed 

 

 
Joan 
Reid 

 

 
Betsy 

Rhodes 
 

 
Jerry 

Richmond 
 

 
James 
Risner 

 

 
Jerry 

Roberson 
 

 
John 

Roberts 
 

 
Skip 

Roberts 
 

 
Harriet 

Robinson 
 

 
Jerry 

Robison 
 

 
Madeline 

Saenz 
 

 
Gloria 
Salaz 

 

 
Luckett 
Sanders 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 
 

 
 

 
Rick 

Scarms 
 

 
Buddy 

Schantz 
 

 
Scott 

Scherman 
 

 
James 

Seymour 
 

 
Evelyn 
Sharp 

 

 
Corky 

Sherman 
 

 
David 

Shiffman 
 

 
Torchi 
Shirley 

 

 
Linda 

Simanton 
 

 
Dorothy 
Smith 

 

 
Gail 

Smith 
 

 
Gregory 

Smith 
 

 
Tom 

Smith 
 

 
John 
Snell 

 

 
Gene 

Sollenberger 
 

 
James 
Sorrell 

 

 
Rosalie 
Spitz 

 

 
Susie 

Stewart 
 

 
Carl 

Strutz 
 

 
Dan 

Stuart 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 
 

 
 

 
David 
Stultz 

 

 
Charlie 
Sullivan 

 

 
Sam 
Teel 

 

 
Tracy 

Thibodeaux 
 

 
Earl 

Towsley 
 

 
Sharon 

Trivanovich 

 
Laverne 

Tubergen 

 
Bill 

Tucker 
 

 
Bruce 

Tupper 
 

 
Debbie 
Turner 

 

 
Ellen 

Van Wagner 
 

 
Kay 

Vander Jagt 
 

 
Wesley 

Voorhees 
 

 
Ann 

Watson 
 

 
Bill 

Watson 
 

 
Joanne 

Whelpley 
 

 
Don 

Wight 
 

 
Sharon 

Williams 
 

 
Sharon 
Willms 

 

 
Adolf 

Wojciechowski 
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Grads for which we have no additional information 

 
Myron 
Wong 

 

 
Judy 

Woodrow 
 

 
Joan 
Yates 
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 In Memory 
of those Grads that are no longer with us 

 
 
 

   

  

 

Peter 
Althaus 

Elaine 
Berry 

Penny 
Bowman 

Marilyn 
Bugielski 

 

Dale 
Burner 

Cleet 
Clark 

Artis 
Curd 

Phil 
Dearden 

Gary 
Gerovac 

Bonnie 
Gilson 

Linda 
Gray 

Don 
Hawk 
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In Memory 
of those Grads that are no longer with us 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

   Scott Henderson 

Stewart 
McClellan 

Judy 
Krivel 

Stephen 
Miles 

Rachael 
Munson 

Nancy 
Nichols 

Darlene 
James 

Jack 
Holman 

Jan 
Hicks 

Helen 
Hicks 

Scott 
Henderson 

Denzel 
Hawkins 

William 
McCurdy 
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In Memory 
of those Grads that are no longer with us 

 
 
  

 
Charles Penrod 

 
 

 
Jerry Ratzlaff 

 

    
Rick 

Warner 
Gary 

Winter 
Levi 

Woods 
Paul 
Wurl 

Arnold 
Nunes 

Jim 
O’Brien 

Charles 
Penrod 

Jerry 
Ratzlaff 

Bill 
Russell 

Jeff 
Shofner 

Michael 
Stewart 

Lewis 
Slagle 
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In Memory 
of those Grads that are no longer with us 

  

   
Chuck 

Calloway 
Bob 

Hinkle 
Larry 
Wilson 
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In Memory 
of those Faculty members that are no longer with us 

  
 

 
 

   

    

 

Mr. Gridley Mr. Dawson Coach Kemmeries Coach Kiser 

Mr. Meinzer Mrs. Royce Coach Segurson Mr. Southard 

Coach Woods 

 

Mr. Duffin Coach Pearson  
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1960 “TOPS” Lists 

Top 1960 News Events 

Captain Gary Powers U-2 Spy Plane Shot Down Over 
Russia 

Israelis Kidnap Adolf Eichman from Argentina to 
Jerusalem 

John F. Kennedy Wins Democratic Nomination, Nixon 
Wins GOP 

Two White Public Schools in New Orleans are the first 
to integrate 

House Committee Looks into "Payola" American 
Bandstand DJ Dick Clark Involved 

Alan Freedman Eight Arrested in taking Radio Payola 

Enovil 10, first contraceptive pill sold for .50 cents each 

Two airliners collide off Staten Island, 134 die 

Howdy Dowdy show ends after 13 years 

Castro nationalizes all American property 

1960 Potpourri 

Harper Lee wins a Pulitzer Prize for "To Kill a 
Mockingbird" 

Pete Rozell becomes NFL Commissioner 

Cassius Clay wins Olympic Gold in Boxing 

Daiz Arnaz and Lucille Ball file for divorce 

New York court rules "Lady Chatterley's Lover" is not 
obscene 

Earnest Evans changes his name to Chubby Checker 

New Words: Anchorman, sit-in, cosmonaut, 
bluegrass, laser 
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1960 “TOPS” Lists 

Top Movies of 1960 

 Psycho 
 Dolce vita, La 
 The Alamo 
 G.I. Blues 
 Butterfield 8                                 
 Elmer Gantry                                
 Exodus 
 Inherit the Wind 
 Never on Sunday 
 The Apartment 
 Spartacus 
 The Magnificent Seven 
 Where the Boys Are 

1960 Sports 

NFL Football: Philadelphia 17 - Green Bay 13 

Pro MVP: Norm Van Brocklin, Phil (QB); Joe 
Schmidt, Detroit (LB) 

College Football: Minnesota (#1) 

Heisman Trophy: Joe Bellino, Navy (HB) 

Rose Bowl: Washington 17 - Minnesota 7 

Orange Bowl: Missouri 21 - Navy 14 

Cotton Bowl: Duke 7 - Arkansas 6 

Sugar Bowl: Mississippi 14 - Rice 6 

   

   

  

Top 20 Songs of 1960 
 

1. Cathy's Clown, The Everly Brothers 
2. He'll Have to Go, Jim Reeves 
3. Theme from "A Summer Place", Percy Faith 
4. It's Now Or Never, Elvis Presley 
5. Teen Angel, Mark Dinning 
6. I'm Sorry, Brenda Lee 
7. Running Bear, Johnny Preston 
8. Handy Man, Jimmy Jones 
9. Stuck On You, Elvis Presley 
10. The Twist, Chubby Checker 
11. Everybody's Somebody's Fool, Connie Francis 
12. Alley-oop, Hollywood Argyles 
13. Greenfields, Brothers Four 
14. What In The World's Come Over You, Jack Scott 
15. El Paso, Marty Robbins 
16. Weld One, Bobby Rydell 
17. My Heart Has A Mind Of Its Own, Connie Francis 
18. Sweet Nothin's, Brenda Lee 
19. Only The Lonely, Roy Orbison 
20. Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka dot Bikini,  

Brian Hyland 
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1960 Flashbacks 
 

 
   
       
 
 

 
 
 

 
Cruisin’ Speedway 

 

 

 
Dick Clark 

 

 
Johnie’s Drive-In 

 
La Cucina’s 

 
A&W Drive-In 

 
Teenage Marriages 

at Catalina 
 

1960 Corvette 

 
Midway Drive-In Movie 
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Do you remember the Fat Boy Menu at Johnie’s Drive-In? 
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School  

 
 

The infamous Beat Generation group 
"The Saints" 

(Ed Dooley, Don Fones and Dave Berg) 
perfoming a skit at Senior Days 

 
The lyrics to their near hit song! 

 
Shall we start a revolution, yea yea, 

or shall we leave things like they are. 
 

Are you tired of being treated like a child, 
because the fun club acts wild. 

 
To quote an article from the PTA, 
"Too many Marriages", yea, yea. 
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Graduation 
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New Events during our Senior Year at Catalina High School 
September 1959 – May 1960 

 
Sep 2nd - US President Eisenhower arrives in Paris 
Sep 5th - Wash Senator Jim Lemon is 7th to get 6 RBIs in an inning (3rd) 
Sep 6th - Kathy Cornelius wins LPGA Cosmopolitan Golf Open 
Sep 8th - The Asian Institute of Technology (AIT) is established. 
Sep 11th - "Duke" Ellington wins Springarn Medal for his musical achievements 
Sep 11th - Congress passes a bill authorizing food stamps for poor Americans 
Sep 11th - Elroy Face's 22 game win streak ends as Dodgers beat Pirates 5-4 
Sep 11th - Oriole Jerry Walker pitches 16 inn beating White Sox 1-0 
Sep 12th - "Bonanza" premieres on NBC-TV 
Sep 12th - Janos Kádár becomes premier of Hungary 
Sep 12th - Luna 2 launched by USSR; 1st spacecraft to impact on Moon 
Sep 13th - 73rd US Women’s Tennis: Maria Fraser beats Christine Truman (61 64) 
Sep 13th - 79th US Men’s Tennis: Neale Fraser beats Alejandro Olmedo (63 57 62 64) 
Sep 13th - Marilynn Smith wins LPGA Memphis Golf Open 
Sep 13th - USSR's Luna 2 becomes 1st probe to contact another celestial body 
Sep 14th - Soviet Union's Luna-2 is 1st spacecraft to land on the Moon 
Sep 15th - Soviet Premier Khrushchev arrives in US to begin a 13-day visit 
Sep 16th - President De Gaulle recognizes Algerian right of self determination 
Sep 17th - 59th US Golf Amateur Championship won by Jack Nicklaus 
Sep 17th - Transit 1A, 1st navigational satellite launched; failed to orbit 
Sep 17th - Typhoon kills 2,000 in Japan & Korea 
Sep 18th - Vanguard 3 launched into Earth orbit 
Sep 19th - Nikita Khrushchev is denied access to Disneyland 
Sep 20th - Beverly Hanson wins LPGA Links Golf Invitation Open 
Sep 21st - 600 Indian Dutch emigrate to US 
Sep 22nd - Chicago White Sox clinch AL pennant 
Sep 23rd - 1959 The M/S Princess of Tasmania Australia’s first passenger RO/RO diesel ferry makes 
maiden voyage across Bass Strait. 
Sep 25th - Cosmopolitan editor Helen Gurley (37) & David Brown (43) wed 
Sep 26th - Milwaukee Braves Warren Spahn becomes winningest NL lefty 
Sep 26th - SF Giants Sam Jones 2nd no-hitter, beats St Louis Cards, 4-0 
Sep 26th - Typhoon Vera, hits Japanese island of Honshu, causing the deaths of 4,580 people with 658 
missing 
Sep 27th - Betsy Rawls wins LPGA Opie Turner Golf Open 
Sep 27th - Braves & Dodgers finish in a tie (86-68) 
Sep 27th - Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev concludes his US visit 
Sep 28th - "Hennesey," debuts on CBS-TV 
Sep 28th - Edward Franklin Albee's "zoo story," premieres in Berlin 
Sep 28th - Explorer VI reveals an intense radiation belt around Earth 
Sep 29th - "Many Loves of Dobie Gillis," debuts on CBS-TV 
Sep 29th - "Philip Marlowe," debuts on ABC-TV 
Sep 29th - Dodgers win game 2 of playoff, 6-5, & take NL pennant 
Sep 29th - Little Anthony & the Imperials record "Shimmy Shimmy Koko Bop" 
Sep 29th - Sultan of Brunei promulgates a constitution 
Oct 1st - 1st World Series since 1948 not to feature a NY team (LA vs Chic) 
Oct 2nd - Rod Sterling’s "Twilight Zone" premieres on CBS-TV 
Oct 3rd - 13th NHL All-Star Game: Montreal beat All-Stars 6-1 at Montreal 
Oct 4th - 1st World Series game played west of St Louis (in LA) 
Oct 4th - Cleve Browns' Jim Brown makes club record 37 rushing attempts 
Oct 4th - Dmitri Sjostakovitch 1st Cello concert premieres in Leningrad 
Oct 4th - LA Dodgers set World Series attendance record at 92,394 
Oct 4th - Netherlands beats Belgium 9-1 
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Oct 4th - USSR Luna 3 sent back 1st photos of Moon's far side 
Oct 6th - Single game World Series attendance record set (92,706 in LA) 
Oct 6th - Soviet Luna 3, 1st successful photographic spacecraft, impacts Moon 
Oct 7th - "Happy Town" opens at 84th St Theater NYC for 5 performances 
Oct 7th - Far side of Moon seen for 1st time, compliments of USSR's Luna 3 
Oct 8th - "At the Drop of a Hat" opens at John Golden Theater NYC for 216 perfs 
Oct 8th - Conservatives win British election 
Oct 8th - LA Dodgers beat Chicago White Sox, 4 games to 2 in 56th World Series 
Oct 9th - 1st phone call between auto & plane (Delaware) 
Oct 9th - Lee Harvey Oswald arrives in Southampton 
Oct 10th - "Happy Town" closes at 84th St Theater NYC after 5 performances 
Oct 10th - Lee Harvey Oswald signs guestbook in hotel Helsinki 
Oct 10th - Pan Am begins regular flights around World 
Oct 12th - At the national congress of APRA in Peru a group of leftist radicals are expelled from the party. 
They will later form APRA Rebelde. 
Oct 15th - "Untouchables" premieres 
Oct 17th - "Billy Barnes Revue" closes at John Golden Theater NYC after 87 perfs 
Oct 17th - Queen Elizabeth is fined $140 for withdrawing her race horse 
Oct 17th - Stinchcomb Memorial in Cleveland Metroparks' dedicated 
Oct 19th - Florence Henderson joins Today Show panel 
Oct 19th - William Gibson's "Miracle Worker," premieres in NYC 
Oct 20th - Clark Griffith of Senators says team will not move the franchise 
Oct 21st - Contra revolutionaries bomb Havana 
Oct 21st - Guggenheim Museum, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, opens (NYC) 
Oct 21st - Players Assn approves 2 All-Star Games in 1960, to be held in KC & NY 
Oct 22nd - "Take Me Along" opens at Shubert Theater NYC for 448 performances 
Oct 22nd - Bob Merrill's musical "Take me Along," premieres in NYC 
Oct 23rd - Chinese troops move into India, 17 die 
Oct 24th - US premier of D Sjostakovitch's 1st Cello concert 
Oct 27th - Rare Pacific hurricane kills 2,000 in Western Mexico 
Oct 28th - Buffalo Bills enter AFL 
Oct 28th - Jean Genet's "Les Nigres," premieres in Paris 
Oct 29th - 10 nation soccer league to play all games on NY Randalls Is, announced 
Oct 31st - Lee Harvey Oswald announces in Moscow he will never return to US 
Oct 31st - USSR & Egypt sign contracts for building Aswan Dam 
Nov 1st - 1st NHL goalie to wear a hockey mask (Jacques Plante) 
Nov 12th - White Sox 2B Nellie Fox wins AL's MVP 
Nov 14th - "Girls against the Boys" closes at Alvin Theater NYC after 16 perfs 
Nov 14th - Kilauea's most spectacular eruption (in Hawaii) 
Nov 15th - Robert White & Perry Smith kill Clutters 
Nov 15th - Cleve Browns' halfback Bobby Mitchell sets club record for longest run from scrimmage (90-
yards), beat Wash 31-17 
Nov 15th - Four members of the Herbert Clutter Family are murdered at their farm outside Holcomb, 
Kansas. 
Nov 16th - "Sound of Music" opens at Lunt Fontanne Theater NYC for 1443 perfs 
Nov 17th - De Beers firm of South Africa announces synthetic diamond 
Nov 17th - Giants slugger Willie McCovey wins NL Rookie of Year 
Nov 17th - William Shea shows proposed NYC stadium with transparent roof 
Nov 18th - Wash Senator Bob Allison wins AL Rookie of Year 
Nov 19th - "Rocky & His Friends" debuts on ABC 
Nov 19th - Ford cancels Edsel 
Nov 20th - UN adopts Universal Declaration of Children's Rights 
Nov 20th - WABC fires Alan Freed over payola scandal 
Nov 21st - Jack Benny (violin) & Richard Nixon (piano) play their famed duet 
Nov 22nd - AFL's 1st draft - NY Titans choice George Izo, QB, Notre Dame 
Nov 22nd - Boston Patriots enters AFL 
Nov 23rd - "Fiorello!" opens at Broadhurst Theater NYC for 796 performances 
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Nov 25th - "Once Upon a Mattress" opens at Alvin Theater NYC for 460 performances 
Nov 28th - 47th CFL Grey Cup: Winn Blue Bombers defeats Hamilton Tiger-Cats, 21-7 
Nov 28th - Pope John XXIII publishes encyclical Princeps Pastorum 
Nov 30th - Joe Foss named 1st commissioner of AFL 
Dec 1st - 12 nations sign treaty for scientific peaceful use of Antarctica 
Dec 1st - 1st color photograph of Earth from outer space 
Dec 1st - 25th Heisman Trophy Award: Billy Cannon, LSU (HB) 
Dec 1st - The 1st color photograph of Earth received from outer space 
Dec 2nd - Malpasset dam collapses destroying French Riviera town of Frejus 
Dec 3rd - State of emergency on Cyprus ends 
Dec 5th - Intikhab Alam bowls Colin McDonald with 1st ball in Tests 
Dec 7th - "Saratoga" opens at Winter Garden Theater NYC for 80 performances 
Dec 8th - Dom Mintoff demands independence for Malta 
Dec 8th - President Eisenhower watches Pakistan v Aust Test Cricket at Karachi 
Dec 11th - Yanks trade Marv Thronberry, Don Larsen, Hank Bauer & Norm Seibern for Roger Maris, Kent 
Hadley & Joe Deaestri 
Dec 12th - UN Committee on Peaceful Use of Outer Space is established 
Dec 13th - Archbishop Makarios elected 1st president of Cyprus 
Dec 14th - Archbishop Makarios proclaimed president of Cyprus 
Dec 14th - J B Jordan in F-104C sets world altitude record, 31,513m 
Dec 15th - Everly Brothers record "Let It Be Me" 
Dec 16th - Snow falling in Lowarai Pass West Pakistan kills 48 
Dec 17th - "On The Beach," is 1st film to premiere on both sides of Iron Curtain 
Dec 17th - 1st movie opening simultaneously in major cities (On The Beach) 
Dec 18th - Sammy Baugh named 1st coach of NY Titans (AFL) 
Dec 19th - 1st Liberty Bowl game-Penn State beats Alabama 7-0 
Dec 20th - Jasu Patel takes 9-69, India v Australia at Kanpur 
Dec 21st - 10th largest snowfall in NYC history (13.7") 
Dec 21st - Citizens of Deerfield Ill block building of interracial housing 
Dec 21st - Shah of Persia marries Farah Diba 
Dec 21st - Tom Landry accepts coaching job with Dallas Cowboys (stays until 1988) 
Dec 22nd - Continental League awards its last franchise to Dallas-Ft Worth 
Dec 22nd - NY Ranger goalie Marcel Paille wears a customized mask 
Dec 25th - A synagogue in Cologne Germany desecrated with swatstikas 
Dec 25th - Richard Starkey receives his 1st drum set 
Dec 25th - Sony brings transistor TV 8-301 to the market 
Dec 27th - Balt Colts beat NY Giants 31-16 in NFL championship game 
Dec 29th - Saul Levitt's "Andersonville Trial," premieres in NYC 
Dec 30th - George Washington, 1st ballistic missile sub commissioned 
Jan 1st - Bank of France issues new franc, worth 100 times the value of existing francs 
Jan 1st - Cameroon (French Cameroon) gains independence from France 
Jan 1st - Johnny Cash plays 1st of many free concerts behind bars 
Jan 1st - Montserrat adopts constitution 
Jan 2nd - 1st redshank old world shore bird reported in N America (Halifax) 
Jan 2nd - John Reynolds sets age of solar system at 4,950,000,000 years 
Jan 2nd - Roger Sessions' 4th Symphony, premieres 
Jan 2nd - Senator John F Kennedy, announces his candidacy for the US Presidency 
Jan 4th - European Free Trade Association forms in Stockholm 
Jan 5th - Continental League, a proposed third major league, gets an assurance of congressional 
support from NY Senator Kenneth Keating 
Jan 9th - Building of Aswan dam in Egypt, begins 
Jan 10th - Bollingen Prize for poetry awarded to Delmore Schwartz 
Jan 11th - Chad declares independence from France 
Jan 11th - Lamar Clark sets pro boxing record of 44 consecutive knockouts 
Jan 12th - Sobers & Worrell complete 399 stand for 4th wkt v England 
Jan 12th - Syracuse National Dolph Schayes is 1st NBA'er to score 15,000 points 
Jan 14th - Tuindorp-Oostzaan in Northern Amsterdam, flooded 
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Jan 14th - US Army promoted Elvis Presley to Sergeant 
Jan 17th - Mickey Wright wins LPGA Sea Island Women's Golf Invitational 
Jan 17th - NFL Pro Bowl: West beats East 38-21 
Jan 18th - US & Japan sign joint defense treaty 
Jan 19th - Eisenhower & Premier Kishi sign US-Japanese Security pact 
Jan 20th - Patrice Lumumba sentenced to 6 months in Belgian Congo 
Jan 21st - Little Joe 4 suborbital Mercury test reaches 16 km 
Jan 21st - Rock falls traps 437 at Coalbrook S Afr, 417 die of methane poisoning 
Jan 22nd - 10th NBA All-Star Game: East beats West 125-115 at Philadelphia 
Jan 22nd - Coal mine of Johnburg caves-in, 417 die 
Jan 22nd - French president De Gaulle escape attempt by general Massu 
Jan 22nd - Paul Pender beats Sugar Ray Robinson for middleweight boxing title 
Jan 23rd - Bathosphere "Trieste" reach bottom of Pacific (10,900 m) 
Jan 24th - Algeria up rises against French president De Gaulle 
Jan 26th - High-school basketball sensation Danny Heater scores 135 points 
Jan 26th - Oakland enters AFL 
Jan 26th - Pete Rozelle elected NFL commissioner on 23rd ballot 
Jan 28th - 1st photograph bounced off Moon, Washington DC 
Jan 28th - Goon Show's final episode on BBC 
Jan 28th - NFL announces Dallas Cowboys (1960) & Minn Vikings (1961) franchises 
Jan 30th - CIA OKs Lockheed to produce a new U-2 aircraft (Oxcart) 
Jan 30th - Dutch communist trade union EVC'58 disbands 
Jan 30th - Riot curtails third days play at Port-Of-Spain WI v England 
Jan 30th - US female Figure Skating championship won by Carol Heiss 
Jan 30th - US male Figure Skating championship won by David Jenkins 
Jan 31st - Songwriter Adolph Green marries actress/singer Phyllis Newman in NYC 
Feb 1st - 34th Australian Women’s Tennis: Margaret Smith beats J Lehane (75 62) 
Feb 1st - 4 students stage 1st civil rights sit-in, at Greensboro NC Woolworth 
Feb 1st - 48th Australian Men’s Tennis: Rod Laver beats N Fraser (5-7 3-6 6-3 8-6 8-6) 
Feb 1st - Extreme right-wing rebels in Algiers surrender 
Feb 2nd - Michale Eufemia sinks 625 balls in pool match without a miss 
Feb 4th - BBWAA voters fail to elect a new Hall of Fame member 
Feb 4th - Giants move their offices to Candlestick Park 
Feb 4th - Lionel Bart's musical "Fings ain't wot they used t'be," premieres 
Feb 7th - Old handwriting found in at Qumran, near the Dead Sea 
Feb 8th - Boston Celtic Bill Russell becomes 1st NBAer with 50 rebounds (51) 
Feb 8th - Congress opens hearings looking into payola 
Feb 8th - Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom issued an Order-in-Council, stating that she and her 
family would be known as the House of Windsor, and that her descendants will take the name 
"Mountbatten-Windsor". 
Feb 9th - AFL & NFL agree verbally to a no tampering pact 
Feb 10th - "Unsinkable Molly Brown" closes at Winter Garden NYC after 532 perfs 
Feb 10th - Charles Ives' "Lincoln, the Great Commoner," premieres 
Feb 11th - Jack Paar walks off his TV show 
Feb 12th - Chinese army kills 12 Indian soldiers 
Feb 13th - "Beg, Borrow or Steal" opens at Martin Beck Theater NYC for 5 perfs 
Feb 13th - "Saratoga" closes at Winter Garden Theater NYC after 80 performances 
Feb 13th - France performs 1st nuclear test at Reggane Proving Grounds Algeria 
Feb 14th - Beverly Hanson wins LPGA St Petersburg Golf Open 
Feb 14th - Marshal Ayub Khan elected president of Pakistan 
Feb 16th - US nuclear submarine USS Triton set off on underwater round-world trip 
Feb 18th - 8th Winter Olympic games open in Squaw Valley, Colo 
Feb 18th - Walter O'Malley, LA Dodger owner, purchases Chavez Ravine for $494,000 
Feb 19th - Bill Keane's "Family Circus" cartoon strip debuts 
Feb 19th - Protest strike in Poznan Poland 
Feb 20th - Jimi Hendrix, rock and roll guitarist, plays his first gig. 
Feb 21st - Fay Crocker wins LPGA Lake Worth Golf Open 
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Feb 23rd - Demolition begins on Brooklyn's Ebbets Field (opened in 1913) 
Feb 24th - Italian govt of Segni falls 
Feb 24th - US beats Germany in Olympic hockey finals round, 9-1 
Feb 25th - John Cage's "Music for Amplified Toy Pianos," premieres 
Feb 25th - Lillian Hellman's "Toys in the Attic," premieres in NYC 
Feb 26th - Soviet premier Khrushchev voices support for Indonesia 
Feb 26th - USA's David Jenkins wins Olympic Gold for men's figure skating 
Feb 26th - Verne Gagne beats Doctor X in Omaha, to become NWA wrestling champ 
Feb 27th - Oil pipe line from Rotterdam to Ruhrgebied opens 
Feb 27th - US Olympic Ice Hockey Team beats USSR 3-2 en route to gold medal 
Feb 28th - 8th winter Olympic games close at Squaw Valley, Colo 
Feb 28th - Mickey Wright wins LPGA Tampa Golf Open 
Feb 28th - US wins Olympic hockey gold medal by defeating Czechoslovakia 9-4 
Feb 29th - 1st Playboy Club, featuring bunnies, opens in Chicago 
Feb 29th - Earthquake kills 1/3 of Agadir Morocco population (12,000) in 15 sec 
Feb 29th - JFK makes "missile gap" the presidential campaign issue 
Mar 3rd - 9th largest snowfall in NYC history (14.5") 
Mar 4th - French freighter "La Coubre" explodes in Havana Cuba, killing 100 
Mar 4th - Lucille Ball files divorce from Desi Arnaz 
Mar 5th - Elvis Presley ends 2-year hitch in US Army 
Mar 5th - Ice Dance Championship at Vancouver won by Denny & Jones (GRB) 
Mar 5th - Ice Pairs Championship at Vancouver won by Wagner & Paul (CAN) 
Mar 5th - Men's Fig Skating Championship in Vancouver won by Alain Giletti (FRA) 
Mar 5th - Worlds Ladies Fig Skating Champions in Vanc won by Carol E Heiss (USA) 
Mar 5th - The Aquatic Ape Hypothesis originates when Alister Hardy publicly announces his idea that 
ape-human divergence may have been due to a coastal phase. 
Mar 6th - President Sukarno disbands Indonesia's parliament 
Mar 7th - Dutch Builders strike for CLA 
Mar 8th - "Greenwillow" opens at Alvin Theater NYC for 95 performances 
Mar 10th - USSR agrees to stop nuclear testing 
Mar 11th - Pioneer 5 launched into solar orbit between Earth & Venus 
Mar 13th - Fay Crocker wins LPGA Titleholders Golf Championship 
Mar 13th - NFL's Chicago Cardinals moves to St Louis 
Mar 13th - White Sox unveil new road uniforms with players' names above number 
Mar 14th - 14 die in a train crash in Bakersfield Calif 
Mar 14th - Wilt Chamberlain (Phila) sets NBA playoff record of 53 points 
Mar 15th - Key Largo Coral Reef Preserve established (1st underwater park) 
Mar 15th - National Observatory at Kitt Peak, Arizona dedicated 
Mar 17th - Eisenhower forms anti-Castro-exile army under the CIA 
Mar 17th - WSLA (now WAKA) TV channel 8 in Selma, AL (CBS) begins broadcasting 
Mar 19th - "Redhead" closes at 46th St Theater NYC after 455 performances 
Mar 19th - 22nd NCAA Men's Basketball Championship: Ohio State beats Calif 75-55 
Mar 21st - Sharpeville Massacre: Police kill 72 in South Africa & outlaws ANC 
Mar 22nd - 1st patent for lasers, granted to Arthur Schawlow & Charles Townes 
Mar 22nd - AL Schawlow & C H Townes obtain patent for the laser 
Mar 23rd - Explorer (8) fails to reach Earth orbit 
Mar 24th - US appeals court rules novel, "Lady Chatterly's Lover," not obscene 
Mar 25th - 1st guided missile launched from nuclear powered sub (Halibut) 
Mar 25th - DH Lawrence' "Lady Chatterley's Lover" ruled not obscene (NYC) 
Mar 25th - Ford Frick voids Indians-Red Sox deal as Sam White retires 
Mar 25th - Italian govt Tambroni forms 
Mar 26th - Iraq executes 30 after attack on Pres Kassem 
Mar 26th - Orioles-Reds series for Havana, is moved to Miami 
Mar 26th - USC captures NCAA swimming title 
Mar 27th - Wiffi Smith wins LPGA Royal Crown Golf Open 
Mar 28th - Pope John raises the 1st Japanese, 1st African & 1st Filipino cardinal 
Mar 28th - Scotch factory explodes burying 20 fire fighters (Glasgow Scotland) 
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Mar 29th - Darius Milhaud's 9th Symphony, premieres 
Mar 31st - Gore Vidal's "Best Man," premieres in NYC 
Apr 1st - Census determines the resident population of the United States to be 179,245,000 
Apr 1st - 2nd French atom bomb explodes (Sahara) 
Apr 1st - France performs nuclear test at Reggane Proving Grounds Algeria 
Apr 1st - Mabry Harper catches a 25 lb Walleye in Tennessee 
Apr 1st - RCA TIROS (TV & Infra-Red Observation 'weather' Satellite) I launched 
Apr 1st - U Nu elected premier of Burma 
Apr 2nd - Cuba buys oil from USSR 
Apr 3rd - Earthquake at Havre, Belgium 
Apr 4th - 32nd Academy Awards - "Ben-Hur," Charlton Heston & Simone Signoret win 
Apr 4th - Oscar awarded to Neth director Bert Haanstra 
Apr 4th - Project Ozma begins at Green Bank radio astronomy center 
Apr 4th - Senegal declares independence from France 
Apr 8th - Neth & Germany sign accord concerning war casualties 
Apr 9th - 14th NBA Championship: Bost Celtics beat St Louis Hawks, 4 games to 3 
Apr 9th - South African premier Verwoerd wounded in battle 
Apr 10th - 24th Golf Masters Championship: Arnold Palmer wins, shooting a 282 
Apr 10th - Betsy Rawls wins LPGA Babe Didrikson-Zaharias Golf Open 
Apr 10th - Senate passes landmark Civil Rights Bill 
Apr 11th - 1st weather satellite launched (Tiros 1) 
Apr 12th - Bert Haanstra wins Oscar for "Glass" 
Apr 12th - Bill Veeck & Chicago Comiskey Park debuts "Exploding Scoreboard" 
Apr 13th - France becomes 4th nuclear nation exploding an A-Bomb in Sahara 
Apr 13th - Transit 1B, 1st navigational satellite, placed in Earth orbit 
Apr 14th - "Bye Bye Birdie" opens at Martin Beck Theater NYC for 607 performances 
Apr 14th - 1st underwater launching of Polaris missile 
Apr 14th - Stanley Cup: Montreal Canadiens sweep Toronto Maple Leafs in 4 games 
Apr 15th - Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), organizes at Shaw U 
Apr 17th - American Samoa sets up a constitutional government 
Apr 17th - Cleveland Indians trade Rocky Colavito to Tigers for Harvey Kuenn 
Apr 19th - 64th Boston Marathon won by Paavo Kotila of Finland in 2:20:54 
Apr 19th - Baseball uniforms begin displaying player's names on their backs 
Apr 19th - Comiskey Park's famed "exploding" scoreboard begins operating 
Apr 20th - "From A to Z" opens at Plymouth Theater NYC for 21 performances 
Apr 21st - Brasilia becomes capital of Brazil 
Apr 21st - Founding of the Orthodox Bahá'í Faith in Washington, D.C. 
Apr 23rd - 1st performance of Ferde Grofe's "San Francisco Suite" 
Apr 24th - 14th Tony Awards: Miracle Worker & Fiorello! win 
Apr 24th - Heavy earthquake strikes South Persia, 500 killed 
Apr 24th - Louise Suggs wins LPGA Civitan Golf Open 
Apr 24th - Record 4 grand slams hit today 
Apr 25th - 1st submerged circumnavigation of Earth completed (Triton) 
Apr 27th - 1st atomic powered electric-drive submarine launched (Tullibee) 
Apr 27th - South Korean pres Syngman Rhee resigns 
Apr 27th - Togo (formerly French Togo) declares independence from French adm 
Apr 28th - "Christine" opens at 46th St Theater NYC for 12 performances 
Apr 28th - WIPM TV channel 3 in Mayaguez, PR (PBS) begins broadcasting 
May 1st - India's Bombay state split into Gujarat & Maharashtra states 
May 1st - Pancho Gonzalez retires from tennis 
May 1st - Russia shoots down Francis Gary Powers' U-2 spy plane over Sverdlovsk 
May 2nd - Harry Belafonte 2nd Carnegie Hall performance 
May 2nd - Pulitzer prize awarded to Al Drury (Advice & Consent) 
May 2nd - "American Bandstand's" Dick Clark 
May 2nd - House investigating committee, looking into payola questions 
May 3rd - Harvey Schmidt/Tom Jones' musical "Fantasticks," premieres in NYC 
May 3rd - The Anne Frank House opens in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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May 4th - 1st great Delta dam closes, North-South Beveland 
May 6th - English prince Margaret marries Antony Armstrong-Jones (Lord Snowdon) 
May 6th - Pres Eisenhower signs Civil Rights Act of 1960 
May 6th - Students attack Dutch embassy in Djakarta 
May 6th - Trotsky's murderer Jacques Mornard (Ramon Mercader), freed in Mexico 
May 7th - "Christine" closes at 46th St Theater NYC after 12 performances 
May 7th - "Flower Drum Song" closes at St James Theater NYC after 602 perfs 
May 7th - "From A to Z" closes at Plymouth Theater NYC after 21 performances 
May 7th - 86th Kentucky Derby: Bill Hartack on Venetian Way wins in 2:02.4 
May 7th - Dodgers Larry & Norm Sherry are baseball's 10th brother battery 
May 7th - LA Dodger Norm Sherry's 11th HR wins the game for brother Larry 
May 7th - Leonid Brezhnev replaces Kliment Voroshilov as pres of USSR 
May 7th - Michael Tal beats Botvinnik 12½-8½ for world chess championship 
May 7th - USSR announces Francis Gary Powers confessed to being a CIA spy 
May 8th - USSR & Cuba resume diplomatic relations 
May 8th - Wiffi Smith wins LPGA Betsy Rawls Peach Blossom Golf Open 
May 9th - Nigeria becomes a member of British Commonwealth 
May 9th - US is 1st country to use the birth control pill legally 
May 9th - US send U-2 over USSR 
May 10th - John F Kennedy wins primary in West Virginia 
May 10th - US atomic sub USS Triton completes 1st around world under water trip 
May 10th - USS Nautilus completes 1st circumnavigation of globe under water 
May 11th - French liner "France" launched 
May 11th - Israeli soldiers capture Adolf Eichmann in Buenos Aires 
May 11th - The first contraceptive pill is made available on the market. 
May 12th - Elvis Presley appears on a Frank Sinatra special 
May 13th - 1st launch of Delta satellite launching vehicle; it failed 
May 13th - Phillies lose 3rd consecutive 1-0 game 
May 13th - WOLE TV channel 12 in Aguadillo, PR 
May 14th - "At the Drop of a Hat" closes at John Golden NYC after 216 perfs 
May 14th - USSR launch 1st (unmanned) space capsule 
May 14th - Virgil Thomson's "Missa Pro Defunctis," premieres in Pottstown NY 
May 15th - Chic Cub Don Cardwell no-hits St Louis Cards, 4-0 
May 15th - Dmitri Shostakovitch's 7th String quartet, premieres in Leningrad 
May 15th - KHVO TV channel 13 in Hilo, HI (ABC) begins broadcasting 
May 15th - Sputnik 4 launched into Earth orbit; later recovery failed 
May 15th - Taxes took 25% of earnings in US 
May 16th - Big 4 summit in Paris collapses as USSR levels spy charges against US 
May 16th - Theodore Maiman operates the first optical laser, at Hughes Research Laboratories in Malibu, 
California. 
May 17th - 1st atomic reactor system patents, J W Flora of Canoga Park CA 
May 18th - Eillen Fulton begins playing Lisa on As the World Turn (for > 30 yrs) 
May 18th - Jean Genets "Le Balcon," premieres in Paris 
May 19th - Alan Freed & eight other DJ accused of taking radio payola 
May 19th - Belgian parliament requires rest day for self employed 
May 19th - DJ Alan Freed is accused of bribery in radio payola scandal 
May 19th - Juan Marichal debuts as SF Giant pitcher, beats Phillies on 1 hitter 
May 19th - USAF Maj Robert M White takes X-15 to 33,222 m 
May 20th - Baseball game in Milwaukee postponed due to dense fog 
May 21st - 86th Preakness: Bobby Ussery aboard Bally Ache wins in 1:57.6 
May 22nd - Virtually all coastal towns between 37th & 44th parallels severly damaged by tsunami that 
strikes Hilo, Hawaii at 01:04 AM 
May 23rd - "Finian's Rainbow" opens at 46th St Theater NYC for 12 performances 
May 23rd - "Got A Girl" by The Four Preps hits #24 
May 23rd - Israel announces capture of Nazi Adolf Eichmann in Argentina 
May 24th - 1 millionth Dutch telephone installed 
May 25th - George Crowe's record 11th pinch-hit HR 
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May 27th - 1st use of oversized catching mitt (Balt Oriole Clint Courtney) 
May 27th - Balt manager Paul Richards devises oversized catcher's mitt 
May 27th - Military coup overthrows democratic government of Turkey 
May 28th - "Greenwillow" closes at Alvin Theater NYC after 95 performances 
May 29th - Everly Brothers "Cathy's Clown" hits #1 
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 List of “Cruising’ the Past” Articles  
that are on the CHS 50th Reunion Web Site  

(www.catalina-1960-class-reunion.com) 
 

Article Number and Title Date 
29.  “Graduation Day Arrives” June, 2010 
28.  “Sunsets and Creosote” May, 2010 
27.  “Tucson in 1960” April, 2010 
26.  “Drive-In Nights” March, 2010 
25.  "Our Unforgettable Principal"   February, 2010 
24.  "The Sixties Arrive"                               January , 2010 
23.  "Fifties Reality Check"                            December, 2009 
22.  "And they shall have music wherever they go”  November, 2009 
21.  "Cruisin' Speedway"                                   October, 2009 
20.  "Parties, Outings, and Road Trips"  September, 2009 
19.  "Hijinks and Escapades"                           May, 2009 
18.  "Something for Everyone: Extracurricular Activities at CHS” April, 2009 
17.  "Spring Sports"   March, 2009 
16.  "The Sciences at CHS"           February, 2009 
15.  "The Arts at CHS"                                    January, 2009 
14.  "A Season of Giving"                                December, 2008 
13.  "Keeping up with Politics"                        November, 2008 
12.  "After-Game Activities"                             October, 2008 
11.  "Fall Sports"                                                September, 2008 
10.  "Dance to the Music"                               May, 2008 
09.  "The Social Side of School"                     April, 2008 
08.  "And gladly would they learn"                March, 2008 
07.  "And gladly would they teach"                 February, 2008 
06.  "A Tour of 'Disneyland'"                             January, 2008 
05.  "A Language of our Own"                        December, 2007 
04.  "What We Looked Like"                            November, 2007 
03.  "A Preliminary Profile"                             October, 2007 
02.  "Preface for Some of Us"                          September, 2007 
01.  "Cruisin' the Past - Prospectus"             September, 2007 
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“We Had A Great Time” 
 

“I am still reminiscing about the reunion as I had such a great time seeing so many nice people 
again...I only wish it hadn't taken me 50 years to attend "   "There were so many kind and 
friendly classmates I visited with that I could go on endlessly, I was truly humbled by such 
warmth. We were tremendously fortunate that we shared four years of our lives with such fine 
individuals. Emily you and your committee did a fabulous job! I would like to thank each and 
every committee member for all the time and effort they put into this event.    Jane Mills Martin 
  
Had a wonderful time because of the good work by all you guys.  Gerry LaBelle 
 
Thank you so much for ALL that you did to make our visit to Paul's reunion so memorable.  
From joining you at your table Saturday through all the special planning and organizing by the 
committee that made it a special weekend for everyone attending.  It was truly a gift to all!  He 
got a big kick out of seeing old friends and recalling those high school days.  Thanks to all for 
caring and making it all happen.  Judy and Paul Gray 
 
Bottom line? It was good to touch base with people I have known such a long time ago. Thanks 
for the opportunity to visit with so many  old friends.  What you all did was incredible.  The 
committee gave us all a wonderful reunion - THANK YOU!  You guys have given us all a very 
special gift.  Thanks for the bottom of my heart.   Maryruth Prose Cunningham 
 
 “The reunion was simply the Best.”   "... the committee assembled a great time."  “The outcome 
was wonderful for we who attended.”  “Friday's BBQ had an electric atmosphere, with folks all 
talking at once and at length with one another.   The bus tour was most special to me, as it filled 
in the blanks about Tucson leftover from family visits with no time for exploration, and to witness 
the trip down memory lane with classmates was really something.  CHS was indeed a very cool 
school. Truly, Maryruth did grow up in an idyllic, distinctive American era, or ‘Happy Days’ as 
some of your classmates called it. I hope to see many of you again someday.“    Bill 
Cunningham 

… and In Closing 
 
High school reunions enable us to look at the past, reflect on the fun we once had, and make us 
wonder, as the years have scurried by, why we didn't keep in touch with all our high school 
"pals". 
 
Reunions make us question, why we lost touch with people who once were our dearest friends. 
We are curious how their lives unfolded and wonder where life took them. 
 
High school reunions tap into our "inner child", for a few hours, as we are taken back to a time, 
when life was carefree and fun and transforms us to that teenager, who didn't worry about the 
future, and didn't know what was yet to come!  Seeing people from the past, that we once saw 
every day, brings back that special bond of those that shared experiences that link us together. 
 
High school reunions...allow us to go back in time, to relive our history as time moves forward, 
and we all get older!  No matter how many of them we go to, we always envision how people 
looked when we saw them every day, during high school...the best time of our life...the days that 
we will always remember...that started us on the road of who we have become! 
 
By all indications, our 50th reunion was a huge success.  We want to thank each and every one 
of you for attending…and wish you all a grand farewell until we meet again. 
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